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The Black Gate (added in about 1250) and Keep 
of the 12thC ‘New Castle’ which were split in 
Victorian times by the building of the railway 
© R J McNaughton CCBYSA 2007 

1. The River Tyne in context  

1.1 Changing role of the river 

1.1.1 History 

The last ice age 

Prehistoric glaciers and ice sheets up to the early Holocene period shaped the topography we now see associated 
with the River Tyne estuary in NewcastleGateshead, leaving the River Tyne draining along a wide glacial valley 
which narrows abruptly to a deep gorge through the centre of the two towns.  Glacial damming of the former 
course of the River Wear, which joined the Tyne near Dunston, led it to find a new route through the magnesian 
limestone to the sea at Sunderland, leaving a broad flat valley to the south now occupied only by the diminutive 
River Team. 

Early settlement 

The Tyne Estuary created a hindrance to north-south communication 
and, although Newcastle was settled probably as long ago as 
5000BC, it was the Romans who started significant development of 
the city of Pons Aelius at the most seaward point that the river could 
be bridged.  Development continued as the town of Monkchester in 
the Saxon period and it was not until Norman times when William 
the Conqueror’s eldest son Robert Curthose built a castle on his way 
back from raiding Scotland and called it his ‘New Castle’ that the 
current name was born.  The castle was rebuilt in stone in 1172 and 
during mediæval times, the town became a walled settlement 
providing defence against the Scots, as well as a major seaport, a 
function that was to continue to shape Newcastle’s riverside until the mid 20th century. 

Meanwhile Gateshead was also settled by the Roman period and by the 7th century AD was important enough to 
have a monastery with an Abbot named Utta, although it remained a small settlement.  Set within a largely forested 
area used by the bishops for hunting, Gateshead continued to grow through the mediæval period, becoming a 
palatinate borough under the control of the Prince Bishops of Durham in the 12th century and successfully fighting 
off numerous takeover attempts by Newcastle.  Wider disputes between England and Scotland during the Bishops’ 
Wars that eventually led up to the English Civil War also touched the study area and in 1640 English Royalist 
forces under the command of Edward, Lord Conway were defeated at the Battle of Newburn Ford by a Scottish 
Covenanter army who overran Northumberland and Durham.  This site is now a Registered Historic Battlefield, 
located at NGR NZ065651. 
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‘Flatiron’ coal ship at Dunston Staiths, 1978 

Industrial revolution 

Although small scale coal mining using bell pits had been practised in the area since around the 14th century, it was 
the rapid development of the coal mining industry from the 17th century that had the greatest influence on the Tyne 
Estuary and its banks.  Over 30 waggonways, originally with wooden rails and horse drawn chaldrons carrying a 
few tons of coal, led to loading points or coal spouts on the banks of the Tyne Estuary.  Here coal was tipped into 
small boats known as keels, which were rowed or sailed downriver to South Shields by the ‘keelmen’ for transfer to 
ships waiting outside the sand bar which restricted their entry to the river.  Two waggonways emerged from mine 
tunnels directly onto staiths (Kitty’s Drift at Scotswood and the Victoria Tunnel, running from Spital Tongues to 
the Ouseburn).  By the mid-17th century, annual coal exports from the Tyne exceeded half a million tons. 

By the 19th century improvements were made so that ships could enter the river and the replacement of the low 
arched Georgian (1781) bridge by Armstrong’s Swing Bridge in 1876 gave shipping access to the whole estuary, 
leading rapidly to the demise of the keels.  The deepening of the river and stabilisation of the banks by wooden 
piles and stone walling involved loss of a number of islands in the river, including King’s Meadows Island, off 
Elswick, which was a popular recreational destination, with its own public house, and the neighbouring Clarence 
and George Islands.  Further inland Dent’s Meadows Islands, home of 
the well known Blaydon Races, were also removed.  The channel 
improvement works led to loss of most of the inter-tidal area and 
creation of a canalised form along much of the estuary.   

Meanwhile, more modern railways were developing, now using steam 
locomotive engines or steam driven rope haulage to convey coal 
wagons to the Tyne, and massive staiths were built to give the necessary 

 
Waggonways along the Tyne Estuary in NewcastleGateshead (after Lewis, M J T (1970) Early Wooden Railways) 
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Ships at Newcastle Quayside and Baltic Mills, 1976 

 
Empty coal ship at St Anthony’s, 1977 

height to allow coal to be tipped directly from rail wagons to waiting ships.  Within NewcastleGateshead, major 
staiths were located at Dunston, West Dunston and Derwenthaugh on the Gateshead bank.  The only such staith 
remaining in the NewcastleGateshead section of the river is Dunston Staith, built in 1893 and closed in 1980, which 
is now a Scheduled Monument.  Much coal was exported to the south of England, including to numerous power 
stations in London, and special low-profile ships known as flatirons were built to enable passage through the many 
bridges in London without trans-shipment to lighters.  The Tyne rapidly became the biggest coal-exporting port in 
the country, handling over 20 million tonnes per year by 1911, and the expression ‘taking coals to Newcastle’ 
entered common parlance as a phrase to describe a pointless activity.  As recently as 1986 the Central Electricity 
Generating Board built a fleet of ‘super-colliers’ each carrying 19,500 tonnes to carry coal from the Tyne to south 
east England but these operated from Tyne Dock in South Tyneside. 

Industrialisation led to rapid growth in population in both Newcastle 
and Gateshead and the sweeping away of many historic features.  For 
example, the main railway to the north was built through the middle 
of the New Castle, severing the Black Gate from the Keep; tributary 
streams through Newcastle (the Skinner Burn, Lort Burn and Pandon 
Burn) were culverted and historic buildings along the riverfront in 
the central area were replaced by port related buildings on the 
Newcastle side and by industrial uses on the Gateshead bank.  The 
transition was aided by the great fire of 1854 which destroyed much 
of what stood previously.   

Newcastle Quayside became important, handling many types of 
cargo, while large mills, including the Baltic Mills in Gateshead, 
were built on the riverside to take advantage of water transport of 
grain.  Shipbuilding became important in the Elswick area on the 
Newcastle side upstream of the central bridges and downstream on 
both banks.  Other industries lining the banks by the early 20th 
century included coal-fired power stations at Stella South and 
Dunston on the south bank and Stella North on the north bank, as 
well as a soap works (latterly a tannery) at Dunston.  Tidal 
tributaries, such as the Ouseburn and the River Team also became 
busy industrial areas lined with wharves. 

Passenger traffic also featured on the river with regular ferry services providing both river crossings at numerous 
locations (see Table 1.1 – those operating in NewcastleGateshead are shown in roman type).  Services also ran up 
and down the river serving various calling points between North/South Shields and Ryton but the last of these 
ceased to operate in 1908, by which time regular electric train services were operating along both banks of the Tyne 
between NewcastleGateshead and the coast. 
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Table 1.1 Tyne Estuary ferry services 

Ferry Crossing 
or E-W 

Calling points Dates 
operating 

Tyne General Ferry Company (an 
amalgamation of the Newcastle and 
Shields Steam Packet Co. (operating 
from 1838), the Port Of Tyne Steam 
Navigation Co. and the Red Star Line 

E-W Ryton, Blaydon, Dunston, Elswick, Newcastle, 
Ouseburn, St Peters, Felling, Bill Quay, High 
Walker, Low Walker, Hebburn, Wallsend, Howdon, 
Jarrow, Northumberland Dock, Tyne Dock, South 
Shields (Mill Dam) and North Shields  

1862-1908 

Ryton Ferry Crossing Ryton to opposite Bank 1700s-1950s 
or 1960s 

Newburn Ferry Crossing Newburn to opposite bank 19thC - 1893 

Blaydon Ferry Crossing Blaydon 
to Dent’s Meadows Islands and later various points 
on the opposite bank 

19thC 

Lemington Ferry Crossing Lemington Bell’s Clo. to Blaydon Haughs Cowen St. 1851-1940? 

Scotswood Ferry Crossing Scotswood to opposite bank Before 
1830s 

Benwell Ferry Crossing Benwell Paradise to Derwenthaugh  19thC-1940? 

Kings Meadow Crossing Elswick to Kings Meadow Island 19thC 

Elswick Direct Ferry Crossing Elswick Works to Dunston Engine Works 1896-1940? 

Elswick Ferry Crossing Elswick Skinnerburn Road to Dunston Soap Works 1899-1945? 

Redheugh Ferry Crossing Elswick Lead Works to Redheugh Tyne Road East 19thC-? 

Newcastle Ferry Crossing Newcastle Quayside to Hillgate Quay 19thC 

Ouseburn Ferry Crossing Ouseburn to East Gateshead Deptford Road 1850-1948 

Mushroom Ferry Crossing St Lawrence Mushroom to Saltmeadows 1850-1900 

Dent’s Hole, later St Peter’s, Ferry Crossing St Peter’s to Friar’s Goose 1831-1900 &  
1920-1940 

Felling Shore Ferry Crossing Byker to Felling Shore 1858-1890 

St Anthony’s or Heworth Shore Ferry Crossing St Anthony’s to Bill Quay/Heworth Shore 1831-1945 

Wincomblee Ferry Crossing Walker, near River Police Station to Pelaw Main �1600-1945? 

Low Walker or Tyne View Ferry Crossing Low Walker Staithes Street to Hebburn Tyne View 1831-1945 

Low Walker to Hebburn Ferry (taken 
over by Mid Tyne Ferries in 1939) 

Crossing Low Walker White St. to Hebburn Bon Accord St. 1910-1986 

Wallsend to Hebburn Ferry (taken over 
by Mid Tyne Ferries in 1939) 

Crossing Wallsend Benton Way to Hebburn Bon Accord St. -1986 

Shields Direct Ferry Company (and 
others including local councils) 

Crossing 
(vehicles) 

Willington Quay to Jarrow 1850-1967 

Tyne General Ferry Company (started 
1852 by Palmers’s Shipyard) 

Crossing 
(vehicles) 

Howdon to Jarrow 1854-1967 
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Ferry Crossing 
or E-W 

Calling points Dates 
operating 

Whitehill Point (Shields Ferry 
Company, TIC from 1863) 

Crossing North Shields Whitehill Point to 
South Shields West Holborn 

1856-1952 

Market Place 
(Shields Ferry Company, TIC from 
1863, now Nexus) 

Crossing 
(vehicles 
to 1967) 

North Shields New Quay to 
South Shields Mill Dam 

1830 to date 

Tyne Direct Ferry Company (TIC from 
1863) 

Crossing North Shields New Quay to  
South Shields Kirton’s Quay 

1847-1954 

TIC – Tyne Improvement Commission 

All ferries were passenger only unless noted 

 

The barrier to north-south travel presented by the Tyne Estuary gradually diminished with the opening of a second 
bridge designed by Stephenson in 1849.  This is the High Level Bridge carrying a road on the lower deck and a 
railway above and is still in use.  Other bridges followed for road and rail (see Table 1.2), although ferries 
remained important for crossing the river further downstream well into the 20th century and the Market Place Ferry, 
linking North Shields and South Shields, remains an important passenger link today, although the car ferry service 
ceased to operate following opening of the Tyne Road Tunnel in 1967. 

Recreational use of the River Tyne 

As well as use of the river as a means of purposeful transport, pleasure trips on the river were a regular feature of 
Victorian times.  Ferry boats also ran pleasure trips and at Wylam was a popular pleasure ground with rowing boats 
for hire.  Ferries also provided access to the various islands in the river, some of which hosted events, such as the 
Blaydon Races, while at least one was the location of a public house. 

Competitive rowing was also established very early in north east England; the first Tyne Regatta was held in 1834, 
the second oldest regatta in the country, and rowing clubs had been established in Durham in 1834 by University 
College and in 1847 by Durham School.  Interest was probably fuelled by the success of a local oarsman Harry 
Clasper, who reached world class and was influential in the design of racing boats.  It was not long before what is 
now the Tyne Amateur Rowing Club was formed in 1852.  This was the first open amateur rowing club in north 
east England and is perhaps the oldest surviving sporting club on Tyneside.  The Newcastle Courant of 24th 
December reported the inaugural meeting and stated that several gentlemen "contended that as skiff rowing was not 
only becoming a popular but a national sport, the Tyne both from its facilities and celebrity ought to take her true 
position with other places favourable to aquatic amusements".  The first boathouse was opened at Low Elswick and 
held 60 boats and the club continued strongly through the mid-19th century, with sculler James Wallace achieving 
national status.  After a period of mixed fortunes, the club moved its boathouse to Scotswood Bridge in 1893 and 
has thrived since, with a short interruption during the 1914-18 war.  The club moved to its present boathouse, on 
the north bank of the Tyne upstream of Newburn Bridge, in 1957, which also accommodates Northumbria 
University Boat Club.   

Opposite are the premises of the Newcastle University Boat Club.  This was originally formed as Armstrong 
College Boat Club in 1911, when what is now Newcastle University was a college of Durham University.  In 1963 
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Newcastle became a university in its own right.  Initially based at the Northern Canoe Club premises at Scotswood, 
the club moved to a new boathouse at Stella in 1929 and, when this was demolished to build Stella South Power 
Station, to new premises on the south bank of the Tyne downstream of Newburn Bridge in 1953.   

Tyne United Rowing Club was originally founded after the Second World War by the merger of several 
professional clubs, including Empire RC, Hawthorn RC, Gateshead and District RC, Walker RC and Wallsend RC.  
The club became dormant in the 1960s but recently, in 2007, Tyne United Rowing Club was reformed and in 2009 
established boathouses and steps on a greenfield riverbank site in Gateshead just upstream of Newburn Bridge.  
The club aims to bring rowing to a wider range of participants in schools and the wider Gateshead community. 

Rowing continues to thrive with several regattas each year making use of the Tyne between Stella and Newburn.  
The annual Northumbrian Water University Boat Race was established in 1997 between Newcastle and Durham 
Universities and this has expanded to include schools rowing and dragon boat racing and, on occasions, sailing and 
water polo events.  The racing takes place between Dunston Staiths and the Millennium Bridge, in the centre of 
NewcastleGateshead, and is sponsored by the two councils, the universities and other local organisations. 

Post-industrial regeneration 

As ships became larger, the active port and heavy industry moved seaward to the boroughs of North Tyneside and 
South Tyneside.  The Port of Tyne now imports rather than exports coal.  Riverbank industries such as shipbuilding 
and heavy engineering have also contracted within NewcastleGateshead, providing opportunities for greater public 
access and new uses of the riverbanks.   

Bridge development continued, as indicated in Table 1.2, with the Tyne Bridge, opened in 1928, becoming an 
internationally recognised symbol of Newcastle.  The increasing number of bridges, especially the construction of 
the traffic-free Gateshead Millennium Bridge, has united the two town centres and riverside areas as never before. 

Table 1.2 Bridges across the Tyne Estuary in NewcastleGateshead (from west to east) 

Name NGR Type Date Notes 

Wylam NZ119645 Road 1836 Steel bridge on stone piers.  Originally road and rail 

Newburn NZ165652 Road 1893 Major works 2007.  Now single lane road with 10t weight limit 

Blaydon NZ195640 Road 1990 Concrete balanced cantilever.  Dual carriageway A1 Western 
Bypass 

Scotswood NZ198638 Rail 1871 Wrought and cast iron.  Now disused. 

Scotswood NZ195636 Road 1967 Steel arch with suspended deck and dual carriageway.  
Originally a suspension bridge (the Chain Bridge) opened in 
1831. 

Redheugh NZ245632 Road 1983 Concrete balanced cantilever.  Original steel bridge opened in 
1871, replaced by new bridge 1901. 

King Edward VII NZ247632 Rail 1907 Four track east coast main line railway.  Granite piers and steel 
lattice.   Listed Grade II. 
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The Tyne gorge and its seven bridges today, 
showing Baltic Mills in its new role 

 
Industry turning its back on the river at Blaydon 

Name NGR Type Date Notes 

Queen Elizabeth II NZ247635 Metro 1981 Two track metro railway.  Steel truss on concrete piers. 

High Level NZ252637 Road/rail 1849 Two track railway supported on iron arches and stone columns.  
Road suspended from arches.  Road closed for refurbishment 
2005-2008, now restricted to buses and taxis southbound only.  
Listed Grade I. 

Swing  NZ253637 Road 1876 Steel swing bridge with electro hydraulic operation.  Scheduled 
Monument, as are also the land arches of the old Tyne Bridge 
dating from 1781 

New Tyne Bridge 
(King George V) 

NZ253638 Road 1928 Steel compression arch with suspended roadway.   
Listed Grade II. 

Gateshead 
Millennium 

NZ264640 Pedestrians/ 
cyclists 

2001 Access for pedestrians and cyclists only.  Lifting bridge utilising 
unique tilting mechanism giving appearance of a winking eye 

     

 

While the industrial legacy leaves its problems in terms of contaminated 
land from industries such as alkali works, lead works and coke/tar works, 
some historic structures (for example, Dunston Staiths) contribute to the 
sense of place around the estuary and some industrial buildings have 
found new uses.  The Baltic, once a flour mill, is now a major 
contemporary art gallery.  Old shipping company offices on Newcastle 
Quayside are now restaurants and bars, while warehouses have been 
converted to upmarket residential accommodation.   

In the central gorge, Newcastle Quayside and Gateshead Quays have 
seen major regeneration and the addition of iconic new structures, such 
as the Millennium Bridge and the Sage Gateshead international music centre, has changed the townscape 
considerably.  Improved public access to the riverside is a key feature of this regeneration.  The seven bridges 
across the gorge and the buildings associated with Newcastle Quayside and Gateshead Quays together comprise a 

spectacular townscape recognised the world over.   

Outside the central area, redevelopment of former industrial areas for 
business parks and housing has also improved access to the river and 
some industrial operations recognise and contribute positively to the 
riverside character.  However, there are other areas where industry has 
turned its back on the river and contributes negatively to the riverscape 
and to provision of access.   

Some areas, such as the Ouseburn Valley, have a unique character.  The steep valley sides delimit a narrow valley 
floor, creating a place with distinct character and opportunities.  In contrast to the high-value redevelopment of 
Newcastle Quayside, the Ouseburn Valley is being redeveloped as an urban village, with a focus on live-work units 
and affordable housing, a local sense of community and public access to the waterside. 
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New uses for old mills in 
the Ouseburn Valley 

 
Increasing mudflat area opposite Dunston Staiths 

Here new uses have been found for old waterside mills.  The Cluny is now a 
centre for artists’ studios, a performance space and a waterside pub, while next 
door in another former mill is Seven Stories: The Centre for Children’s Books.  
A tidal barrage with a navigation lock at the mouth of the Ouseburn was opened 
in 2009.  This retains a near-constant water level with the intention of 
encouraging redevelopment of a number of large, derelict waterfront sites and 
greater use of the waterspace.  A riverside walkway, giving access to a steep 
wooded valley at the head of the former tidal section is almost complete. 

Green infrastructure legacy 

While waterside industrial development historically tended to eliminate 
bankside and intertidal habitats and restrict access to the riverbank, the legacy of 
this history includes a network of green corridors that have developed along 
routes of former waggonways and disused railways.  These provide valuable wildlife habitat and many also provide 
official or unofficial access routes for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders to varying extents.  The river itself 
remains available as a green transport route for recreation and, potentially, other travel, while the requirement to 
redevelop areas of riverbank provides an opportunity to incorporate riverside access into the new development, 
where this will not conflict with existing or future industrial operations that might use the river for freight transport, 
with its associated savings in emissions of greenhouse gases. 

Thus the existing and potential green infrastructure resource along the Tyne Estuary corridor has been shaped 
significantly by its industrial history.  The opportunities presented by redevelopment and re-use of former 
infrastructure should be realised where possible in a way that retains the heritage interest and interprets it for river 
corridor users. 

1.1.2 Ecology 

The Tyne Estuary is a macrotidal estuary.  As with all estuaries, it provides a transition zone between fresh water 
and sea water biota, with a section in the middle where aquatic biodiversity is limited by salinity stress.  The 
estuary is important as a wildlife corridor, particularly for migratory fish such as Atlantic salmon, lamprey and eel.  
Since the estuary water quality was improved through the Tyneside Sewerage Scheme, the Tyne has become the 
best salmon angling river in England and Wales, with rod catches now exceeding 3000 per year, in contrast to 1957 
when not a single salmon was caught. 

Inter-tidal areas are particularly important for bird feeding.  Much of 
the inter-tidal area was lost when the river was canalised in the 19th 
century, with surviving areas largely filled in during the 20th century to 
create development land, such as at the MetroCentre in Gateshead.  
Since the cessation of ship operations inland of the bridges in the 
1980s (from Dunston Staiths, to the Anglo-Great Lakes works at 
Lemington and from Stella Power Stations), sediment has accumulated 
in the Dunston area and the extent of inter-tidal mudflat (a 
Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Habitat) has increased.  However, 
saltmarsh, found at the upper end of the shore, has almost all been lost.   
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Head of the River Tyne Estuary at Wylam 
© Newbiggin Hall Scouts CCBYSA 2007 

The estuary also has potential to provide a wildlife corridor for terrestrial mammals, such as otter, which have been 
observed in the Ouseburn in central Newcastle and in the upper reaches of the estuary around Wylam.  Green 
riverbank corridors are particularly valuable for wildlife where they provide a route under bridges crossing the 
waterway, which applies to all the bridges over the Tyne Estuary, as road and rail traffic can be significant hazards 
to wildlife.  The river itself also provides a corridor for occasional visits of marine mammals; seals have been 
recorded as far upstream as Wylam. 

The upper reaches are rural and tree-lined, with riverside wildlife 
conservation areas such as Ryton Willows Local Nature Reserve, part 
of which is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), containing a 
mosaic of woodland, ponds, grassland and hedgerows, and Close House 
Riverside SSSI, which features metal tolerant plants growing in gravels 
contaminated by former lead mining in the upper South Tyne 
catchment. 

Where derelict riverside industrial sites remain to be redeveloped, there 
is usually an opportunity to provide enhancement of the wildlife 
corridor and an increase in the overall ecological habitat resource.   

1.1.3 Climate change 

It is widely accepted that the climate is changing and the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the activities of 
mankind are largely responsible.  This means that we need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to limit the scale of 
future changes, i.e. mitigation, while at the same time we need to understand in what way we will be vulnerable to 
climate impacts and take appropriate action to manage this risk, i.e. adaptation.   

Climate change and global warming are also causing sea levels to rise, a combined result of melting glaciers, etc 
and thermal expansion of the oceans.  In the tidal River Tyne, the impact of sea level rise is expected to be partially 
compensated by the on-going movement of the UK following the last ice age.  However, using the predictions from 
Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 25, updated in March 2010, between the 1990 baseline and 2050 mean sea level is 
expected to rise by 263mm (or 213mm from 2010).  The risk of storm surges on the Tyne may increase due to 
increased wind speed and wave height and PPS25 recommends making a 10% allowance to these predictions to 
cover this aspect.  Climate change will also affect the rivers, with predictions of an increased variability in river 
flow rates associated with either flood or drought conditions.  These changes will affect the freshwater reaches of 
the River Tyne and its tributaries but will have limited effect on the tidal reaches of the tributaries and on peak 
levels in the Tyne Estuary itself.   

New climate change projections were published by the UK Climate Impacts Programme in June 2009 (UKCP09).  
These provide updated, probabilistic forecasts of the impact of climate change on rainfall and sea level change 
amongst other meteorological variables, under three possible emissions scenarios – High, Medium and Low.  
Under future climate scenarios it is expected that winter rainfall will increase and that more intense rainfall events 
will occur.  The UKCP09 projections indicate that in the north east average winter rainfall will increase by 0–26% 
(under Low and High Emissions scenarios, respectively) by the mid 2050s.  Increased winter rainfall and more 
intense rainstorms will give rise to greater flood risk from surface water drainage and river sources. 
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1.2 Policy context 

NewcastleGateshead policies that relate to green infrastructure issues are detailed in Appendix I of the main 
NewcastleGateshead Green Infrastructure Study Evidence Base report, to which this River Tyne Study report forms 
Appendix M.  Table 1.3 summarises only policies which are relevant specifically to green infrastructure in the 
context of the Tyne Estuary. 

Table 1.3 Policies relevant to Green Infrastructure and the Tyne Estuary corridor  

Source Date Policy 

Waterways for 
Tomorrow  

2000 The Government’s current policy on waterways in England and Wales encourages 
increased use of waterways and waterway corridors, including creating better 
access for young people and those disadvantaged or disabled, while protecting 
wildlife and cultural heritage interest. 

Waterways for 
Everyone 

2009 The proposed replacement for Waterways for Tomorrow went to consultation in 
2009.  The proposals include a greater focus on the role of waterways and their 
corridors contributing to place making, climate change adaptation, environmental 
improvement (natural environment and cultural heritage), health, sustainable 
transport, tourism and rural economy and stronger communities.  This is not being 
pursued by the new Government (2010) but the document is of value in identifying 
the contributions waterways can make to sustainable development. 

PPS25 2006 Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25) sets out Government policy on 
development and flood risk.  Its aims are to ensure that flood risk is taken into 
account at all stages in the planning process to avoid inappropriate development 
in areas at risk of flooding, and to direct development away from areas of highest 
risk.  Where new development is, exceptionally, necessary in such areas, policy 
aims to make it safe, without increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where possible, 
reducing flood risk overall. 

Paragraph 6 states: 

“Local planning authorities should prepare and implement planning strategies 
that help to deliver sustainable development by: ……  

using opportunities offered by new development to reduce the causes and 
impacts of flooding e.g. surface water management plans; making the most of 
the benefits of green infrastructure for flood storage, conveyance and SUDS; 
re-creating functional floodplain; and setting back defences; ……” 

Regional Spatial 
Strategy  

2008 Policy 34 The Aquatic & Marine Environment states that the local authority should:  
“Ensure that the construction and use of new development along river corridors 
takes account of its potential polluting effects; any opportunities for improvements 
and conservation of water quality; the possibility of flooding onsite and elsewhere 
along the watercourse; the availability of water resources; biodiversity; the impacts 
of climate change and the incorporation of necessary adaptation and mitigation 
measures, and the risk from mine water pollution”. 

Policy 35 Flood Risk states that:  “In developing Local Development Frameworks 
and considering planning proposals, a sequential risk-based approach to 
development and flooding should be adopted as set out in PPS25.  This approach 
must be informed by Strategic Flood Risk Assessments prepared by planning 
authorities in liaison with the Environment Agency to inform the application of the 
Sequential Test and, if necessary, the Exception Test, in development allocations 
in their LDDs and consideration of planning proposals”. 
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Source Date Policy 

Tyne & Wear Local 
Transport Plan 2 

2006 LTP2 recognises that “the absence of a pedestrian/cycle link across the Tyne at 
Blaydon servers people from the south side of the river from the emerging 
employment opportunities at the major development site at Newburn Riverside”.   

Newcastle Unitary 
Development Plan 

1998 Policy EN4 states that:  “development closely related to the rivers and riversides 
will only be permitted if it: 

� is appropriate, imaginative and sensitive to river settings; 

� contributes to the renewal and improvement of riverside corridors; and 

� does not significantly detract from the amenity of a riverside corridor or 
reduce access to the riverside”. 

Policy OS3 states that:  “facilities for riverside and water-based recreation, 
including ferry services, will be allowed subject to satisfactory measures to ensure 
that their operation will not conflict with: 

� commercial river traffic; 

� other water-based recreational activity; 

� the amenities of other riverside occupiers or visitors; or 

� Nature Conservation Interests”. 

Policy C4.1 identifies scheduled ancient monuments, other sites of archaeological 
interest and medieval village cores.  These include the historic battlefield at 
Newburn Ford. 

Walker Riverside Area 
Action Plan (WRAAP) 

2007 Two areas of the Riverside Park are allocated for a mix of new leisure facilities, 
housing and open space in order to increase activity in the area, and introduce 
natural surveillance into the park and carry the green corridors down to the river. 

Gateshead Unitary 
Development Plan 

2007 Policy ENV24 protects Newburn Ford Battlefield for its historical value, 
encouraging the enhancement of the site, “particularly through appropriate 
landscaping, and the provision and maintenance of public access”. 

Policy ENV26 states:  “In order to protect the important and unique character of 
the Tyne Gorge, new development within the area of the gorge defined on the 
proposals must be safeguarded or enhance its existing setting in terms of scale, 
design, landform and integration within the existing urban context.  Depending 
upon the potential impact of the proposed development, applicants may be 
required to demonstrate the appropriateness of the proposals through the 
submission of a design statement, which must accompany a planning application”. 

Furthermore Policy T6 states that:  “a continuous recreational riverside route within 
a landscaped setting will be provided on the Tyne riverbank.  Where new 
development or redevelopment takes place, an area of land between 10 and 30m 
in width will be safeguarded for this purpose”. 

Policy CFR25 - proposes “development of an urban countryside site on the Tyne 
riverside downstream from Saltmeadows”. 

Northumbria River 
Basin Management 
Plan  

2009 This requires achievement of Good Ecological Potential and Good Chemical 
Status in the Tyne Estuary by 2027 (plan developed in compliance with the EC 
Water Framework Directive) 
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1.3 Purpose of this study 

A green infrastructure study has been undertaken for the whole of NewcastleGateshead.  This River Tyne Study is 
a subset of the wider study, focussing on the river itself and the influence of its presence on wildlife and people.  
The aim is to identify the existing and potential contribution of the river to the environmental, social and economic 
benefits of development of green infrastructure, including contributions to sustainable communities, sense of place, 
urban regeneration, quality of life, health and wellbeing, transport, landscape and townscape, ecological diversity, 
sustainable energy use, sustainable drainage systems and climate change mitigation and adaptation.  

While this River Tyne Study specifically examines the role of the estuary in relation to green infrastructure, there is 
inevitably a degree of overlap with the main study in consideration of linear green infrastructure features, such as 
access routes and wildlife corridors. 

Specific objectives from River Tyne Study brief (Annex I to this report) include: 

• to provide an evidence base and policy guidance to support the NewcastleGateshead Joint Core 
Strategy and Bridging NewcastleGateshead Partnership’s Renewal and Growth agenda, in accordance 
with current government and regional strategy and guidance;  

• to inform any subsequent Local Development Framework documents and future formal and informal 
planning guidelines; 

• to provide evidence to support any necessary local and national designation of wildlife sites; 

• to assist Newcastle and Gateshead Councils in complying with their responsibilities under the Natural 
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 (biodiversity duty S.40) and the requirements of the 
National Indicator 197;  

• to provide improved ecological data for supporting site planning guidance and development control;  

• to consider appropriate access opportunities to and along the river, from proposed new developments 
and existing residential areas, as well as to leisure and work opportunities. 

with specified deliverables: 

• an up to date GI map of the Tyne and its waterfront; 

• an appraisal of the Tyne’s wildlife and habitats; 

• an appraisal of recreational use and potential on and beside the Tyne; 

• an analysis of the main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (challenges). 

1.4 Geographical scope 

The spatial scope of this Study, defined in accordance with task 3.1 of the brief, is the tidal river Tyne in 
NewcastleGateshead and tidal reaches of its tributaries, plus a bankside corridor up to 500m wide, where there are 
functional links to the river (in terms of both social and ecological resources).  Thus the study reach of the Tyne 
Estuary has been defined as from Wylam Bridge (NGR NZ119645) (the normal tidal limit) to Benton Way, 
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Wallsend on the north bank (NGR NZ301656) and to Bill Quay (NGR NZ299634) on the south bank, including 
tidal reaches of the River Derwent, River Team, Ouseburn and Lemington Gut.  This includes the north bank 
between Wylam and Heddon Haughs (NGR NZ148652), which is in Northumberland. 

 

 

1.5 Methodology  

1.5.1 Task one: Desk study – existing green infrastructure assets 

Background research was completed to create an initial evidence base upon which to base policy development and 
the mapping of aspirations for new green infrastructure provision.   

Sources of information included: 

• data provided by the two councils; 

• Environment Agency data; 

• published papers. 

1.5.2 Task two: Survey 

Ecological surveys were undertaken to fill gaps in knowledge.  Survey reports are at Annex II. 

1.5.3 Task three: Desk study - development context 

Background research was completed to gain an understanding of the local historical and development context, 
consultation has also been undertaken with the two Councils and Bridging NewcastleGateshead to gain an 
understanding of the proposed regeneration projects in the area.   

 
The geographical scope of the River Tyne Study 
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1.5.4 Task four: Describe and map current green infrastructure assets 

Entec has described and mapped green infrastructure assets using information supplied by the two authorities.   

1.5.5 Task four: Consultation 

A consultation event was held at the Ouseburn Farm on 3rd December 2009 for an invited audience representing 
local organisations with an interest in the river.  The aims were to consult local people to obtain a ‘sense check’ on 
the data collected on green infrastructure assets to date and to ascertain what improvements they would like to see. 

1.5.6 Task five: Contribution of the River Tyne to green infrastructure 

An assessment was made of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and constraints associated with the different 
elements of green infrastructure identified along the river corridor and their delivery of green infrastructure 
functions.  From this a strategy will be developed for the future in relation to green infrastructure along the river 
corridor.  This is reported in Volume 2. 
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Newcastle Quayside in 1976 Newcastle Quayside today 

2. Development context, land-use and river use 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a summary of past and present urban development affecting the River Tyne corridor, 
including community facilities associated with the river, as required by tasks 3.1, 3.2 and 3.10 of the study brief 
(see Annex I to this report). 

2.2 Historic legacy 

As described in section 1, by the early 20th century, the banks of the Tyne in NewcastleGateshead east of Newburn 
were lined with industry, severely restricting access.  Even where access was possible in practice, as at Newcastle 
Quayside, it was not encouraged (sensibly enough as this was a working port area).  Similarly the value of the river 
as a wildlife corridor was diminished to some extent by industrial activity, particularly regarding estuarine habitats, 
where canalisation of the river caused loss of upper shore habitats such as saltmarsh in particular.  Creation of 
vertical riverbanks for use as ship wharves also tended to create a disconnection between people and the river by 
cutting off access to the water in most cases.  

Disappearance of former industries from the riverbanks has provided the opportunity to improve access and create 
habitats that contribute to the value of the river for wildlife.  For example, areas in the lower Team valley, 
including gas, coke and tar works sites, were remediated as a site for the Gateshead Garden Festival in 1990, with 
the intention that the area would subsequently be redeveloped.  This is taking place, albeit mainly for housing 
rather than employment as originally anticipated, with incorporation of green space and with riverfront access for 
the recent housing projects at the mouth of the River Team, although there are still ongoing tensions between the 
wishes of housing developers to sell housing with private river frontages and the wider interests of providing public 
access to the riverside, particularly with the new development west of the River Team.   

In more recent projects, such as remediation of the former Stella North Power Station and Anglo Great Lakes 
works sites at Newburn to create Newburn Riverside Business Park, installation of a riverside cycleway and 
landscaping of the riverbank were completed before development started on the site.  In contrast, the MetroCentre 
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shopping area, opened in 1986, has paid scant attention to the riverside and there is no proper provision for access 
to the river within the MetroCentre site, even though most of the riverbank remains undeveloped. 

Current land use in the estuary corridor is summarised in the plan below. 

 

2.3 Urban development in the river corridor  

2.3.1 Overview 

The river corridor is one of the main focuses of new development within both Newcastle and Gateshead, especially 
in the Newcastle Quayside and Gateshead Quays area, acting as a bridge in linking the two authorities, rather than 
separating them.  Public and private investment with the creation of key landmarks such as the Millennium Bridge, 
the Sage Gateshead and the Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art have all greatly enhanced the quayside areas and 
continue to attract new opportunities for the banks of the River Tyne, although in some cases opportunities to 
create a green corridor along the riverbank appear to have been neglected.  The relocation of HMS Calliope, the 
onshore naval cadet training base below the Sage at Hillgate Quay, is also a long standing aim of Gateshead 
Council. 

However, there are still areas outside the centre where work remains to be done to allow access to the riverbank 
and to improve the river frontage of some industrial operations and where the river is a barrier to access between 
the communities and employment areas. 

 
Land use in the River Tyne Study area 
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Waterside housing development with river bank 
access at Riverside Park, Dunston 

Redevelopment site at East Quayside today 
 

Former shipping use at East Quayside, 1975 

2.3.2 Employment 

Gateshead Quays 2 (GQ2) Masterplan provides land on the south bank of the River Tyne for new mixed use 
development, including Hillgate Quay next to the Tyne Bridge and the former Brett Oils site next to the Swing 
Bridge.  Other economic opportunities within Gateshead and the River Tyne corridor include the Baltic Business 
Quarter and, behind the Baltic, land at Sterling House will be provided for future employment.  Gateshead Town 
Centre is the other focus area of economic regeneration and development on the south bank of the River Tyne in 
the central area.  At Trinity Square a retail centre is proposed as part of the scheme, with plans to enhance the 
current nightlife economy.   

Employment development opportunities north of the river include new office space along the Central East 
Quayside, redevelopment of the Ice Factory and Lower Steenberg’s Yard sites in the Ouseburn Valley and 
commercial space at the GAP site off Walker Road.  

2.3.3 Housing 

The River Tyne corridor has attracted house builders with its desirable 
riverfront location, with luxury apartments on Newcastle Quayside and 
popular housing developments located at St Peter’s Basin on the 
Newcastle Bank and Ochre Yards, on the site of the former 
Greenesfield Locomotive Works in Gateshead.  Either side of the River 
Team, waterfront housing has been developed at Riverside Park and 
Staiths South Bank.  In the light of the current (2010) downturn in the 
housing market, the development of new housing has slowed; however 
development at the former site of Stella South Power Station on the 
south bank of the Tyne at Haugh Lane has provided the first phase of 
new family housing with the next phases due to follow.  North of the river, new high density, high rise luxury 
apartments line the river and the city centre, with new mixed use developments continuing to come forward.   
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The Sage Gateshead and HMS Calliope RVNR 

NewcastleGateshead was designated as a Growth Point in 2008, following a joint submission by Gateshead 
Council, Newcastle City Council and Bridging NewcastleGateshead.  The Government awarded the area £4.7 
million to support housing growth in the period 2009-2011, to encourage associated infrastructure works and 
prepare for a revival of the housing market.  Many of the housing growth areas extend into the estuary corridor, as 
shown below. 

 

2.3.4 Tourism  

Tourism along the River Tyne continues to grow both for its historical 
interest and architecture but also through visitors attracted to its 
modern iconic structures such as the Millennium Bridge and The Sage 
Gateshead.  There is the potential for tourist attractions as a by-product 
of the Science City proposals and to the south of the river there is a 
conference centre proposed as part of the GQ2 masterplan, as well as 
Sterling House and a possible hotel development at Hillgate.  Most of 
the focus is in the central area of NewcastleGateshead, although there 
are significant attractions further west, for example the Derwent Walk 
and its visitor centre, Ryton Willows area and the Tyne Riverside 
Country Park and the activity centre at Newburn. 

2.3.5 Health 

Health and deprivation along the River Tyne corridor tends to follow a general pattern.  Populations in the western 
part of the corridor, particularly on the south bank of the River Tyne, are in good health and there are low levels of 
deprivation.  Moving eastwards along the corridor the health index of multiple deprivation (IMD) ranking gets 
poorer with some 15 super output areas1 (SOAs) that line the River within the top 5% most heath deprived SOAs of 
the UK, mostly within central and eastern parts of the River Tyne corridor.  Again, these same areas rank highly 
being within the top 5% most deprived areas (Multiple Deprivation Ranking, 2007).  The Tyne corridor has 

                                                      

1 Super output areas are geographical areas used in the UK for analysis of population-related statistics 

 
Housing growth point areas in the River Tyne Study area 
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Tyne Estuary at Ryton 

potential to contribute to health and wellbeing through providing opportunities for physical recreation on the water 
(such as rowing) and on the banks (such as walking, cycling and horse riding).  It provides an important link 
between the central area and the more rural attractions to the west. 

2.3.6 Area Action Plans 

Area Action Plans have been prepared for some of these most deprived areas, including Benwell & Scotswood, and 
Walker Riverside.  As part of the regeneration plans for these areas, new housing is proposed at Riverside Park, 
Walker, with safeguarded employment land along the River Tyne within Walker, as well as clearance and new 
housing provision at Scotswood. 

2.4 Undeveloped areas 

West of Newburn the riverbank has never been intensively developed and remains essentially rural in character, 
although significant parts of the bank between Clara Vale and Ryton are taken up by two adjacent golf courses 
(Tyneside Golf Club and Ryton Golf Club) on the south side and the Newcastle University golf course at Close 
House on the north side.  Towards Wylam, the river banks are tree lined and backed by agricultural land (and sand 
extraction to the south).  Towards Newburn the river has a more open aspect, with Ryton Willows Local Nature 
Reserve on the south bank and Tyne Riverside Country Park and Newburn Activity Centre on the north side.  

The lower Derwent Valley was formerly industrialised, dominated until 
the late 20th century by Derwenthaugh Coke Works and the associated 
Clockburn Drift coal mine and its railway link to the Dunston to 
Blaydon railway (now part of Newcastle to Carlisle route).  Now most 
traces of these activities have been cleared and the tidal reaches of the 
River Derwent run through a green corridor (Derwenthaugh Park), 
giving access to the extensive woodlands further up the valley within 
the Derwent Walk Country Park. 

Former industrial sites in the river corridor awaiting redevelopment 
include the Stella North Power Station site, now remediated and serviced as part of the Newburn Riverside 
Business Park development.  This former island site is bounded to the north by a tidal arm of the Tyne Estuary, 
Lemington Gut, which harbours most of the remaining saltmarsh in the upper estuary.   

At the east end of the study area, Walker Riverside Park comprises steep partially wooded riverbank with a 
network of paths, including use of the trackbed of the former riverside branch railway.  Parts of this area suffer 
significant contamination from former lead works and tar works.  Opposite on the Gateshead bank, in areas 
formerly occupied by alkali and other chemical works, there are extensive areas of publicly accessible managed 
green space between Gateshead Stadium and Bill Quay. 
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Tyne Cruising Club facility at Lemington 

 
Rowing on the Tyne at Newburn 
©Oliver Dixon CCBYSA 2008 

2.5 Community facilities 

Provision of community facilities such as schools, hospitals and sports 
facilities takes place within the estuary corridor but most of these are 
not specifically linked to the river.  Such facilities are considered in the 
main report and the information is not repeated here. 

However some community facilities are specifically linked to the river.  
These include: 

• slipway at Ryton (private); 

• Tyne Riverside Country Park Visitor Centre at Newburn; 

• Newburn Activity Centre within the Tyne Riverside Country Park, which provides a slipway and 
facilities and training for boating activity on the river; 

• three rowing club boathouses at Newburn Bridge and former boathouse and steps at Blaydon Bridge; 

• motor boat slipways and moorings at Newburn (former Anglo Great Lakes jetty), at Derwenthaugh 
(former coal staith), at Ouseburn and at Friar’s Goose (former shipyard); 

• Derwent Walk Visitor Centre at Swalwell; 

• Sea Scouts base at Derwenthaugh (with pontoon moorings); 

• TS Flamingo, the Sea Cadets base situated adjacent to the Brett Oils site on the south bank of the Tyne 
upstream of the High Level Bridge, providing boat-related activities and training for young people; 

• HMS Calliope, the Royal Naval Reserve training centre on the riverbank near The Sage, Gateshead; 

• floating pontoons at Newcastle Quayside providing a base for trip boat/restaurant boat services; 

• Ouseburn Farm, situated alongside the Ouseburn 
and providing environmental education facilities 
focussed on the Ouseburn Valley; 

• St Peter’s Basin boat moorings; 

• Bill Quay Community Farm situated in the Tyne 
Estuary corridor and providing a rural experience 
for the local community, an art trail and 
environmental education facilities. 
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Contamination issues at St Anthony’s 

2.6 Contaminated land 

Introduction 

The industrial history of the the Tyne Estuary corridor has left a 
significant legacy of contaminated land and contminated sediments 
in the river.  Although, as in most historically industrial areas, there 
is a wide range of contaminants from the enormous variety of 
industries that have been active on Tyneside over the years and the 
concentrations and mix can be very site-specific, it is possible to 
identify a number of specific industries that cause particular 
problems along the banks of the Tyne Estuary.  These include the 
following. 

Coal extraction 

The extraction of coal involved increasing pumping and gravity drainage of mine water as pits became deeper.  
These mine waters often have high concentrations of dissolved iron in its reduced (ironII) state which oxidises on 
contact with air to form ironIII hydroxides and oxides which are sometimes deposited as orange coloured ‘ochre’ in 
watercourses.  Cessation of pumping sometimes leads to mine waters issuing from the ground at new locations.  
Mine waters enter the Rivers Derwent and Team and the Ouseburn.  Mine waters can also contain toxic heavy 
metals. 

As well as mine waters contaminating watercourses, coal mining operations lead to deposition of mine spoil as pit 
heaps and use of areas for coal stocking.  Both of these activities can lead to land contamination.  Power stations 
can give rise to similar concerns. 

Coal processing 

Until the 1960s when natural gas became the main source of gas, coal was processed in gasworks to produce town 
gas and a variety of by-products including ammonia and tar.  Secondary processing of tar, often in separate tar 
distillery plants, generated a wide variety of chemical products, including road tar, sulphuric acid and a range of 
hydrocarbons.  Similar processes took place in cokeworks, which produced coke for the steel industry and other 
metallurgic industries and, more recently, produced domestic smokeless fuels.  Residues from such plants include 
land contaminants such as phenols, thiocyanates, benzene, toluene, xylene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAH) and heavy metals, while underground tar tanks are often a problem at former sites.  Unremediated sites can 
be a source of chronic pollution to the watercourses, through leaching of contaminants into shallow groundwater 
which seeps into the surface water, particularly where tidal flushing takes place in the groundwater.  Major 
cokeworks were present within or close to the Tyne Estuary corridor at Derwenthaugh (closed 1986) on the 
Derwent and Norwood (closed 1980) on the River Team, while tar distilleries were located at Norwood and at St 
Anthony’s (closed 1978) on the banks of the Tyne Estuary itself.   
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Lead industry 

The Alston Block in the nearby Pennines was a major source of lead in the 18th and 19th centuries and an associated 
range of leadworks grew up alongside the Tyne Estuary.  The Tyne Estuary is affected indirectly by mine waters 
from the lead mines in the catchment of the River South Tyne carrying particles rich in heavy metals which are 
deposited in the river gravels.  Several of these gravels are Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) on account of 
the metal tolerant plants they support, including Close House Riverside SSSI in the upper Tyne Estuary.  More 
significant in terms of the Tyne Estuary corridor were lead and antimony works situated at Elswick and the 
Ouseburn  

Shipbuilding 

Shipbuilding and ship repair result inevitably in the release of metal dust and paint residues into the water when 
ships are refloated from dry dock, resulting in potential heavy metal contamination.  Shipbuildng was a major 
industry on the north bank of the estuary as far upstream as Scotswood and on the south bank seaward of Gateshead 
centre.   

Since the 1970s, a particular problem associated with shipyards has been use of tributyl tin (TBT) in antifouling 
paints.  This is a highly toxic substance at very low levels and enters the water through stripping paint from ships.  
Although now being phased out, there are still many ships carrying such paint coats.  TBT contamination is 
associated with the shipyards within NewcastleGateshead that were still operating after the 1970s, which were all 
seaward of the central area.  TBT contamination levels are now very high in Tyne Estuary sediments in the vicinity 
of some shipyards and the toxin has been distributed through much the estuary to some extent.  This means that 
dredged sediments from many parts of the estuary are unsuitable for normal licensed disposal in the open sea. 

Alkali industry 

The alkali industry, producing caustic soda and derived products such as soap and bleach, extended by the mid-19th 
century over nearly 80ha of riverbank to the east of Gateshead town centre (in the Friar’s Goose area).  
Characterised by tall chimneys to disperse the fumes of hydrochloric acid produced, the industry produced large 
quantities of lime waste which was accumulated in large tips.  While much of this has been removed and used in 
agriculture, contamination of the land is still present to some extent. 

Ship’s ballast 

While not generally contaminated, land quality has been affected by deposition of ship’s ballast.  Early ships 
travelling empty to the Tyne to load cargo needed ballast to maintain stability at sea.  In modern ships, this is 
achieved by filling ballast tanks with sea water but the past the normal procedure was to load a quantity of stone or 
clay for the empty voyage.  This was then unloaded and dumped on arrival at the Tyne on one of various ballast 
hills situated around the estuary.  Many of these areas have been retained as open spaces (for example Ballast Hills 
Park to the east of the Ouseburn). 
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Barge delivering black oil to former industry at 
Newburn Haugh in 1977 – significant remediation 
was undertaken to enable reuse of the site  

Other industries 

Heavy and light engineering industries, particularly those with a long history in the area, have the potential to 
release a very wide range of contaminants to land and estuarine sediments, ranging from lubricating oils to highly 
toxic cyanides used in the plating industry.   

Relevance to green infrastructure 

Contamination of land is only a problem where a pathway exists which results in exposure of receptors (e.g. 
humans, ecological features or watercourses) and this is recognised in Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 
1990, which defines contaminated land as: 

• any land which appears to the local authority in those area it is situated to be in such a condition, by 
reason of substances in, on or under the land, that  

• significant harm is being caused or there is significant possibility of such harm being caused, or 

• pollution of controlled waters is being or is likely to be caused. 

Thus the risks and need for remediation to permit a particular use 
need to be assessed on an individual site basis.  Both councils have 
published contaminated land strategies which contain databases of 
sites examined.  For any green infrastructure development proposal 
where contaminated land may be present, the potential contaminants 
and pathways will need to be assessed, using the contaminated land 
registers in the strategies, and a risk assessment undertaken.  
Identified risks may be mitigated by a range of actions, from simply 
breaking pollutant pathways to full scale remediation, although this 
can be very expensive.  The requirements will be dependent on the 
type of use proposed (e.g. use for allotments will generally require a 
greater degree of intervention than simple provision of amenity grassed open space).  More details are given in 
section 4.7 of the main Evidence Base. 

As highlighted above, contaminants from industry on Tyneside have entered the river over many years and this can 
render dredged material unsuitable for normal disposal at sea, particularly to seaward of the centre of 
NewcastleGateshead.  In this case, disposal to landfill, after suitable pre-treatment such as dewatering and possibly 
stabilisation, may be the only option.  This can add significantly to the costs of development of facilities for river 
use. 

2.7 Influence from outside the river corridor 

The principal influences on the Tyne Estuary and its functioning from outside the study area (task 3.2 refers) relate 
to the water resource itself.  These include: 

• the presence of Kielder Reservoir within the Tyne catchment (on the River North Tyne), which can be 
used to ameliorate flooding (with benefits to the population) and to support river flows during drought 
periods (with benefits to the aquatic ecology, particularly salmon migration); 
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The River Tyne catchment area (shaded yellow), showing major sub-catchments and local authority boundaries 

• other reservoirs in the Derwent catchment (Derwent, Hisehope and Smiddy Shaw) and the North 
Tyne/Rede catchment (Catcleugh, Colt Crag, Swinburn) can have minor effects on flooding; 

• development in Newcastle Great Park is required to use sustainable drainage systems to maintain 
green field run-off rates after completion; this is relevant to the study area in terms of potential 
flooding in the Ouseburn valley; 

• treated sewage from the Tyneside conurbation, Birtley, Prudhoe, Ponteland and south east 
Northumberland enters the estuary at Howdon in North Tyneside Borough and, because of the 
stratified nature of the estuary (see section 3.1), suspended solids can be carried upstream in the lower 
saline layer of water in the estuary into the study area; 

• contaminants in sediments, which may hinder development where dredging is required, can enter the 
study area by transport in the water column or by sediment bedload transport; this includes sediments 
containing heavy metals derived from former lead mining areas around Alston and sediment 
transported inland by the tide from former shipyard areas downstream, which are often contaminated 
with antifouling paint residues containing tributyl tin. 
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3. Existing green infrastructure assets 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a summary of the existing green infrastructure assets in the River Tyne corridor, as required 
by tasks 3.1 of the study brief (see Annex I to this report), and covers water (tasks 3.13, 3.14), ecological resource 
(tasks 3.3, 3.5, 3.6), landscape, townscape and cultural heritage (task 3.1), social resource (tasks 3.9, 3.11). 

3.2 Water 

3.2.1 Hydrology and tides 

The principal fluvial flows into the study area are from the Rivers Tyne, Derwent, Team and Ouseburn, with minor 
contributions from smaller watercourses including New Burn (via Walbottle Dene), Blaydon Burn and Denton 
Burn, possibly with additional flows from culverted streams in Newcastle City centre (Skinner Burn, Lort Burn and 
Pandon Burn).  Table 3.1 gives catchment areas and flows at the lowest gauging station, to give an indication of 
the range of flows across these different rivers.  Q95 flows represent dry weather flows, while Q10 flows (the flow 
exceeded for only 10% of the time) indicate higher flows.  Clearly, fluvial discharge of the Tyne is completely 
dominant. 

River flows are influenced by the operation of reservoirs in the catchment, particularly Kielder Reservoir, which 
has a capacity of 200 million cubic metres.  Kielder Reservoir is designed principally to support abstractions from 
the River Tyne at Ovingham for public supply to Newcastle and, when necessary, to augment flows in the River 
Wear and River Tees via the Tyne Tees Transfer Scheme, to support other abstractions from those rivers.  
However, it is also routinely used to generate hydroelectricity and can be used to support river flows in times of 
drought to protect fish, particularly salmon. 

Table 3.1 River flows 

River Catchment area 
(km2) (total) 

Catchment area 
(km2) (above gauge) 

Q95 flow m3/s Q10 flow m3/s 

Tyne 2300 2176 6.23 at Bywell 103.7 at Bywell 

Derwent 270 242 0.816 at Rowlands Gill 4.871 at Rowlands Gill 

Ouseburn 62 55 0.023 at Crag Hall 0.631 at Crag Hall 

 

The Tyne Estuary is macrotidal, with a tidal range varying between 4.5m on mean spring tides and 2.4m on mean 
neap tides.  Because of the canalised nature of the river, significant salinity stratification occurs.  This is when the 
tides move the denser saline sea water in and out in a lower water layer, while the freshwater flows out to sea over 
the top of the salt water.  The boundary between the layers is known as the halocline.  Under some tidal and fluvial 
flow conditions, there is a net upstream movement of water in the lower layer, with the salt water mixing with the 
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upper layer at a point variously referred to as the turbidity maximum or the fresh-brackish interface (FBI).  It is 
important to understand stratification, as it affects the functioning of the estuary in terms of water quality and 
sediment transport, in that sediments containing pollutants that enter the estuary seaward of NewcastleGateshead 
are progressively transported inland until they are deposited at the FBI, which occurs in the Dunston area.  This 
also affects habitat availability for biota, by maintaining a supply of fine silt to the mudflats in the upper estuary.  
These mudflats have been expanding ever since shipping stopped using the river inland of the Tyne Bridge. 

3.2.2 Flooding and sea-level rise 

Over bank flooding of the Tyne Estuary is influenced by both high fluvial flows and high tidal surges.  Tidally 
driven flood risk areas are shown on the map below. 

 

Riverine flooding is largely a function of rainfall or snow melt and run-off rates.  Such flooding inland of the tidal 
limit has been reduced significantly since Kielder Reservoir was completed. 

Under future climate scenarios it is expected that winter rainfall will increase, and that more intense rainfall events 
will occur.  The UKCP09 projections indicate that in the North East average winter rainfall will increase by 0–26% 
(under Low and High Emissions scenarios, respectively) by the mid 2050s.  This range reflects the 10 percentile 
and 90 percentile values of the probability distributions from the UKCP09 output.  Increased winter rainfall and 
more intense rainstorms will give rise to greater flood risk from surface water drainage and river sources.  
However, a counter influence may be that there is less snow as temperatures rise, leading to a reduced risk of 
flooding due to rapid snow melt.   

Climate change and global warming are also causing sea levels to rise, a combined result of melting glaciers, etc 
and thermal expansion of the oceans.  In the tidal River Tyne, the impact of sea level rise is expected to be partially 
compensated by the on-going movement of the UK following the last ice age.  However, using the predictions from 
Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 25, updated in March 2010, between the 1990 baseline and 2050 mean sea level is 
expected to rise by 263mm (or 213mm from 2010), to which is added a 10% allowance for increases in storm 
surges.  To this will be added an increased variability in river flow rates associated with either flood or drought 

 
Flood risk zones in the River Tyne Study area (dark blue – water bodies; paler blue – flood zones) 
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New lock and tidal barrage 
on the Ouseburn, 2009 

 
Dredging off a former shipyard on the Tyne with a  
silt curtain in place, dredgings destined for landfill  

conditions.   Fluvial factors are important for the upper reaches of the tidal tributaries but in their lower reaches and 
the Tyne Estuary itself, tidal flooding dominates the picture.   

In the specific case of the Ouseburn, a new tidal barrage and lock opened in 2009 
impounds the water in the formerly tidal section to improve the aesthetics to 
encourage redevelopment, while also improving the amenity and recreational 
resource.  Automatic systems are in place for active management of fluvial floods 
using the lock gates and the lock has also been designed to facilitate water quality 
management as necessary. 

In the freshwater reaches of the rivers, there is likely to be an increased variability 
in fluvial flow rates associated with either flood or drought conditions, which may 
influence the ecology, particularly fish migration during droughts, although this can 
be mitigated in the River Tyne by releases from Kielder Reservoir. 

3.2.3 Temperature rise 

Temperature rise due to global warming may change the range of species supported by the estuary.  While there is 
little that can be done in terms of estuary management to prevent this, a particular concern is that warmer water 
may support invasive alien species which could out-compete indigenous flora of fauna and management action may 
be necessary to control such species. 

3.2.4 Water quality and contamination 

The Tyne falls within the Northumbria River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) prepared in 2009 under the Water 
Framework Directive.  The estuary is classed as a heavily modified water body (HMWB) and will need to meet 
good chemical status and good ecological potential.  The estuary currently fails to achieve good chemical status due 
to high tributyl tin levels and is classed as having moderate ecological potential.  The main areas of contamination 
are seaward of NewcastleGateshead and there is no indication that the contamination is having significant effects 
on marine biota within NewcastleGateshead (see section 3.2) or on passage of migratory fish.  The RBMP target is 
that good chemical status and good ecological potential will be achieved by 2027.   

However, residual contamination from the industrial past is a problem 
for some development.  The sediments in the Tyne Estuary are among 
the more contaminated in the country and projects involving 
disturbance or dredging of estuary sediment may require 
implementation of mitigation measures to contain any contaminants.  
If contaminant levels are high, disposal of dredgings to sea will not be 
permitted by the Marine Management Organisation (based in 
Newcastle) and additional costs of disposal to landfill may be incurred. 

The non-tidal River Tyne is recorded in the RBMP as being at good 
ecological and good chemical status.  The main tributary rivers of the 
Tyne Estuary, the Derwent, Team and Ouseburn, are all classed as 
HMWB and currently meet criteria for moderate ecological potential.  
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The River Team has good chemical status, while the River Derwent fails to achieve good chemical status due to 
presence of contamination by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), reflecting the historic legacy of coke 
making and other coal related industries.  

3.2.5 Green infrastructure considerations – water 

Flood zones are of relevance as areas where green infrastructure may be accommodated while built development 
may not be acceptable.  Salinity of tidally driven flood water may be an issue in terms of (in most cases temporary) 
damage to terrestrial ecosystems but this will be mitigated by the fact that near surface water that will overtop 
banks will generally be of reduced salinity due to stratification.   

The estuary itself constitutes a green infrastructure asset supporting resident and mobile aquatic species and its 
hydrological functioning is important in determining what biological communities it supports.  It also provides an 
aesthetic and tourism resource and a facility for outdoor exercise and recreation, either on the banks or on the 
water. 

3.3 Ecological resource 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The aim of the River Tyne Study includes considering and clarifying the role of the River Tyne as a key wildlife 
corridor of shared significance between NewcastleGateshead and neighbouring authorities (part of the estuary bank 
studied is in Northumberland) and as a focal point for green infrastructure links (tasks 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6).  Task 3.7 
of the River Tyne Study requires a report on the significance of the river environment for protected species (which 
include bats), habitats and proposals for ensuring their protection.  The significance of the Tyne Estuary corridor 
for wildlife is described below.  Proposals for enhancement as part of the strategy are set out in Volume 2 of this 
River Tyne Study.  Note that this report focusses on biological features that have functional links to the estuary and 
does not repeat all of the wider Phase 1 ecological survey data included in the NewcastleGateshead Green 
Infrastructure Study Evidence Base report. 

3.3.2 Designated sites/areas 

Sites of Special Scientific Interest 

Within the Tyne Estuary corridor there are Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) notified by Natural England 
at Ryton Willows, Shibdon Pond and Lower Derwent Meadows on the Gateshead bank.  Ryton Willows covers 
part of the larger Ryton Ponds Local Nature Reserve (LNR), which extends to the River Tyne bank.  Shibdon Pond 
is linked to the Tyne Estuary through a watercourse, while the Lower Derwent Meadows lie alongside the River 
Derwent just upstream of the tidal limit. 

On the Newcastle bank there is a SSSI within the estuary corridor at Hallow Hill but this is not functionally related 
to the river.  On the Northumberland bank is Close House Riverside SSSI, which includes the flora of metalliferous 
river gravels in its citation.  SSSIs are summarised in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in or adjoining the Tyne Estuary corridor 

SSSI Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

NGR Interest Status Other 
designations 

Lower Derwent 
Meadows 
(4.32ha) 

Gateshead NZ190613 Unimproved acid-neutral grassland with 
associated flush, pond scrub and bankside 
vegetation.  Traditional management for hay 
production followed by winter grazing has 
maintained a herb-rich sward. 

Favourable  

Shibdon Pond 
(12.1ha) 

Gateshead NZ195629 Large open water site important as a wetland 
habitat.  Diverse butterfly community. The 
pond supports wintering wildfowl and is of note 
locally for 8 species of damselfly and dragonfly 
as well as providing a spawning ground for 
frogs and toads and a habitat for water voles. 

Favourable LNR, LWS 

Hallow Hill 
(7.1ha) 

Newcastle NZ157659 Remnants of flushed neutral grassland, tall 
herb and fen.   Diverse butterfly community.  

Unfavourable 
recovering 

 

Ryton Willows 
(8.2ha) 

Gateshead NZ154649 An area including three ponds diverse in 
character supporting invertebrates, 
amphibians, Lepidoptera and water voles.  

Unfavourable 
recovering 

LNR, LWS 

Close House 
Riverside 
(3.97ha) 

North-
umberland 

NZ129650 Metal-tolerant plants on metalliferous river 
gravels 

Unfavourable 
recovering 

 

LWS – local wildlife site                  LNR – local nature reserve 

Local Nature Reserves 

Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) are designated by local authorities.  As well as protecting wildlife features, LNRs 
have a particular role to play in education and providing access to wildlife areas for local people.  Table 3.3 shows 
Local Nature Reserves within the River Tyne study area. 

Table 3.3 Local Nature Reserves in or adjoining the Tyne Estuary corridor 

LNR Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

NGR Interest Other 
designations 

Walbottle and 
Throckley Dene 

Newcastle NZ162667 Semi-natural ancient woodland.   

Denton Dene Newcastle NZ197650 Semi-natural ancient woodland.  LWS 

Sugley Dene Newcastle NZ192653 Semi-natural ancient woodland  LWS 

Walbottle Brickworks Newcastle NZ172656 Grassland scrub, butterfly fauna including the dingy 
skipper.  

LWS 
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LNR Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

NGR Interest Other 
designations 

The Kittiwake Tower Gateshead NZ267636 0.35ha purpose-built inland nesting site for Kittiwake 
populations which use the River Tyne, originally 
constructed for birds displaced by the redeveloped of 
the Baltic Flour Mills as an international centre for 
contemporary art.   

LWS 

Norwood Nature Park Gateshead NZ240614 A mosaic of habitats including a wetland and areas of 
woodland.  

LWS 

Dunston Pond (Acer 
Pond) 

Gateshead NZ221625 Small pond with fringing vegetation. LWS 

Shibdon Pond Gateshead NZ194630 The site consists of a mosaic of herb rich grassland, 
scrub and recently planted woodland blocks. The 
grassland supports a substantial small mammal 
population which attracts predators such as the barn 
owl.  

SSSI and 
LWS 

Ryton Willows Gateshead NZ157651 Dry acidic grassland between the railway line and the 
river interspersed with substantial areas of gorse and 
broom scrub which provides habitat for breeding birds. 
The riverbank has its own distinctive flora reflecting 
the inter-tidal nature of the river. Notable 
invertebrates.   

SSSI and 
LWS 

Clara Vale Pond  Gateshead NZ131649 Mosaic of habitats including pond which supports 
great crested newt, marsh, permanent pasture, semi-
natural woodland and scrub.  

LWS 

SSSI – site of special scientific interest                 LWS – local wildlife site 

 

Local Wildlife Sites (formerly Sites of Nature Conservation Importance) 

Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs) include all the significant expanses of intertidal area, mainly mudflat, on both sides of 
the Tyne Estuary, as well as the tidal reaches of the River Derwent and part of the tidal River Team.  Table 3.4 
shows LWSs within the River Tyne study area, as well as sites of lower value recognised by Newcastle City 
Council as Sites of Local Conservation Interest (SLCIs). 

Table 3.4 Local Wildlife Sites (formerly SNCI) and SLCI in or adjoining the Tyne Estuary corridor 

LWS Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

NGR Interest Other 
designations 

Walker Railway Station 
LWS 

Newcastle NZ295642 Species rich grassland, and dingy skipper butterfly.  

Walker Riverside Park 
LWS & SLCI 

Newcastle NZ287630 Species rich grassland, and dingy skipper butterfly.  

Jesmond Dene LWS Newcastle NZ287630 Semi-natural ancient woodland   
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LWS Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

NGR Interest Other 
designations 

Scotswood Road, 
Paradise LWS 

Newcastle NZ219633 Grassland, butterfly sp including the dingy skipper.  

Benwell Nature Park 
SLCI 

Newcastle NZ217637 Semi-natural ancient woodland, species rich 
grassland  

LNR 

River Tyne Intertidal 
Mud LWS 

Newcastle NZ424634 - 
NZ191641 

Mudflats and ornithological interest (over 1% 
national wintering population of golden plover). 

 

Denton Dene LWS Newcastle NZ197650 Semi-natural ancient woodland LNR 

Lemington Gut LWS Newcastle NZ186644 Saltmarsh, grassland, tidal stream.  

Sugley Dene LWS Newcastle NZ190653 Semi-natural ancient woodland LNR 

Newburn Haugh 
Wetland SLCI 

Newcastle NZ180647 Wetland, semi-natural ancient woodland.   

Percy Pit LWS Newcastle NZ175651 Grassland, butterfly sp including the dingy skipper.  

Shelley Road, 
Hadrian’s Way  LWS 

Newcastle NZ169651 Grassland, butterfly sp including the dingy skipper.  

Walbottle Brickworks 
LWS 

Newcastle NZ172656 Grassland, scrub and woodland. Butterfly sp 
including the dingy skipper. 

LNR 

Walbottle and 
Throckley Dene 

Newcastle NZ163667 Relict ancient woodland  

Rye Hill SLCI Newcastle NZ163659 Species rich grassland   

Reigh Burn and Engine 
Plant SLCI 

Newcastle NZ155657 Species rich grassland, waterbodies.   

Spreading Field, 
Newburn LWS 

Newcastle NZ156656 Species rich grassland.   

Tyne Riverside 
Newburn LWS 

Newcastle NZ156654 Artificial calaminarian grassland and saltmarsh.  

Throckley Pond LWS Newcastle NZ150658 Woodland, scrub, grassland and ponds. The 
woodland supports red squirrels.  

 

Felling Shore LWS 
(Gat 51) 

Gateshead NZ280631 3.3ha riverside grassland, heathland and plantation.  

Bill Quay LWS (Gat 22) Gateshead NZ290629 3.3ha lowland mixed deciduous woodland, river 
habitat including inter-tidal river bank and cliffs. 

 

The Kittiwake Tower 
LWS (Gat 134) 

Gateshead NZ267636 0.35ha inland nesting site for Kittiwake populations 
which use the River Tyne.   

LNR 

Norwood Nature Park 
LWS (Gat 137) 

Gateshead NZ240614 A mosaic of habitats including a wetland and areas 
of woodland. 

LNR 

River Tyne Tidal Mud 
LWSs (Gat 86 & 87) 

Gateshead NZ182636 & 
NZ232626 

Inter-tidal mudflats at Dunston (16ha) and between 
Stella and Blaydon (3.7ha). Otters are a regular 
visitor.  
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LWS Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

NGR Interest Other 
designations 

River Team Saltmarsh 
LWS (Gat 85) 

Gateshead NZ233625 0.89ha upper saltmarsh on banks of River Team.  

Dunston Pond (Acer 
Pond) LWS (Gat 49) 

Gateshead NZ221625 Small pond with fringing vegetation. LNR 

Tidal River Derwent 
LWS (Gat 84) 

Gateshead NZ203625 Intertidal riparian habitat including developing 
saltmarsh and fen communities with noted bird 
interest. 

 

Shibdon Meadow LWS 
(Gat 95) 

Gateshead NZ198630 Species-rich wet grassland with orchids and otter.  

Shibdon Pond LWS 
(Gat 120) 

Gateshead NZ194630 Large open water site important as a wetland 
habitat.  Diverse butterfly community. The pond 
supports wintering wildfowl and is of note locally for 
8 species of damselfly and dragonfly as well as 
providing a spawning ground for frogs and toads and 
a habitat for water voles. 

SSSI and 
LNR 

Blaydon Burn LWS 
(Gat 28) 

Gateshead NZ179636 Lowland mixed deciduous woodland, ponds, species 
rich grassland. 

 

Stella and Path Head 
Woods LWS (Gat 102) 

Gateshead NZ174636 Ancient semi-natural and semi-natural woodland.  

Image Hill LWS 
(Gat 63) 

Gateshead NZ176637 Species rich grassland.  

Ryton Willows LWS 
(Gat 3) 

Gateshead NZ157651 Semi-natural woodland, grassland and riverbank 
with distinctive flora.  

SSSI and 
LNR 

Westfield Pasture LWS 
(Gat 121) 

Gateshead NZ149650 Species rich grassland, lowland mixed deciduous 
woodland, ponds. 

 

Clara Vale Pit Yard 
LWS (Gat 37) 

Gateshead NZ132648 Lowland mixed deciduous woodland, ponds, species 
rich grassland. 

LNR 

Clara Vale Pond LWS 
(Gat 36) 

Gateshead NZ131649 Mosaic of habitats including pond which supports 
great crested newt, marsh, permanent pasture, semi-
natural woodland and scrub.  

 

Wylam Riverside LWS 
(Gat 111) 

Gateshead NZ121647 – 
NZ135655 

Riverbank, river sands and gravels and secondary 
semi-natural woodland.  A unique flora has 
developed with several rare and uncommon plant 
species. 

 

Eels Wood LWS 
(Gat 117) 

Gateshead NZ125646 Lowland mixed deciduous woodland.  

Mill Wood LWS 
(Gat 72) 

Gateshead NZ123644 Lowland mixed deciduous woodland.  

(Derwenthaugh 
Saltmarsh former LWS 
(Gat 46))  

Gateshead NZ212629 Former saltmarsh – site deleted due to habitat loss, 
in LWS review of 2009/10. 
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3.3.3 Wildlife corridors 

In their unitary development plans, both Newcastle and Gateshead recognise the Tyne Estuary and all the main 
tributaries as wildlife corridors, along with additional links from the river to the hinterland.  While potentially 
important for colonisation of new wildlife areas and for preventing fragmentation of habitat into units too small to 
be viable, wildlife corridors are of direct importance to certain mobile species.  In terms of the Tyne Estuary and its 
tributaries, the corridors are crucial for fish migration, both by anadromous and catadromous2 fish and by marine 
fish that migrate into estuaries at certain seasons or during their juvenile life stages.  They are also important for 
mammals such as otter, which move significant distances, and are used by marine mammals such as seals.   

The network of wildlife corridors is currently being updated by both authorities.  Newcastle is instituting a scoring 
system of red (priority to restore and create new habitat), amber (improvements required to link or buffer existing 
sites or provide corridors for priority species) and green (protection, management and maintenance).  Most of the 
Tyne Estuary corridor is placed in the amber category, reflecting the gaps in and encroachment of development on 
the bankside part of the wildlife corridor.  Gateshead explicitly recognises the Tyne Estuary, the Rivers Team and 
Derwent and Blaydon Burn as wildlife corridors and identifies constraints on these, including encroachment on the 
bankside corridor at bridges, canalisation of the lower Derwent and pollution (this includes significant pollution of 
the banks by industrial rubbish in some areas, particularly the lower Team).   

Water quality has been improved over recent years so as to provide little constraint on fish movement, although 
there is still room for further improvement.  However, the principal concerns about maintenance of the Tyne 
Estuary and its tributaries as effective wildlife corridors relate to the bankside part of the corridor.  The key issues 
are maintenance of passage under bridges over the watercourses, so that animals do not have to cross busy roads, 
and ensuring that development does not encroach right up to the water’s edge, so leaving available a buffered 

                                                      

2 Anadromous fish, such as salmon, migrate into fresh water from the sea to breed.  Catadromous fish, such as eels, migrate 
from freshwater to the sea to breed. 

 
Designated wildlife sites in the River Tyne Study area  
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Lemington Gut supports saltmarsh 

corridor for wildlife movement.  Appropriate vegetation can also be important for cover and as functional habitat 
(e.g. trees for bats).  Such a buffer could also be used to screen the riverside path where appropriate, to reduce 
disturbance to wading birds using the mudflats on particularly sensitive sections of the river bank. 

3.3.4 Estuary corridor habitats 

Estuarine habitat 

As with all estuaries, the Tyne Estuary provides a transition zone between fresh water and sea water.  Typically, 
upper reaches of tidal rivers are characterised by a limited diversity of freshwater fauna and flora, grading through 
a transitional zone with daily variations in salinity that greatly limit the range of sessile biota, to a marine zone near 
the mouth.  Much of the estuary within NewcastleGateshead is subject to this high degree of salinity stress, so has a 
limited biodiversity in terms of sessile aquatic flora and fauna.  Nevertheless, in the absence of competition, 
animals that can survive are often present in very high numbers if there is enough food supply (which is the case in 
the Tyne) and such benthic infauna (animals living in the estuary sediments) can provide a valuable food source for 
predators, such as fish and birds.  Inter-tidal habitat, particularly mudflats, previously greatly reduced by the 
canalisation of the river and ongoing maintenance of dredged shipping channels, is now increasing in extent 
upstream of Redheugh Bridge. 

A survey of inter-tidal areas undertaken on 3rd and 4th November 2009 
at seventeen locations spread along both banks showed typical mid-
estuary flora and fauna.  It was found that mudflats upstream of 
Redheugh Bridge support algal surface growth (probably mainly 
diatoms, possibly with unicellular red algae) and a limited infauna 
dominated by oligochaete worms.  The only areas of saltmarsh 
recorded were in Lemington Gut (although a limited area of saltmarsh 
remains in the Saltmarsh Garden on the River Team estuary and at 
Tyne Riverside Newburn LWS).  Hard substrates, such as the river 
walls, support bladder wrack (a brown alga) and various green 
filamentous algae, with black shields lichen at higher levels.  Seaward 
of the central bridges ragworms and sand shrimp were also found on shores with cobbles overlying mud, which 
also supported limited growth of spiral wrack on the lower shore.  Full details of the survey are given in Annex II 
to this report. 

Previous sub-tidal surveys in the area undertaken by Northumbrian Water indicate that polychaete worms also 
achieve limited penetration into the NewcastleGateshead area in the sub-tidal mud, with the worm Polydora spp 
previously found in large numbers off Newcastle Quayside.   

Although the Tyne Estuary was found to support no particularly rare or unusual species, mudflats and saltmarsh are 
habitats of principal importance in the lists prepared under s.41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities 
Act 2006 and the Tyne Estuary mudflats provide an important food resource for fish and birds.  The very limited 
amount of saltmarsh found suggests that survival of this habitat in the Tyne Estuary may be threatened (as there are 
similarly only very limited areas within the estuary in North Tyneside and South Tyneside that support saltmarsh) 
and any measures to encourage regeneration of saltmarsh should be encouraged. 
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Planted woodland along the previously urbanised 
Rabbit Banks area in Gateshead 

 
Dunston Staiths basin is the most important area 
in NewcastleGateshead for wintering birds 

Bankside 

Land use in the River Tyne corridor has been described in chapter 2 of this report.  In general the Tyne Estuary 
corridor in NewcastleGateshead is characterised by more rural and more natural habitats to the west and to the 
southwest up the Derwent valley, with more developed land interspersed with amenity grassland and planted areas 
to the east.   

On the north bank, steep denes, including the Ouseburn/Jesmond Dene, Denton Dene, Sugley Dene, Walbottle 
Dene and Throckley Dene provide corridors of semi-natural ancient woodland.  Lemington Gut provides saltmarsh 
and wet grassland, while further west the amenity grassland of the Tyne Riverside Country Park gives way to 
agriculture and a riverbanks lined by trees with small areas of woodland.  

The south bank shows greater areas of open space including planted 
woodland along the steep Rabbit Banks immediately upstream of 
Gateshead centre and areas associated with the valleys of the River 
Team, River Derwent and Blaydon Burn, which are less steeply 
incised than the denes on the north bank.  Areas of particular interest 
around the mouths of these rivers include a small area of saltmarsh 
on the River Team estuary, various ponds and wet grassland areas at 
Shibdon and Ryton, for example, and extensive wooded areas 
around Blaydon and Ryton.  In particular, the Derwent valley above 
the tidal limit provides a densely wooded green corridor linking to 
the Tyne Estuary corridor. 

3.3.5 Mobile species 

Wintering birds 

Previous surveys of birds on the Tyne Estuary include surveys at Dunston Staiths in 2002, 2003 and 2006 in 
connection with proposed housing development.  A review of previous data and a summary of results are given in 
Annex II.  This also reports on four surveys of wintering birds undertaken monthly at low tide from November 
2009 to February 2010 between Blaydon and Walker. 

The most numerous species were teal, mallard, dunlin, golden plover, lapwing, redshank and black-headed gull 
recorded foraging and loafing on the mudflats.  The teal tended to return to Dunston at high tide to roost on the 
water or on the lower struts of the staiths.  Redshank was the most numerous wader recorded utilising Dunston 

Basin, with the most popular roost site being to the west of the river 
Team.  Cormorant was also recorded in small numbers and kingfisher 
was recorded on one occasion in Lemington Gut and has been recorded 
in the lower Ouseburn.  Wildfowl and waders recorded in smaller 
numbers comprised mute swan, shelduck, goldeneye, goosander and 
curlew as well as the four other common gull species (greater and 
lesser black-backed, herring and common).  Dunston held the largest 
number and diversity of species and Walker the lowest (reflecting the 
differing size of the intertidal habitats in these areas).   
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Kittiwake Tower  
© P Glen Wright CCBYSA 2005 

A number of species occur in NewcastleGateshead in populations of greater than 1% of the regional population 
and, for two species, teal and redshank, this approaches 10% of the region’s total.  This suggests that the survey 
area is of at least regional importance.  In addition the waterfowl assemblage as a whole should be considered of 
regional importance.  In comparison to national totals it is of note that maximum counts of golden plover, teal and 
redshank represent 0.5, 0.6 and 0.9% of the national population respectively.  The large black-headed gull roost at 
Scotswood would represent about 1% of the European population of this species. 

Surveys were undertaken at low tide but the importance of high tide roosts should not be overlooked, as these are 
often on derelict land adjacent to the river (e.g. Dunston Staiths provide an important high tide roost for redshank) 
and thus vulnerable to disturbance or loss through development.  

It should be noted that other areas downstream (i.e. North Shields and Wallsend-Jarrow) also support important 
numbers of waders (particularly golden plover, lapwing, dunlin and redshank) and cormorant (cormorant numbers 
were higher in both of these areas in 1998/99 than Dunston and Blaydon combined). 

Potential areas for enhancement were noted, including provision of some interpretation panels and maybe a hide or 
screen at Dunston Staiths and possible allocation of part of Newburn Haugh as a nature reserve with bird hides and 
visitor facilities to be managed for the benefit of breeding and wintering waders and wildfowl.  These would add to 
the existing facilities at Shibdon Pond.  There will also be a need to screen particularly sensitive areas of the mud 
flats, with a softer riverside treatment using a vegetated buffer, to reduce disturbance of wading birds by users of 
the riverside path. 

Breeding birds 

The survey work only covered wintering birds but there are also 
important populations of breeding birds within the survey area, most 
notably the colony of kittiwakes that breeds on buildings and bridges 
at the Quayside – numbers here on the Newcastle side were between 
302 and 310 pairs in 2007 and 2008 respectively, with similar 
numbers on the Gateshead side at the Kittiwake Tower3 (110 pairs in 
2006), International Paints at Bill Quay (c.70 pairs in 2005)4 and on 
the Baltic and Tyne Bridge.  These numbers are regionally important 
and this is also believed to the furthest inland kittiwake colony in the 
world and one of the few on man-made structures.  

The presence of large numbers of kittiwake on the Tyne Bridge does however present a potential conflict of interest 
with human uses of the Quayside area in terms of droppings and noise from the colony.  If further artificial habitat 
can be provided, consideration may then be given in the strategy to discouragement of use of the Tyne Bridge, 
although there have been suggestions that the Tyne Bridge should be included in a River Tyne LWS. 

                                                      

3 Note that the Kittiwake Tower was originally erected as an alternative nesting site when The Baltic was being renovated and 
is now designated as a Local Nature Reserve 

4 Birds in Durham 2006.  Report of birds in Durham during 2006.  Durham Bird Club 2007 
  Birds in Durham 2005.  Report of birds in Durham during 2005.  Durham Bird Club 2006 
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Flounder – the principal resident fish species 

A desk study of records of breeding birds along the Tyne Estuary corridor is described in Appendix L of the 
NewcastleGateshead Green Infrastructure Study Evidence Base report.  This identified a number of breeding birds 
directly associated with the estuary, including kittiwake (mainly at the Kittiwake Tower), kingfisher along 
watercourses, oystercatcher and shelduck (tidal mud sites) and little ringed plover (River Team).  Hedge sparrow 
and song thrush were recorded at many locations throughout the corridor.  Less frequent records include skylark 
(Walker Riverside), grey partridge (Walker and Clara Vale), linnet and yellowhammer (Westfield Pasture), reed 
bunting (Blaydon Burn), spotted flycatcher and wood warbler (woodland sites west of Blaydon) and tree sparrow 
(Clara Vale). 

Fish 

Fish and plankton can, of course, move with the tide to avoid or slow down changes in salinity to which they are 
exposed, so are more adaptable than sessile (sedentary) organisms.  Although there are relatively few species of 
fish that are genuine estuarine residents, estuaries are important as nursery feeding grounds for juvenile marine fish 
and as a migratory route for fish such as salmon, lampreys and eels.  Since the estuary water quality was improved 
through the Tyneside Sewerage Scheme in the 1970s and 1980s, the Tyne has once again become an important 
river for game fishing, with over 3000 salmon catches recorded in every year since 2004, and is widely regarded as 
the best salmon fishing river in Great Britain south of the Scottish border. 

Fish in estuaries can be divided into a number of categories: 

Marine adventitious 
visitors 

MA Marine fish that visit the estuary occasionally, remaining within the fully saline areas 

Marine juveniles MJ Many juvenile marine fish use inshore water and estuaries as feeding grounds, often 
moving significant distances inland with the tide 

Marine seasonal 
migrants 

MS Fish which use the estuaries for feeding at certain times of the year 

Estuarine residents ER Fish which live for all or most of their life cycle within estuaries 

Migratory fish CA Fish that migrate between marine and freshwaters, including anadromous fish such as 
salmon, which spawn in freshwater and catadromous fish such as eels, which breed 
at sea 

Freshwater residents FR Freshwater fish that generally tolerate only limited exposure to salt water 

 

The inland limit in the estuary for penetration by most MA category 
fish is seaward of the boundary of NewcastleGateshead, although 
occasional specimens of fish such as sea scorpion, angler fish and 
gurnard have been recorded at Newcastle.  The seasonal visitors (MS) 
sprat and herring, which are shoaling fish, visit the estuary 
periodically in large numbers, penetrating as far upstream as 
Newburn.  Juvenile marine fish (MJ), especially those of the cod 
family and the plaice family, including cod, whiting, saithe, dab and 
plaice, regularly reach the quaysides area and in lower numbers 
penetrate as far as Newburn (particularly whiting). 
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The principal estuarine resident (ER) fish present throughout the estuary are flounder, eelpout (or viviparous 
blenny), pogge and sand goby.  The freshwater reaches are home to a number of freshwater (FR) fish, dominated 
by roach and dace.  The importance of the estuary for salmon (CA) has been mentioned above but it also provides a 
route for other migratory species such as European eel and river lamprey.  A more comprehensive list of fish 
species recorded in the Tyne Estuary is given in Table II.4 of Annex II.   

Clearly maintenance of a thriving fish population depends on good water quality, which is influenced largely by 
factors outside the remit of this study, although use of retention ponds and reedbeds in sustainable drainage systems 
can contribute to improving the quality of urban run-off and reducing the risk of pollution incidents.  Fish 
populations also depend on suitable habitat to support prey species and for protection.  For example, flounder 
typically feed on a rising tide as the water rises across mudflats, while small juveniles (<30mm) are frequently 
found in stony areas at the head of the estuary, where they can find shelter from predators.  Maintaining a diversity 
of habitat is therefore beneficial and green infrastructure plans can sometimes contribute to this, for example where 
there is an opportunity to replace vertical, hard bank protection by graded banks incorporating a range of inter-tidal 
habitats such as mudflat, saltmarsh and sandy or stony substrates. 

Seals 

Individual grey and common seals were recorded at Walker and Dunston respectively during wintering bird 
surveys in 2009/10.  Seals have occasionally been seen as far upstream as the tidal limit at Wylam.   

Bats 

A desk study on bat records in the Tyne Estuary corridor shows records concentrated towards the west, including 
noctules (Nyctalus noctula) feeding at Newburn Haugh, pipistrelle species (several roosts), and whiskered bats 
(Myotis mystacinus) within Clara Vale Pit Yard Local Wildlife Site. 

A search using the National Biodiversity Network Gateway (NBN) showed that the common pipistrelle 

(Pipistrellus pipistrellus) and soprano pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pygmaeus), Daubenton’s bat (Myotis 

daubentonii), natterer's bat (Myotis nattereri), and noctule all occur within the study area (10km resolution).  
Records of the natterer’s bat occur towards the west of the study area near Ryton.  Data received through the 
Environmental Records Information Centre North East (ERIC) indicates one record of a common pipistrelle from 
the River Tyne/Ouseburn confluence, with five additional records from the Ouse Burn relating to pipistrelle bats 
and an unidentified bat species. 

A survey of bat activity along the river was conducted by boat and bicycle in September 2009 (see Annex II for 
full details).  It was recognised that this survey, conducted as early as possible during the study, was not at the ideal 
time of year and would only detect bat activity in respect of transition roosts and autumn migrations and would 
only provide a snapshot of the potential use of the study area by bats.   

In general, little bat activity was noted along the River Tyne survey area.  This could be due to seasonal and/or 
access constraints and also the lack of suitable habitat with large stretches of the banks located within 
urbanised/industrial areas.   

The majority of the recorded bat activity noted during the survey, including eight passes of the common pipistrelle, 
was concentrated on the north bank around Newburn Haugh.  Other records included a noctule and a Myotis. 
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The results of this survey indicate that structures, for example old bridges, are used by bats (in the Tidal River 
Derwent Local Wildlife Site) and the existing tree lines, ditches, damp open fields are all important features for 
bats and as such should be retained and/or enhanced in line with any future development proposals.  Consideration 
should be given to any lighting schemes adjacent to the river corridor and any future river side development 
proposals should avoid impacting upon any wooded areas.  

Otter 

Otter have been recorded in the Ouseburn and at various locations in the Tyne estuary especially between Ryton 
and Scotswood and up the Derwent valley.  Otters are also recorded in the tidal Ouseburn and, bearing in mind the 
large territories of male otter, it is reasonable to assume that otters pass along the whole length of the Tyne Estuary 
within NewcastleGateshead, so green infrastructure plans should include maintenance of safe passage routes along 
the river and provision of shelter at intervals.  Full data are given in Appendix L of the main Evidence Base.  The 
map below shows otter records identified in the River Tyne Corridor. 

Badger 

A desk study on occurrence of badger in the Tyne Estuary corridor shows presence mainly in wooded areas around 
Wylam, Ryton and Blaydon.  Limited data are given in Appendix L of the main Evidence Base (data restricted for 
security reasons). 

3.3.6 Green infrastructure considerations - ecology 

The Tyne Estuary makes an important contribution to green infrastructure in terms of the aquatic habitats it 
supports and the habitats present along its banks.  It also provides an important wildlife corridor for migratory fish 
and water-related mammals, which could be improved.  Its role as a linear public access route provides 
opportunities for provision of interpretative and educational material about its ecology along the estuary and at the 
local nature reserves within the estuary corridor.   

Opportunities for estuarine habitat improvement include the natural accretion of mudflats and the potential for 
management actions to encourage development of more saltmarsh but constraints include lack of available land for 
extension of inter-tidal areas and presence of contaminated sediments, management of which may involve 
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additional costs.  Where possible, removal of vertical piled banks should be encouraged and substrate diversity 
enhanced, although retention of piled banks may be advantageous in areas where there are concerns about 
disturbance of birds on intertidal areas by humans or dogs. 

The increase in mudflat habitat may be seen to conflict with other green infrastructure interests through: 

• restriction on access to the river by vessels involved in outdoor recreation or green transport; 

• increased numbers of birds, or increased riverside access, may result in pressure to restrict riverside 
access and waterborne activity, on the grounds that this causes disturbance to the birds (wading birds 
are particularly susceptible to disturbance from people or dogs). 

Thus it is important that green infrastructure proposals seek to avoid such conflicts arising, while maximising 
benefits for both people and wildlife.  Screening of particularly sensitive sections of the river bank, using a 
vegetated buffer zone, provides a solution to this potential conflict.  This treatment has been carried out on the 
riverside by Costco at the MetroCentre and is planned around the Dunston Staiths basin. 

The brief requires consideration of the need for designation of additional LWS areas.  Mudflat and saltmarsh areas 
are already designated on both banks but further consideration is required of the benefits of extending these 
designations to the whole river or developing proposals for notification of areas as SSSI.  This is discussed further 
in the strategy (Volume 2). 

In the case of bird populations, provision of hides and interpretation boards may be appropriate as part of 
encouraging use of green infrastructure, for example at Dunston Staiths and Newburn Haugh. 

For otter and other mammals, maintenance of continuous routes along the riverbank that avoid road crossings 
would be of benefit as part of green infrastructure proposals for the river corridor.  Similarly, maintenance of 
continuity of suitable habitat for bats should be considered. 

In summary, the Tyne Estuary and its corridor are of significant value for wildlife and this should be recognised in 
planning green infrastructure within its corridor.  Consideration should be given to possible LWS status for the 
estuary as a whole, as well as interpretation material, such as display panels and leaflets.  The role of floodplain 
zones and sustainable drainage systems as protected areas for wildlife and as buffers protecting riverine bird 
habitats from disturbance should also be recognised.  In other areas there should be buffer zones of at least 5 metres 
above MHWS or vertical separation (e.g. quay walls) to prevent encroachment onto estuarine and riverside 
habitats. 

3.4 Landscape, townscape and cultural heritage resource 

3.4.1 Overview 

As identified in the main report, rivers are perhaps the most important component in the green infrastructure 
network and none more so than the River Tyne.  The Tyne can evoke many and often contradictory emotional 
responses and associations; for example it acts as both a barrier to human traffic and a fluid biodiversity corridor, it 
is a north-south divide and yet an east-west connection.  The river has historical importance and is the reason for 
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The former Stella Power Stations are now being 
replaced by a business park on the north bank 
and housing development on the south bank, 
both with riverside off-road access routes 

the siting of the two settlements which face each other across the gorge.  The River Tyne is perhaps the essence of 
NewcastleGateshead. 

The study area includes the extent of the river from Wylam to Wallsend Shipyard.  A 500m wide corridor on each 
bank has also been included and the extent of tributaries where they are tidal.  The landscape and townscape 
resources identified in this study are those that fall within the immediate setting of the River Tyne and are 
functionally connected to the river.  

Within NewcastleGateshead and adjacent to the River Tyne there is 
a noticeable difference between rural or natural areas and urban or 
developed areas.  The change in character occurs around Ryton and 
Newburn and, as a general rule, the areas inland of these settlements 
are of rural character and to seaward they are urban.  Insofar as how 
this relates to green infrastructure, the key point to note is that there 
is generally an uninterrupted series of green infrastructure assets in 
the rural areas, whereas in the urban areas the green infrastructure 
assets (excluding the River Tyne itself) are often unconnected 
islands surrounded by “grey” infrastructure.  The boundary area is 
changing in character to some extent with the removal of Stella 
Power Stations and reuse of some of the Stella South site for 
housing. 

At the transition zone between urban and rural areas, the landscape has a blurred character which is often 
influenced by a sharp contrast between industrial and greenspace land uses (greenspaces in this zone are often 
former industrial sites).  Examples of this transitional zone are the Walker Riverside, the former shipyards and the 
Team and Derwent Floodplains.  In these areas the influence of the countryside is most keenly felt when it forms a 
backdrop to broad prospect views.  In green infrastructure terms, industrial areas at the rural/urban fringe provide a 
real challenge to the planner and designer.  For example, there are often problems with contaminated land (e.g. 
Walker Riverside and Saltmeadows) which can be expensive to remedy.  Industrial estates have traditionally been 
no-go areas for the general public and wildlife but many derelict sites support fauna and flora of conservation 
importance. 

3.4.2 Character Types 

To assist in the green infrastructure planning of the River Tyne, this study has identified broad landscape and 
townscape character types shown on the map below.  Where appropriate, individual and unique character areas are 
identified within the generic types and described below.  This approach follows guidance from Natural England 
and references the Urban Landscape Study of the Tyne Gorge (Land Use Consultants 2004). 

River Tyne 

The River Tyne extends throughout the study area for just over 20km.  The visual appearance of the river is varied 
and dramatic.  Long distance views are often available, especially from the high-level bridges and the gorge slopes.  
The visual prominence of green infrastructure assets which are located adjacent to the river (e.g. Rabbit Banks in 
Gateshead) means that users of the bridges or the river and users on the opposing sides of the river are aware of 
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these components in the overall network.  Therefore the increased visibility adds to perceptual or emotional 
connectivity which is highlighted in the accessible natural greenspace section of the NewcastleGateshead Green 
Infrastructure Study Evidence Base.   

The open water of the Tyne is a dynamic environment that constantly changes with the rising and falling tides.  
There is an extra dimension of vitality provided by boats, moving bridges and bird life, especially kittiwakes.  
Greenspaces adjacent to the riverside can provide additional benefits with an increase in functions which are linked 
to the river, such as wildlife appreciation, fishing and boating.  The economic aspect of riverfront green 
infrastructure should not be forgotten.  People are drawn to water as has been proven time and again in towns and 
cities across the world.  

Open Countryside 

This character type is located in the west of the study area and is about 4.5 km in length.  The area includes the land 
upstream of the Newburn Bridge, as far as the settlement of Wylam.  The settlements of Ryton and Newburn lie on 
the eastern extents of the area.  There are areas of locally valued landscapes including the Tyne Riverside Country 
Park (an area of local landscape significance) and Clara Vale (high landscape sensitivity).  Conversely, the 
landscape sensitivity of the land to the north of Castle Hill farm is classed as ‘very low’.  The dominant land uses 
are agricultural and recreational and this is reflected in the preponderance of farmland and golf courses. 

Settled Hills 

This character type extends along about 7.5km of the northern bank between the Newburn Bridge and the Tyne 
Gorge and along about 3km of Settled Hills on the southern bank between the Newburn Bridge and the River 
Derwent.  The topography is generally slightly elevated which results in occasional panoramic views.  There are 
incised valleys or denes between the hills which are discussed as a separate character type.  There are often 
floodplains or haughs separating the hills from the river and these are also discussed in a separate section.  Within 
the Settled Hills character type there are three unique character areas as follows: 

Elswick / Scotswood  Although townscape quality is not high, the area is valued for its riverside location and 
access to the river should be maintained and enhanced along the Hadrian’s Wall Path.  The area has undergone 
substantial redevelopment in the second half of the 20th century.  There have been few public open spaces with 
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viewpoints over the Tyne and little vegetation cover; these could be seen as gaps in the green infrastructure 
resource.  However, recent housing clearance in the Scotswood area has opened up the area and the plans for the 
Scotswood Expo housing development north of the A695 road include opportunities to build green infrastructure 
resource into the design of the area.  In some places denes and small green areas higher up the slopes within the 
predominantly residential area offer spectacular views across the river and beyond, owing to the steepness of the 
valley side on the north bank.  

Newburn  This transitional character area includes an area of local townscape significance (ALTS) as defined in 
the Newcastle Character Assessment.  It also includes an area of public open space/settlement break near 
Lemington West.  The Walbottle brickworks nature reserve area is an area of local landscape significance (ALS). 

Blaydon  This is another transitional character area which includes a mixture of infrastructure (A roads, B roads 
and railway) interspersed with residential areas and green spaces, such as Blaydon Burn and its associated 
landscapes, which are classed as High Sensitivity (Gateshead Landscape Character Assessment). 

Floodplains and Haughs 

The haughs and floodplains are low-lying flat areas adjacent to the river.  The predominant land-use is industrial 
and the character is often influenced both by the River Tyne and by views of the surrounding higher ground such as 
the Settled Hills.  Overall it would seem that the floodplains are an area that most people appear to pass through 
rather than appreciate and the area is not valued for its landscape quality.  Within the character type there are five 
unique character areas as follows: 

Ryton  The Ryton Haugh character area is ~2km in length and is enclosed by a meander to the north and a railway 
line to the south.  There is a sharp contrast between Ryton Willows in the west (high landscape sensitivity and a 
major public attraction) and the former Stella Power Stations sites and the electricity sub stations in the east which 
are of much lower sensitivity.  The Stella South Power Station site is being redeveloped for housing. 

Newburn Haugh  This character area is ~1.25km wide and is located on the north bank.  The land in the west is 
derelict and in the east there is a recently constructed business park with the potential to extend west on the former 
site of the power station.  The new ring roads and large office buildings dominate the landscape. 

Blaydon Haughs  This character area is ~1.25km in length and features industrial and infrastructure land use only.  
There are major roads to the south and the three bridges (Scotswood Road and rail bridges, Blaydon Bridge) exert a 
strong influence on the landscape character.  To the east lies the Derwent floodplain. 

Derwent Floodplain  This character area is located on the southern bank and stretches between Blaydon Haughs 
and Dunston.  Although currently underachieving in green infrastructure terms, the MetroCentre is perhaps the 
most important element on the edge of this area because of its accessibility by bus, rail, car and bike.  The 
floodplain landscape is generally masked by industrial estates, amenity grassland and new building plots on 
reclaimed land.  Apart from the Acer Pond and the Shibdon Pond nature reserves, the area lacks any significant 
high quality green infrastructure assets and access to the Tyne is limited.  Road and rail corridors interrupt potential 
connections between the nature reserves and the Tyne.  At Derwenthaugh there is a boating facility and a slipway 
and also a wooden pier (the remains of Derwenthaugh Coal Staiths), which is used for informal fishing but is in 
need of repair.  Disappointingly, the area does not function well as a gateway to the River Derwent valley which is 
one of the area’s principal green infrastructure assets.   
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Although not particularly green itself, Newcastle 
Quayside forms a key access point and link in the 
green infrastructure network 

 
The Team Estuary is heavily industrialised but 
presents opportunities for improvement of many 
aspects of green infrastructure 

Team Floodplain  The Team floodplain is located on the southern 
bank of the Tyne, immediately to the west of the Tyne Gorge.  The 
river Team is mostly hidden behind industrial buildings, although 
where it is revealed it is often lined by trees and vegetation.  Natural 
regeneration of vegetation on derelict industrial sites adds to the 
sense of enclosure.  Dunston Staiths are located within this character 
area and this major landmark could be seen as a focal point with the 
potential to influence other landscape elements. 

Tyne Gorge 

This character type is defined in the Urban Landscape Study of the 
Tyne Gorge (Land Use Consultants, 2003).  This study has been approved by Cabinet in Gateshead though 
Newcastle has afforded it no status.  The character type extends along ~3km of the southern bank and ~3.5km of 
the northern bank.  The northern bank is all classified as an area of local townscape significance in the Newcastle 
Character Assessment.  There are seven bridges within the character type.  This concentration of river crossings in 
the centre of the study area provides an arresting and spectacular visual effect which contributes to local 
distinctiveness and regional pride.  The character of the Gorge includes two sub-types as follows: 

Historic Waterfronts 

This area is defined by the historic cores of the waterside settlements at the bridgeheads of the Swing Bridge.  It 
represents the oldest parts of the settlements of Newcastle and Gateshead.  Some of the steep Gorge banks on the 
Gateshead side of the river are colonised by trees and scrub with public access and a sculpture trail.  However, the 
condition of the hard-surfaced public realm is noticeably poorer on the Gateshead side. 

Green infrastructure assets are few in this area because it is 
predominantly built up and there is a concentration of grey 
infrastructure with limited numbers of street trees.  However, this area 
includes the Newcastle Quayside and Gateshead Quays, which are a 
valuable green infrastructure asset as they allow people to interact with 
the Tyne.  The regeneration of the quaysides in NewcastleGateshead 
has lead to a successful ‘urban renaissance’ which has brought social, 
economic and environmental improvements to the area.  However, the 
extent of the improvements is currently limited to a relatively small 
area and careful planning could increase this extent. 

Gorge Slopes 

This character type is defined by the steep Gorge slopes that enclose the River Tyne.  There are six distinct 
character areas within this type: Skinnerburn, Rabbit Banks, St Ann’s Quayside, St Lawrence Quayside, South 
Shore Road and East Gateshead Slopes.  Some slopes are wooded while others are settled.  The wooded slopes 
(Rabbit Banks, Skinnerburn and East Gateshead) have greater ecological value.   
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St Ann’s Quayside area 

Skinnerburn Road runs along the bottom of the Gorge on the north bank, providing access east-west adjacent to 
the river (opposite Rabbit Banks).  A strip of amenity planting separates the road from the municipal riverside 
promenade.  The promenade provides pedestrian and cycle access along the water front and forms part of the 
Hadrian’s Way Path.  

East Gateshead Slopes  This character area encompasses the narrow steep Gorge slope running east from the 
former Lafarge’s minerals wharf and depot to Felling Shore on the south banks of the Tyne.  There is a large extent 
of intact mature and semi-mature vegetation and the open space is valued by local residents.  There are also the 
Friar’s Goose Watersports Club and Gateshead Stadium in this area providing recreational green infrastructure 
assets.  

Rabbit Banks is an area of naturally regenerated woodland used as informal parkland on the south bank 
containing sculptures by artists including Andy Goldsworthy, forming the Riverside Sculpture Park.  The park is 
valued by local residents and is protected as public open space in Gateshead’s UDP. 

St Ann’s Quayside  This character area occupies the Gorge slopes and 
waterside between Broad Chare in the west and the Ouseburn in the east 
on the north side of the river.  The relationship between the public and 
private realm is more clear cut here than elsewhere in Newcastle because 
the distinction has been deliberately incorporated into the design.  The 
area houses the Law Courts, prestige offices, restaurants and hotels.  
Neat apartments compete for a view of the River.  The main pedestrian 
route along the riverside is car free.  The overall mood is stimulating and 
this area is busy with pedestrians, day and night.  Newcastle Quayside 
plays an important role in contributing to economic and social aspects of 
green infrastructure.  There is however an opportunity for more greening 
of the quayside towards the Ouseburn. 

St Lawrence Quayside  This character area occupies the Gorge slopes 
and waterside on the north side of the river between the Ouseburn in the 
west and St Peter’s residential area in the east.  Extensive natural regeneration has occurred between plots and in 
vacant plots.  These have some biodiversity value in the green infrastructure network.  Leisure use of the river bank 
area contrasts with the more intimidating areas of the valley side.  While the now-cleared quays are open for 
informal public use, most of the area is not currently conducive to public access and this results in an air of 
discomfort, where it is easy to feel vulnerable.  The marginal position and poor public access suggest that this 
should be considered as a gap in the green infrastructure resource which should be addressed when the site is 
redeveloped as part of the East Quayside scheme. 

South Shore Road  This character area is on the south side of the river between Hillgate Quay in the west and 
Albany Road in the east.  The steep gorge topography makes this area particularly distinctive.  Pedestrian access is 
possible along the waterside promenade as far as the Baltic car park.  The recent development of the Baltic and The 
Sage Gateshead are particularly valued for their visual prominence and distinctive architectural forms.  In green 
infrastructure terms, the area has potential for access and recreation. 
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The steepness of the Ouseburn valley is 
emphasised by the height of its three viaducts 

Denes and Valleys 

These are relatively small landscape character areas which follow the 
meandering linear form of tributaries to the Tyne: 

Ouseburn  This character area occupies the steep valley of the 
Ouseburn, an important tributary of the Tyne.  The steepest valley slopes 
support vegetation.  The public realm is remarkably good in this 
industrial area, with extensive green areas and access to the riverside.  
The value of the area is recognised in its designation as a Conservation 
Area.  In terms of green infrastructure connections there is an almost 
continuous route northwards into Jesmond Vale and the Tyne Gorge 
study recommends maintaining public access to the Ouseburn and public 
space on the valley sides and promoting pedestrian access from the Tyne 
Gorge back into the Ouseburn valley.  The Ouseburn Farm, the boat moorings at the mouth of the Ouseburn and the 
slipway and moorings at Lime Street are a green infrastructure resource.  A tidal barrage and navigation lock has 
recently been completed across the mouth of the Ouseburn to retain high water levels to encourage redevelopment 
and provide an improved waterspace resource for recreational use.  The project involved nature conservation 
enhancement measures, including floating otter shelters and kingfisher nest holes, for example. 

Walbottle and Denton Denes  These are relatively small tributaries on the north of the Tyne to the western end 
of Newcastle.  The character of the Denes has been affected by culverting but they are very important elements of 
the green infrastructure despite their size, due to their proximity to extensive residential areas. 

Former Shipyards and Coal Wharves 

This character type extends along ~5km on either side of the Tyne in the eastern extent of the study area, including 
the former Walker Naval Yard (now an offshore engineering base) and the Swan Hunter Neptune Shipyard on the 
north bank and former Harrison’s Shipyard and coal wharves at Bill Quay and Pelaw Main on the south bank.  The 
area is transitional in character and the previous industrial land-uses greatly influence today’s landscape, in 
particular the residue of tips from the alkali industry affects the topography of the south bank.  Green Infrastructure 
assets include the Walker Riverside Park on the north bank and Bill Quay Farm on the south bank.  The northern 
bank is classed as an area of local townscape significance (ALTS) in the Newcastle Character Assessment.  

3.4.3 Visual Resource 

The visual resource is a subset of the landscape resource.  For the purposes of this report, the visual resource is 
limited to a description of key landmarks and key views that are functionally connected to the river.  It is important 
to note that there may be other landmarks and views within the study area 

Key Landmarks 

A number of buildings/structures form key landmarks along the Tyne by reason of their location and visual 
prominence.  The key landmarks are identified and briefly described in Table 3.5.  
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Table 3.5 Landmarks connected to the river 

Feature Newcastle/ 
Gateshead 

Date Notes 

Spillers Mill Newcastle 1936 Prominent massive white mill, once the largest flour mill in Europe and 
tallest in the world 

Baltic Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1950 Distinctive architecture and successfully converted into a new centre for 
Contemporary Art 

Millennium Bridge Newcastle 
Gateshead 

2001 Major new landmark with unique tilting mechanism 

Sage Gateshead Gateshead 2004 Distinctive and visually prominent glass music centre which is symbolic of 
the regeneration of Gateshead Quays 

Tyne Bridge Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1928 Unique and immediately identifiable landmark 

Swing Bridge Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1876 Low-level bridge  which marks an historic river crossing point 

Old Tyne Bridge arches Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1781 Under present swing bridge 

High Level Bridge Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1849 Visually prominent and features an ingenious solution whereby two decks 
are used with a road and pedestrian access on the lower level and two 
railway tracks above 

Queen Elizabeth II 
Bridge 

Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1980 The Metro passes over this bridge 

King Edward Bridge Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1906 This bridge carries the main line railway 

New Redheugh Bridge Newcastle 
Gateshead 

1982 Modern road bridge 

Dunston Coal Staiths Gateshead 1893 Last surviving example of large coal staiths in NE England.  Believed to be 
the largest wooden structure in Europe. 

    

 

Strategic Views 

The Urban Landscape Study of the Tyne Gorge (Land Use Consultants 2004) includes an assessment of 13 
strategic views within the Tyne Gorge Landscape Character Type (LCT).  We have adopted a similar approach in 
order to identify and briefly assess strategic views within the wider study area of this report.  The viewpoints below 
represent views available from four of the remaining five LCTs. The Denes and Valleys LCT is excluded because 
of its relative small size.  Views from the Ouseburn Valley are included within the Tyne Gorge Study. 
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Tyne Riverside Country Park - Open Countryside 

View Type and Composition - A choice of upstream and downstream broad prospect views from the publicly 
accessible riverfront at the entrance to the Country Park.  There is parking at the waters edge and drivers can 
experience views of the River Tyne without leaving their cars.  

Landmarks -Newburn Bridge 

Value – The view has a higher than average value because there are not many areas at the waters edge which are as 
easily accessible by foot, cycle and by car.  The Hadrian’s Wall National Trail and Hadrian’s Cycle Way both pass 
adjacent to this viewpoint which would suggest an above average frequency of use.  The value of the area is 
reflected in its designation as an area of local landscape significance5.  Additional value is likely be generated by 
the adjacent children’s play area and the Battle of Newburn Ford site. 

Quality – There are large electricity pylons and horizontal wires crossing the river in the immediate foreground 
and slightly further to the east at Ryton Haugh.  These are detractive elements within the view from this location, 
but overall the quality would be considered medium because of the tranquil landscapes visible beyond the pylons 
and overhead lines, particularly upstream.  Birdlife associated with the river in the foreground adds variety and 
interest. 

Perception/Experience – The sheer proximity to the water presents a unique experience and when combined with 
the upstream countryside, the viewer has a real sense of connection with nature. 

Key Issues/Threats – The development of the open fields at Parson’s Haugh on the opposite bank would pose a 
threat were floodplain development permitted. 

Derwenthaugh Marina – Haughs and Floodplains 

View Type and Composition - A choice of upstream and downstream broad prospect views is available 

Landmarks –Vickers Armstrong Works, Scotswood Bridge, Derwenthaugh Staithes 

Value – The National Cycle Route 14 passes adjacent to the marina and there is potential pedestrian access on to 
the Staiths which offer a unique opportunity to experience the River Tyne at close quarters.  This view may be 
valued by local residents, fishermen, and workers at the industrial estate adjacent to the marina, however, it appears 
that the car park is little used and the viewpoint is not frequented by many people. 

Quality –The view is dominated by the Vickers factory on the north bank.  The tranquillity and changing nature of 
the River Tyne is appreciable but overall quality is medium.  Birdlife associated with the river in the foreground 
adds variety and interest. 

Perception/Experience – The transitional character of the landscape character type is perceived and although 
meanders block views of key landmarks downstream, the concentration of urban elements on the Settled Hills 

                                                      

5 Newcastle City Council Townscape Character Assessment 
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suggests a proximity to the city centres.  There is a sense of remoteness and of being cut-off but there is no strong 
sense of place.  Birdlife associated with the tidal flats in the foreground adds variety and interest. 

Key Issues/Threats – New tall buildings in the Tyne Gorge area would be visible from this viewpoint. 

Elswick Riverside – Settled Hills 

View Type and Composition – Broad prospect views upstream and downstream.  The downstream view is 
foreshortened by the meander leading into the Tyne Gorge.  There are longer distance views upstream towards the 
Derwent  tributary. 

Landmarks - Dunston Staiths 

Value – The viewpoint is on Hadrian’s Way and is only accessible to pedestrians and cyclists.  The viewpoint is 
typical of the relatively long section of Hadrian’s Way which runs adjacent to the river Tyne.  The path is highly 
valued but the individual viewpoint is not. 

Quality – The impressive size and extent of Dunston Staiths on the far side of the river contribute to the quality of 
the foreground view.  However, the industry and residential influences in the Team and Derwent floodplain reduce 
overall quality.  There are trees associated with Dunston Hill on the skyline which adds to the overall quality. 

Perception/Experience – The tranquillity at the riverside and the absence of roads in the view is a welcome respite 
from the busy city.  Birdlife associated with the tidal flats in the foreground adds variety and interest. 

Key Issues/Threats – Tall buildings in Teams or Dunston are particularly prominent as they breach the skyline. 

St Anthony’s Point, Walker Riverside Park – Former Shipyards and Coal Wharves 

View Type and Composition – Panoramic view from a pronounced bend on the River Tyne on the north bank.  
Long distance views are limited by river meanders and the steep river bank to the south.  There is also a very fine 
panoramic view from above the sharp bend in the river, from Bill Quay on the south bank. 

Landmarks - International Paints, Walker Naval Yard 

Value - Easily accessible viewpoint on Hadrian’s Way.  This viewpoint is highly valued for its prominent and 
commanding position on the river bend.  The value of the area is reflected in its designation as an Area of Local 
Townscape Significance 

Quality – The River Tyne is impressive in the foreground.  Quality is medium in the middle distance, with views 
of the wharves and the playing fields to the east and International Paints factory to the west on the opposite bank - a 
medium to high quality view overall. 

Perception/Experience – Birdlife associated with the river Tyne in the foreground adds variety and interest.  There 
is a sense of remoteness due to the absence of road traffic.  Other than the factory on the opposite shore, green 
spaces predominate and the experience is generally peaceful and tranquil. 

Key Issues/Threats – Any development near the top of the slope on the opposite bank of the river would be 
prominent and would breach the skyline. 
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3.4.4 Designated cultural heritage sites 

Scheduled monuments and conservation areas within the estuary corridor are detailed on the map below. 

The features include: 

• World Heritage Site: Hadrian’s Wall; 

• Conservation Areas: Clara Vale, Ryton, Path Head , Blaydon Bank, Gateshead and Newcastle 
Historic Centres and Ouseburn; 

• Scheduled Monuments: Dunston Coal Staiths, Swing Bridge, Old Tyne Bridge Arches and various 
sections of Newcastle town wall and defences; 

• Registered Parks and Gardens: Westgate Hill Cemetery; 

• Registered Battlefield: Newburn Ford, one of 40 sites nationally on English Heritage’s Register of 
Historic Battlefields.  

The area also includes numerous listed structures, including warehouses in the Ouseburn Valley and the Victoria 
Tunnel. 

3.4.5 Public Art 

Both Newcastle and Gateshead have pursued policies of actively encouraging outdoor public art and this has 
included installation of works in the river corridor, creating an additional attraction to the public to explore the 
available green infrastructure and in some cases creating links to the former green features that have been covered 
over by development of areas such as Newcastle Quayside.  Examples of outdoor sculptures associated with the 
Tyne Estuary corridor include: 

• Art on the Riverside: which includes sculptures on Newcastle Quayside such as the Swirle Pavilion 
(which recollects ports visited by shipping from the Quayside), and The Blacksmith’s Needle (made 
from objects created at public ‘forge ins’) and sculptures along Rabbit Banks; 

 

Major cultural heritage features in the River Tyne Study area 
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Magical story boat sculpture on the Ouseburn 

• Hidden rivers: a project to mark the hidden (culverted) rivers of Newcastle (Skinner Bun, Lort Burn, 
Pandon Burn), as well as the Ouseburn, with a series of (mainly outdoor) sculptures along the routes 
of the old watercourses through the city, with the aim of reconnecting the City with its river; 

• Riverside Sculpture Park: along the national cycle 
network route on Rabbit Banks includes a wide range of 
works; 

• Ouseburn Sculptures: including public realm seating, a 
sundial, a magical story boat moored outside Seven 
Stories and even the shape of the new lock gates was 
designed by a commissioned artist. 

Creative lighting has also been used as public art and to enhance the 
public realm, for example lighting of the Gateshead Millennium Bridge 
and the QEII Metro rail bridge, as well as temporary installations in the 
Gateshead Quays area. 

The main focus of effort has been the central areas around the gorge and on the Derwent Walk in Gateshead and 
there is an opportunity to extend this approach to other sections of the riverbank. 

3.4.6 Green infrastructure considerations – landscape and townscape 

The Tyne Estuary corridor traverses areas with a wide range of different characters and sensitivities, ranging from 
intensely urbanised to rural, and provides connectivity between these differing green infrastructure assets.  
Consideration of landscape and townscape issues is important in design aspects of constructed green infrastructure 
in terms of ensuring that the local character of the area is maintained and, where possible, enhanced.  The landscape 
and townscape that users experience in accessing green infrastructure away from their home locality can be 
important factors in encouraging outdoor activity, with its consequent benefits for health and wellbeing.   

In some cases, users may opt to drive to an area of accessible natural greenspace for outdoor recreation, rather than 
walk or cycle to it through intervening areas they perceive as having a degraded character (of course, this involves 
social issues as well as landscape/townscape considerations).  This presents a challenge which may be overcome by 
improved design (routeing, screening, permeability etc) or in some cases by provision of interpretation (through 
signboards or visitor centres) or addition and promotion of interest features such as a sculpture trail or specific 
recreation/play or education facilities to encourage use.  Gateshead Council has installed numerous sculpture trails 
along public walks.  Many historic routes, especially waggonways and old railways, have existed as protected 
routes for many years and have become green corridors with their own local character, often screened from the 
surrounding land.  Many such routes have already been incorporated into local green infrastructure networks but in 
some cases need improvement to attract users. 

Graffiti can be a significant issue in detracting from the visual appearance of green routes in urban areas but in 
some areas commissioned artworks or graffiti art projects have been used to counteract this and, in the latter case, 
obtain buy-in from a wider section of the community.  
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Footbridge on the Keelman’s Way attached to the 
railway bridge over the Derwent Estuary mouth 

3.5 Social resource 

3.5.1 Introduction 

This section considers access, both by land and water (task 3.9) and linkages (task 3.11) and the potential for wider 
access and greater use  

3.5.2 Key access routes 

Access routes within NewcastleGateshead comprise a network of Public Rights of Way (PRoW) and permissive 
routes.  The routes provide non-vehicular public access albeit different types of users have different levels of access 
rights.  Walkers have the greatest level of access (access to all PRoW), followed by cyclists and horse riders who 
have access to bridleways and byways (cyclists have additional access via dedicated cycle routes/paths).  
Appendix A of the NewcastleGateshead Green Infrastructure Study Evidence Base gives more information 
regarding the types of rights of way and permissive routes.   

As part of the Tyne and Wear Rights of Way Improvement Plan (RoWIP), covering Newcastle, Gateshead, North 
Tyneside, South Tyneside and Sunderland Councils, a user survey6 was carried out in 2007.  The survey’s aim was 
to inform improvements to the network of Public Rights of Way in Tyne and Wear.  Although the information 
covers an area larger than the River Tyne corridor and even NewcastleGateshead, it does provide an indication of 
the levels of use of rights of way.  The survey shows 86% of respondents use public rights of way for walking, 60% 
for nature purposes, 53% for landscape purposes, 48% for cycling and 39% for health reasons.  A total of 6% of 
respondents used public rights of way for horse riding/carriage driving.  During a typical visit to a public right of 
way/recreational route, 37% of respondents travelled 5-10 miles and 30% 2-5 miles.  Key routes associated with 
the River Tyne and its environs are set out below. 

The estuary banks 

The Keelman’s Way and Hadrian’s Way (which forms part of National 
Cycle Network (NCN) Route 72) provide east to west routes that run in 
parallel with the Tyne Estuary and are consequently strongly associated 
with the river.  The Keelman’s Way (part of which forms NCN Route 
14) runs along the southern bank on the Tyne in Gateshead, whilst 
Hadrian’s Way (NCN Route 72) runs along the northern bank in 
Newcastle.  In east Newcastle, much of the route is hemmed in by 
dense vegetation preventing views of the river.  The Tyne can be 
considered as a barrier to access in the middle reaches.  It is generally 
well served with pedestrian and cycle friendly crossing points to the 
west at Wylam and Newburn and in the centre (Swing Bridge and 

Gateshead Millennium Bridge) but between these zones there is only Scotswood Bridge (the A1 Blaydon Bridge is 

                                                      

6 mruk research, (2007).  Tyne and Wear Rights of Way Improvement Plan User Survey Report.  Available at 
http://www.gateshead.gov.uk/DocumentLibrary/Leisure/Strategies/lafsurvey/reportusers.pdf 
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Hadrian’s Way close to the central area 
© Oliver Dixon CCBYSA 2008 

not accessible to pedestrians, cyclists or horse riders) which, although provided with cycle tracks, is not user-
friendly for non-motorised users. 

The majority of other key routes within Newcastle and Gateshead link with the east-west routes along the Tyne 
Estuary, thus the river corridor is a key focal point for linking together different routes.  These include the Derwent 
Walk and the Tanfield Railway Path in Gateshead, together with key routes up Walbottle and Throckley Dene, 
Denton Dene and the Ouseburn valley/Jesmond Dene, as well as the former North Walbottle Waggonway and the 
old Riverside Branch railway line at St Lawrence, in Newcastle.  These routes generally provide north-south routes 
to complement the predominantly east–west routes along the River Tyne.   

The User Survey6 indicates that 75% of respondents (users of rights of way throughout Tyne and Wear) have used 
either in whole or in part the Derwent Walk, 49% the Keelman’s Way, 48% the Tanfield Railway Path, 47% the 
Hadrian’s Wall Path National Trail, 40% the Sea to Sea (C2C) Cycle Route (NCN route 14 in the vicinity of the 
River Tyne), 29% Hadrian’s Way (NCN 72) and 16% the Three Rivers Cycle Route (NCN route 14 in the vicinity 
of the River Tyne).   

The Hadrian’s Way, NCN route 72 and 14, and the Keelman’s Way ‘join up’ with adjacent local authority routes 
creating a wider network outside Newcastle and Gateshead, with many of these routes forming part of a regional 
and even national network of routes.  However, different local authorities currently call routes different names in 
different authority areas, which can cause confusion for users and should be resolved. 

The key routes in the River Tyne study area provide connections between urban and rural areas.  Where routes pass 
through urban areas, links are also provided to employment areas (e.g. industrial and employment areas located on 
the River Tyne) and residential areas and therefore the routes have a commuting/utility role.   

The routes present are also used recreationally by walkers, cyclists and, to a more limited extent, horse riders.  Not 
only do these routes serve Newcastle and Gateshead residents but a wider population, with some of the routes 
forming regional and national cycle routes and national trails.  The presence of visitors from outside Newcastle and 
Gateshead, e.g. walkers travelling Hadrian’s Way, bring with them visitor spend which in turn provides economic 
benefits to the area.  The Hadrian’s Way National Trail is a particular draw for visitors and it is recognised that it 
contributes to the area’s economy.  The routes provide the public in NewcastleGateshead with access to the 
countryside as well as access to key leisure and recreational areas such as Country Parks.   

The western part of the Tyne Estuary within NewcastleGateshead is 
often considered the most attractive as the Tyne enters open 
countryside.  However the riverside within urban areas also includes 
attractions to visitors and local residents, for example Newcastle 
Quayside, The Sage Gateshead, the Baltic and the Millennium Bridge 
are popular visitor locations in their own right; such visitors are often 
not just locals but regional, national and even international visitors.  
Newcastle Quayside and Gateshead Quays have hotels close to or on 
the riverside and restaurants, bars and nightclubs are in plentiful supply.   
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The traffic-free promenade to the west of the High Level Bridge, built out into the river to accommodate a major 
sewer when the Tyneside Sewerage Scheme was constructed, provides a popular area, with a hotel and pub, well 
used as an outdoor terrace.  Consequently there is a variety of leisure and recreational attractions associated with 
the River Tyne which are also connected by these key routes. 

Riverside activity and the quality of the public realm along the river could be further enhanced in association with 
additional residential development, as well as further improving the quality of existing spaces, including their 
visitor facilities.  In the stretch above Newburn Bridge, further activity along the riversides could be encouraged by 
improving visitor facilities, for example at Ryton Willows, if this could be done sensitively, and by providing 
additional facilities to support recreational activities suitable to its rural nature. 

Key routes within the study area are summarised on the map below. 

 

Missing links and key aspirations  

The User Survey6 which informed the Rights of Way Improvement Plan (RoWIP) indicates the following aspects 
as being problematic/needing improvement (as noted previously although the survey covers the wider Tyne and 
Wear area, it does provide a broad indication of users views). 

• Users' greatest dissatisfaction is with signage/route direction (34% of respondents believe signing on 
paths/routes would improve the network, 31% vegetation control, 30% keeping crime and vandalism 
to a minimum, 29% clearing up dog fouling, 28% maintenance of paths, 25% clearly marked Rights of 
Way, 23% maintenance of routes, 21% cycle routes, 20% reduce need to use roads to link routes and 
19% information about routes). 

 

Key access routes in the River Tyne Study area 
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• Users are discouraged from using routes due to a lack of adequate signage, a lack of time and a lack of 
information (a lack of secure parking and a concern for personal safety are also emerging trends). 

• Use and enjoyment of the countryside could be improved through the provision of a good range of 
routes which are clearly marked and maintained. 

Specific missing links to PRoW are identified in the RoWIP and are provided in Tables A.3 and A.4 within 
Appendix A of the main report.  For each link a description of the scheme to address the missing link is provided 
together with potential funding sources, estimated timeframe for the delivery and key stakeholders to be involved.  
Length and costs of the scheme is also provided.  Those schemes relating to the River Tyne include schemes to; 

• upgrade and create a bridleway link from River Lane, Ryton to Newburn Bridge;  

• create a cycle/pedestrian link in the Keelman’s Way along Stella Riverside on the south bank (the 
Council has secured land between rail line and the river to take the Keelman’s way through from 
Stella to Blaydon);  

• permissive horse riding route: Walker Riverside and Hadrian’s Way (Stepney Bank Stables Byker to 
Walker Riverside Country Park); 

• bridleway link from RB44 to Derwent Walk (Lower Derwent Valley); 

• upgrade footpath to bridleway (Letch Path Lemington/Percy Pit); 

• dedicated bridleway: Hospital Lane to Newburn (Walbottle Brick Works LNR); 

• upgrade exiting route to bridleway (Dene Terrace Newburn to Blucher); 

• upgrade exiting route to bridleway (Throckley Bank Top to South Farm); and 

• permissive horse riding route via Jesmond Dene (Stepney Banks Stables, Byker to Coxlodge 
Waggonway). 

Other aspirations which were identified through initial consultation with PRoW officers and research include: 

• developing a continuous access route along the River Tyne.  Existing river routes, at times, do not 
follow close to the river, for example at the MetroCentre.  Although every effort is made to secure the 
continuation of such routes along the river side (e.g. securing routes during the redevelopment of sites 
along the river) in some locations opportunities do not and may not be able to exist (e.g. where 
existing industry is located right alongside the River) with no intervening space.  However, in many 
cases, routes can be provided by cooperation with landowners and cantilevered walkways can be used 
to bypass specific obstacles;   

• a river crossing point using the former Scotswood Railway Bridge (NZ197637), this was strongly 
supported by attendees at the consultation event; 

• improve the attractiveness of some routes which are currently considered unattractive/unfriendly, for 
example improvements to the rough scrub land north of the MetroCentre and improvements in 
attractiveness of paths through industrial areas in the lower Team and Derwent valleys; 

• potential for bicycle hire schemes, with cycles available at numerous locations providing the 
opportunity for hire for short one-way journeys. Mindful of the need to provide sustainable transport 
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Stepney Bank Stables already provide indoor and 
outdoor riding arenas but links are also proposed 
to Jesmond Dene and Walker Riverside 

options, there may be potential for cycle hire schemes to be considered for NewcastleGateshead which 
could utilise the existing cycle routes present within the River Tyne study area.  Examples of cycle-
hire schemes within city locations in the UK include ‘OYBike’ in Cardiff, Reading and Farnborough, 
Hourbikes in Bristol and the Barclays central London scheme; there are also well established schemes 
in Lyon Vélo’V and in Copenhagen (free City Bikes); and 

• enhancing the existing network to enable a greater variety of users.  Specifically the network for 
equestrian users could be improved by creating linkages and allowing access to existing rights of way 
rather than the creation of new rights of way (source: Tyne and Wear Rights Of Way Improvement 
Plan Equestrian Access Strategy7); 

Some sections of routes along the Tyne have been abused and 
subsequently underused which in turn leads to more abuse.  To improve 
access along the River Tyne higher levels of management are needed in 
some areas (e.g. warden presence) to control abuse (e.g. fly tipping or 
other anti-social behaviour) and the routes need to be promoted to local 
communities to encourage greater use and hence limit abuse. 

Creation of equestrian routes requires involves more stringent criteria.  
While short distances on suitable pavements alongside busy roads may 
be acceptable as links between sections of cycleway or footpath, such 
links are not generally suitable, and indeed may be hazardous, for horse 
riders, particularly if inexperienced.  There is a particular issue with 
crossing the Tyne to the west of the central area, where there is no really suitable bridge.  This could be resolved by 
reopening the former Scotswood Railway Bridge to provide a multi-user crossing suitable for equestrians, cyclists 
and pedestrians.  There have also been issues about use for horse riding of paths which are not designated 
bridleways and more consideration needs to be given to making other paths available where possible, perhaps on a 
permissive basis.   

Some respondents to the consultation also expressed concern that there were no or few suitable routes in the area 
for carriage driving, although it was accepted that a dedicated track might be more appropriate. 

3.5.3 Waterway access 

Cargo vessel navigation 

For many years the Tyne Estuary in NewcastleGateshead provided a major transport corridor for freight vessels.  
Until the 1970s and 1980s, coal ships travelled downriver with coal loaded at Dunston Staiths, ships delivered grain 
to Spillers and Baltic Mills and sea dredged aggregates to Gateshead, power station ash from Stella Power Stations 
was taken downstream for sea disposal and both ships and ‘black oil’ barges served the Anglo Great Lakes nuclear 
graphite works on Newburn Haugh (now Newburn Riverside Business Park).  In those days, private pleasure craft 
were few in number and rather discouraged. 

                                                      

7Gateshead Council et al, (2007).  Tyne and Wear Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007/11 Equestrian Access Strategy.  
Available at  http://www.newcastle.gov.uk/wwwfileroot/regen/ltp/EquestrianStrategyFinalversion230108webversion.pdf. 
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Trip boats at Newcastle Quayside 

With the introduction in 1980 by the Central Electricity Generating Board of three new coal export ships of 19,500 
deadweight tonnes (carrying capacity), which could not reach Dunston, coal exports moved downstream to Jarrow 
Staiths and Riverside Quay in South Tyneside and subsequently reduced as the north east coal mining industry 
declined.  Other traffics ceased as the sites served closed, to leave vessels bringing sea dredged aggregates to the 
Lafarge wharf at Gateshead as the only shipborne freight traffic entering NewcastleGateshead until it also finally 
closed in 2009.  Wharves on the River Team are still used a mooring for a few contractors’ barges. 

Recreational navigation 

Rowing has long been a feature of the upper estuary – the Tyne Rowing Club was founded in 1852.  There are 
three boat clubs with boathouses at Newburn, used by four different rowing clubs, as well as a former school 
boathouse adjacent to Scotswood Bridge.  The profile of rowing on the Tyne was raised in 1997 when an annual 
university boat race between Newcastle and Durham Universities was introduced. 

Other recreational uses have increased since the demise of freight traffic and passenger trip boat services now 
operate from Newcastle Quayside, providing regular cruises as far upstream as Ryton Willows and downstream to 
the sea, as well as evening party cruises.  Current recreational and tourism navigation uses of the estuary are 
summarised in Table 3.6. 

Many of the small motorboats go to sea.  A key feature of the Tyne 
Estuary is that users tend to operate from a single base and return to it 
without stopping anywhere else along the river within 
NewcastleGateshead.  Thus there is no significant cruising by privately 
owned boats within the estuary itself, probably a function of the lack of 
access steps and visitor moorings along the river.  The lack of access 
steps was a point made strongly by consultees.  The same applies to the 
trip boats, where passengers must return to the Quayside and cannot 
disembark elsewhere in NewcastleGateshead to access different parts of 
the green infrastructure network.  

Table 3.6 Recreation and tourism navigation facilities on the Tyne Estuary in NewcastleGateshead 

Base NGR Activity 

Ryton slipway NZ151650 Private - was previously used by Tynemouth SC in winter  

Newburn Activity 
Centre  

NZ159654 Slipway and operating base for canoes, kayaks, bell boats, raft building, DDA 
accessible speedboats, water skiing 

Newburn boathouses NZ164651 Competitive rowing boathouses for Tyne Amateur Rowing Club, Newcastle 
University Boat Club, Northumbria University BC, Tyne United Rowing Club 

Tyne Cruising Club, 
Newburn Riverside 
Business Park 

NZ188640 Former Anglo Great Lakes jetties used as base for the Tyne Cruising Club following 
relocation from their previous site to make way for construction of a new access 
bridge over Lemington Gut.  Slipway available.  Base for over 40 boats. 

Derwenthaugh Marina NZ204633 Slipway and moorings used by water ski and jet ski users, sailing boats and the Sea 
Scouts.  Used by trailed boats. 
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Boats on the Ouseburn.  There is potential for 
increased activity following redevelopment 

Base NGR Activity 

TS Flamingo,  NZ250634 Sea Cadets base situated adjacent to the Brett Oils site on the south bank of the 
Tyne, upstream of the High Level Bridge 

HMS Calliope,  NZ254637 Royal Naval Reserve training centre on the riverbank at Hillgate Quay, near The 
Sage, Gateshead.  Moorings for 3 vessels. 

Newcastle Quayside NZ258640 River Escapes trip boat operations.  3 vessels, largest accommodating 180 people.  
Operating between the sea and Ryton Willows but embarkation and disembarkation 
at Quayside only.  All year operations but Sundays only in winter. 

Newcastle Motor Boat 
Club, Ouseburn 

NZ262644 Base for Newcastle Motor Boat Club.  Tidal moorings at mouth of Ouseburn.  Non-
tidal moorings and slipway at Lime Street – access via lock.  Over 20 boats. 

St Peter’s Marina boat 
moorings 

NZ274635 Access via lock.  Moorings for about 90 boats. 

Friar’s Goose Water 
Sports Club 

NZ278632 Motor boat club based around old shipyard slipway.  Base for over 80 boats.  

South Shields Ferry 
Landing 

NZ358671 The two Shields ferry (Market Place Ferry) boats, operated by Nexus, are 
occasionally used for charter trips up the river into the NewcastleGateshead area. 

Once redevelopment of the derelict riverside sites in the Ouseburn 
Valley is completed, this will open up an attractive opportunity for 
greater use of the Ouseburn by recreational boats, including potential use 
of the impounded waterspace for novice canoe training.  There is also 
the potential for trip boats from The Cluny on the Ouseburn to the 
quaysides area, involving the added interest of passing through the new 
Ouseburn Barrage lock and potentially marketable in partnership with 
visitor facilities in the valley (e.g. the Ouseburn Farm, The Cluny, Seven 
Stories and The Tyne pub).  A suitable landing stage could be provided 
at The Cluny at minimal expense. 

One NorthEast has circulated a draft report on sailing tourism in the region.  Recreational use of the river, for 
which there is likely to be the greatest scope downstream of the bridges, could perhaps be expanded by 
encouraging moorings for motor boats and yachts, expanding supporting facilities on the banks, and linking with 
activities at Gateshead International Stadium.   

Waterbus services 

There are currently no boat services on the river in NewcastleGateshead providing a passenger transport function 
between places (a waterbus service) and opportunities for such services could usefully be investigated, for both 
travel to work and recreational uses.  New landing facilities would be required to allow passengers to embark and 
disembark at locations other than Newcastle Quayside. 

This concept was examined previously (in 2005), focussing on the river section between Friars Goose and the 
MetroCentre.  The report concluded that a waterbus service would only be viable if capital costs were grant aided.  
However, since then use of the riverbanks in the central area is likely to have increased and the potential is 
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Wylam station is only 20 metres from Wylam 
Bridge at the head of the Estuary, from where 
paths and cycleways follow both estuary banks 

reappraised in the strategy in Volume 2 of this report.  Further work on river transport between Shields and Wylam 
is also under way as Newcastle University are preparing a river taxi study for Fairhursts and Places for People.  

Angling 

Informal sea angling takes place along the Tyne Estuary, although there are relatively few suitable locations for this 
activity in NewcastleGateshead.  Bait collection is practiced in the St Anthony’s area and off South Shore Road, 
where anchored vehicle tyres are used to attract soft shelled shore crabs (i.e. shore crabs immediately after 
moulting) which are used as bait. 

Accessible natural green space 

Riverside access routes provide links to significant areas of accessible natural greenspace, particularly Walker 
Riverside Park, Derwenthaugh Park and Derwent Walk Country Park and Tyne Riverside Country Park, Newburn.  
However none of these locations provides public boat moorings for visitors by boat, nor is there any waterbus 
service providing access. 

3.5.4 Public transport services 

There are opportunities to work with train operating companies (TOC) and Nexus to provide opportunities for 
marketing the linking of footpath and cycleway use with heavy rail and metro services both for commuting and for 
recreation.  For example, commuters arriving from the west by train at Wylam could continue their journey by 
cycle to places of work in the estuary corridor or recreational users could 
walk or cycle in one direction and return by train or use the train for 
access to specific walks (such as using Blaydon station to access the 
Derwent Walk or a visit to Ryton Willows).  Wylam station is already 
well served by green access links and creating access to Blaydon station 
directly from the Keelman’s Way would be straightforward as part of the 
extension along the riverside to Stella, as would improving access from 
the cycleway at MetroCentre station.  Dunston station is reasonably 
accessible from the Tanfield Railway route.  However, for improvements 
in access to be useful, improvements in train services would be required.  
While Wylam and MetroCentre stations are reasonably well served, 
Blaydon and Dunston currently have extremely limited train services. 

Such initiatives have worked elsewhere, an example being the marketing of walks using the canal towpath from 
Lower Heyford station in Oxfordshire, where the North Oxford Canal Partnership worked with the train operating 
company to introduce Sunday services as part of the initiative. 

In the eastern end of NewcastleGateshead, good links already exist from the riverside to Heworth Metro and 
reasonable links to Wallsend Metro station and there is an opportunity for joint marketing of green infrastructure 
with Nexus.   

Advertising bus services for use in conjunction with use of green access routes will also improve access, although 
they do not have the advantage of being able to accommodate bicycles which the train can offer.  The QuayLink 
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The disused Scotswood Railway Bridge provides 
one opportunity for a new multi-user cross-river 
green infrastructure access link 

electric bus services in particular should form part of any marketing of riverside green infrastructure access routes, 
providing a sustainable transport link from the riverside to Newcastle Central station, the Metro and both 
Newcastle and Gateshead centres.   

The opportunities for waterbus services should also be considered.  The increasing amount of riverside housing 
may well provide an increased demand for such a service since the previous study was undertaken and links to rail 
services would be possible via a new landing stage at Blaydon (subject to improvements in the rail service to 
Blaydon station).  Any waterbus services on the river should also be suitable for carriage of bicycles.   

3.5.5 Green infrastructure considerations - access 

The river corridor constitutes a green infrastructure asset providing an aesthetic and tourism resource, a spine for 
green transport routes and a facility for outdoor exercise and recreation, either on the banks or on the water. 

Current constraints include a shortage of cross-river links suitable for 
pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders inland of the central areas of 
NewcastleGateshead.  Opportunities to mitigate this include 
development of a river crossing for pedestrians, cyclists and horse 
riders, making use of the disused Scotswood Railway Bridge. 

Other constraints include key missing links where routes do not join 
up or end abruptly.  The filling in of these gaps is currently being 
sought through the RoWIP (e.g. land has been purchased between the 
railway line and the river to secure a link through at Blaydon).  
However further opportunities may arise through proposed new 
development/redevelopment of sites alongside the River Tyne. 

There is a need to provide access to a greater variety of users.  Multiuser routes/paths should be provided 
wherever possible within the River Tyne study area to enable use by a greater range of users without conflict 
arising.  This can be achieved through upgrading existing routes where ever possible as well as the provision of 
new multiuser routes.  Effort should be concentrated in areas of greatest demand (for example the demand of routes 
suitable for horse-riders are likely to be higher in close proximity to stables). 

Another issue regarding routes is the perceived and actual unattractiveness of routes.  Some routes are less well 
used because of local perceptions about safety and antisocial behaviour and these concerns need to be addressed.  
Some routes are also not fully utilised due to a perception of unattractiveness/unfriendliness and this issue needs to 
be addressed wherever opportunities arise by, for example, appropriate landscaping/habitat management to make 
areas more attractive.   

Where routes are provided via permissive access there is, in theory, a risk that access may be removed and hence a 
possible objective would be to secure the route as a PRoW.  To date no issues have been raised through the 
consultation process in regard to permissive routes within the River Tyne area, except in relation to equestrian use.  

Greater use of green transport routes may be achieved by improved marketing in conjunction with public transport 
operators, including waterbus services if these could be provided. 
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Regarding navigation use, there is currently a lack of landing stages and moorings to allow links between passenger 
boat services and access to other green infrastructure or use of waterbus services by commuters or recreational 
travellers.  A market study would be required to gauge potential viability and determine optimum locations of new 
landings, which should be undertaken in partnership with neighbouring local authorities along the river.  
Discussions with the Harbourmaster of the Port of Tyne over boat design to allow operation at higher speeds than 
the normal 6 knot limit would also be appropriate. 

Extension of trip boat services to the Ouseburn would require a new or adapted vessel fitted with suitable drive 
systems to travel in either direction and falling within the navigation dimensions of the Ouseburn.   

These issues are addressed in the strategy in Volume 2 of this report 

3.5.6 Economic contribution of green infrastructure 

Green infrastructure can play a significant function in the economic regeneration of an area and Central 
Government is paying greater acknowledgement to green infrastructure’s role in this area.  This can be seen 
through its funding of Regional Parks in the north west, the development of the south east’s Green Grid and the 
requirement to provide a Green Infrastructure Strategy within Growth Point documentation.  

Many Tyne and Wear residents currently perceive the River Tyne as a boundary between Newcastle and 
Gateshead, splitting the conurbation into two areas.  This situation is exacerbated by the industrial activity and quay 
areas adjacent to the River that augment this boundary and act as a barrier between the river and local communities.  
A significant amount of regeneration work has been undertaken to enhance the former industrial banks of the river 
and successful examples of such activity can already be seen.  For example, the Newcastle Quayside provides a 
linear ‘boulevard style’ community space along the river, supporting the evening economy through the provision of 
associated bars and restaurants, whilst Gateshead provides The Sage Gateshead and The Baltic arts centres 
attracting tourists to the south bank of the Tyne.  There may also be potential for further residential and commercial 
development to increase the number of people living and working in the area.  There is potential for green 
infrastructure to increase linkages between these two areas, so that they are together viewed as a central part of the 
conurbation, focused on the river, rather than two separate areas.  Opportunities to support such perceptions are 
considered in the Green Infrastructure Strategy for the River Tyne in Volume 2 of this River Tyne Study report. 

A number of studies have been completed which demonstrate how green infrastructure can support regeneration 
objectives, with some particularly strong examples highlighted in the Northwest of England.  NWDA’s Newlands 
initiative was seen to transform derelict land close to deprived areas, providing outdoor recreation opportunities, 
and also enhance the aesthetic quality of dense residential areas, through street tree planting.  CABEspace and 
NaturalEconomyNorthwest have commissioned a significant number of studies, which demonstrate green 
infrastructure’s ability to have a positive impact upon the image of an area, attracting inward investment and 
creating an associated uplift in residential and land values.  

In order to ensure that NewcastleGateshead is able to compete in a global economic market, green infrastructure 
should be used within the River Tyne area to create high quality spaces, which will attract graduates and employers 
to locate in the area.  Many opportunities to include green infrastructure in new developments exist in the River 
Tyne area due to the regeneration initiatives taking place in Newcastle through the Area Action Plans and the work 
of Bridging NewcastleGateshead.  A significant amount of derelict industrial land is located adjacent to the River 
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and the inclusion of green infrastructure within future development will support wider regeneration objectives.  It is 
important that the policies and guidelines contained within the Green Infrastructure Strategy are worked into 
associated masterplans, so that green infrastructure can be used to maximise the benefits of any forthcoming 
regeneration activity.   

As stated earlier green infrastructure can have a significant impact upon the aesthetic quality of a place and related 
perceptions.  This is particularly important with regards to attracting tourists to an area.  The River Tyne is 
becoming a honey pot for tourists, due to the development of The Sage Gateshead, The Baltic, Newcastle Quayside 
and Gateshead Quays.  In this central area there may be scope for additional tourist facilities, either on the banks or 
floating, providing this is done sensitively to the townscape asset and nature conservation.  Events and spectacles 
which have the potential to draw very large numbers of visitors are also likely to be concentrated in this area.  
Enhancing green infrastructure in this area will have a positive impact upon the tourism offer of 
NewcastleGateshead and the wider image of the conurbation.  
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4. The River Tyne corridor green infrastructure 
resource in NewcastleGateshead 

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges associated with the green infrastructure resource that is 
functionally dependent on the Tyne Estuary are summarised in Table 4.1.  These form the basis for development of 
a vision for the future and a strategy for achieving it set out in Volume 2 of this River Tyne Study. 

Table 4.1 Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges  

Strengths  Weaknesses 

Waterway is a historic communication artery 

Former waggonways and railways provide green 
infrastructure legacy 

Extensive heritage resource adds interest 

Green banks form wildlife corridors 

Aquatic wildlife corridor functioning well 

Intertidal area valuable for birds 

Increasing area of inter-tidal mud is good for wildlife 

Green infrastructure use is compatible with flood risk areas 

Established sport use with potential for increase, especially 
rowing 

Varied and interesting landscape with unique character areas 
and iconic features which are widely known outside the area 

Well established policy of encouraging public art 

More visitor attractions, including iconic venues in the central 
area and local projects such as at Ouseburn and Bill Quay 

Banks of the Tyne Estuary and tributaries provide green 
transport corridors  

Heavily modified waterways 

Culverted streams in Newcastle 

Lack of a single management approach 

Limited remaining saltmarsh, which is seriously under threat 

Poorly managed riverside open space e.g. MetroCentre 
represents a lost opportunity for green infrastructure 
enhancement 

Development blocking access to river 

Urban development (waterside sites and bridges) restricting 
wildlife corridors along watercourse banks 

River Team poor visually 

Lack of landing facilities for motor cruising 

Increasing siltation is bad for navigation 

Conflicts between users 

Gaps in access links 

Poor provision of longer routes for equestrian use 

Under-used waterspace 
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Opportunities Challenges 

Designation of whole river as a local wildlife site to achieve a 
coherent approach to conservation of estuary habitats 

Improved saltmarsh management 

Improving the Team Estuary riverside (including the 
Saltmarsh Garden) 

Enhancement of green infrastructure provision during 
redevelopment of waterside brownfield sites  

Conservation and use of Dunston Staiths 

Use of green infrastructure as an education resource, with 
better interpretation throughout to encourage outdoor access 

New access links, especially the former Scotswood Railway 
Bridge, and bridging identified gaps in access provision 

Introduction of bicycle hire schemes with cycles available at 
numerous locations. 

Greater use of the waterspace and introduction of a riverbus 

Better and well publicised links with public transport 

Contaminated riverside sites and river sediments 

Protection and enhancement of saltmarsh in the context of 
increasing siltation and sea-level rise 

Industrial waterfronts with no riverside access 

Reluctance of housing developers to allow public riverside 
access 

Permeability of access routes and threats to users 

Management to avoid conflicts between users – especially 
min respect of multi-user paths 

Balancing human use and wildlife needs (especially re bird 
disturbance) 

Funding 
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The Gateshead Millennium Bridge helps to unite the quayside areas of Newcastle and Gateshead as a single visitor destination 

  

5. Introduction to the strategy 

The Green Infrastructure Strategy for NewcastleGateshead recognises the importance of the River Tyne as a key 
recreational, access and wildlife corridor of shared significance for Newcastle and Gateshead and a physical 
connection between many of the future growth locations.  The evidence base of this River Tyne Study describes the 
central role that the River Tyne has played over history in shaping the surrounding urban infrastructure and the 
communities of Newcastle and Gateshead.  It also explains that, despite extensive modification for navigation and 
bankside development, leading to loss of many of its natural characteristics, and a legacy of contamination and 
industrial dereliction, the river remains a valuable green infrastructure asset and focus for commercial development, 
with potential for improvement better to meet the aspirations of the local communities and the needs of its wildlife. 

Historic heavy industrial uses of the riverside in NewcastleGateshead have largely been replaced by new housing, business and  
retail areas, recreation facilities and green open space – as seen here at Newburn Haugh 

Both Newcastle and Gateshead have, over recent years, pursued policies aimed at protecting green infrastructure 
assets associated with the river and maximising the benefits of the river to the quality of the riverside urban space 
and local communities.  However, the tidal River Tyne is a single ecosystem and separate management is unlikely 
ever to lead to maximum benefits to people and communities while giving the best protection for the natural 
processes and valued green infrastructure assets.  This River Tyne Strategy takes an ecosystem approach and 
considers the tidal River Tyne in NewcastleGateshead as a single functional entity and a shared resource requiring 
integrated management by the two councils and partner organisations, such as neighbouring local authorities, the 
Environment Agency and the Port of Tyne Authority. 
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This strategy aims therefore to encourage: 

• maintenance of the physical extent and chemical quality of the water environment, including 
floodplains, the full range of inter-tidal and tidally influenced habitats and fully aquatic habitat; 

• alleviation of deficiencies in and threats to such habitats, particularly gaps in wildlife corridors and 
loss of habitat due to ‘tidal squeeze’ between developed river banks on one hand and deepened 
channels and rising sea levels on the other; 

thus providing habitat to support 

• flora and fauna ranging from wetland and saltmarsh communities in flood plains and on the upper 
shore, through inter-tidal mud and harder substrate communities, to sub-tidal benthic communities and 
fish; 

• other fauna that are dependent on or can use aquatic ecosystems, such as wetland and wading birds, 
otters and bats; 

and protecting/enhancing the functioning of this ecosystem, while securing benefits for communities and 
individuals through: 

• the contribution of the River Tyne to the local landscape and townscape and to the expression of 
cultural heritage, thus enhancing the ‘quality of place’ within the river corridor; 

• promotion of the river as a focus for development of housing and community facilities, as well as a 
focus for events, thus contributing to thriving communities and community cohesion; and 

• use of the river itself and its corridor by local people and visitors for personal transport and for 
recreation, thus contributing to their health and wellbeing. 

The objectives of maintaining water quantity and quality and maximising the potential of the dependent ecosystems 
align closely with those of the Water Framework Directive and the aims of the Northumbrian River Basin 
Management Plan to achieve ‘good chemical status’ and ‘good ecological potential’, while recognising the effects 
of modifications for uses such as navigation, which may limit the ecological potential. 
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Tidal reaches of tributaries of the River Tyne form an important 
part of strategic green infrastructure corridors for wildlife and 
human access, as here in the Ouseburn valley 

6. Green infrastructure strategy for the River Tyne 

6.1 Strategic corridor 

We recognise the value of the River Tyne in NewcastleGateshead as a strategic corridor and will 
seek to protect its green infrastructure functions in terms of use of the waterway and its banks 
by both people and wildlife. 

The River Tyne has always represented an important natural corridor for wildlife and, after providing an early 
barrier to movement and periodically a defence line up to the 17th century, the industrial revolution saw the tidal 
reaches of the River Tyne also become a major strategic corridor for people, in terms of transport of freight and 
passengers.  Key aspects of its functioning as a strategic green infrastructure corridor include: 

• a route for movement and spread of wildlife in the water, along its banks and in the air; 

• a focus for development along its banks; 

• a personal transport and recreational corridor along its banks; and 

• a corridor for waterborne activity. 

These functions are enhanced through links with other 
strategic corridors based on tributary river valleys 
(River Team, River Derwent, Blaydon/Barlow Burns, 
Ouseburn and New Burn) and by the continuation of 
the River Tyne corridor upstream of the boundaries of 
NewcastleGateshead through rural Northumberland.  
Large swathes of green infrastructure are associated 
with these river valleys.  To the east, the strategic 
corridor continues to the sea.   

The legacy value of disused waggonways as green 
infrastructure links is also highlighted in the evidence 
base.  As over 30 waggonways and railways were 
built to carry coal to vessels on the Tyne, the River 
Tyne corridor is particularly important in linking 
together different waggonway routes. 

6.2 Development areas 

We will seek to ensure that waterside redevelopment is set back from the river and incorporates 
public access to the riverside and adequate buffer zones to protect wildlife associated with the 
river corridor. 
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The tidal River Team lies within a development area.  Redevelopment 
could provide opportunities for increasing the brackish intertidal area 
and encouraging saltmarsh development 

Many older communities situated on the riverside and formerly dependent on river based industries now suffer high 
levels of deprivation and there are also derelict industrial sites on the river bank.  The majority of the river bank 
within the urban areas lies within areas which have been, or are likely to be, identified for development through the 
emerging Local Development Framework.  Despite the pressure on land in NewcastleGateshead for redevelopment, 
particularly in these potential growth areas, our strategy is to ensure that new development embodies the highest 
standards of sustainability and we see green infrastructure provision as a key element in achieving this.  In 
particular, while recognising the demand for waterfront residential properties, we wish to ensure that:  

• such development does not cut off 
public access to sections of the river 
bank or restrict wildlife movement along 
the corridor; 

• adequate buffer areas are provided 
where appropriate to avoid disturbance 
of sensitive wildlife (particularly birds); 
and  

• enhancement of green infrastructure 
provision is incorporated where possible.   

Similarly, we also wish to see industrial and 
commercial development that protects the functions 
of the river corridor. 

Where brownfield sites are unlikely to be developed for a long time, we support temporary greening and 
management of these sites to contribute to the green infrastructure resource providing it does not negatively affect 
the ecological value of the site. 

6.3 Extent and quality of the aquatic environment 

We will ensure that there is no loss of inter-tidal area as a result of development schemes and, 
where practicable, we will look to increase the inter-tidal area through planning agreements, 
particularly extension of saltmarsh area. 

We will seek to gain green infrastructure and wildlife benefits where possible through better 
floodplain management and re-instatement of functional floodplain whenever opportunities arise. 

The major modification of the tidal reaches of the River Tyne for navigation and land reclamation to provide land 
for construction (as at the MetroCentre) has squeezed the inter-tidal area, particularly cutting off the upper zones 
where saltmarsh can develop.  On the upper tidal reaches of the Tyne and its tributaries, the installation of flood 
defences and agricultural development have greatly reduced the area of functional floodplain.  These habitats 
(saltmarsh and floodplain wetlands) are therefore particularly under pressure and will be the main focus of efforts 
to increase the extent of aquatic habitat.  Flood risk areas, in particular, can provide valuable green infrastructure 
resources in areas where other development will generally not be permitted.  Work undertaken will be in 
accordance with the Tyne Catchment Flood Management Plan.  
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Modification of hard bank protection, as seen here on the tidal 
River Derwent, could provide an opportunity to increase the area 
of intertidal habitat 

 
Riverside development at Dunston, where disturbance of birds using 
the mudflats is minimised by maintaining vertical separation from the 
areas accessed by people 

Management for navigation has had a significant 
impact on the balance between inter-tidal and sub-tidal 
mud habitats.  In previous years, dredging limited the 
extent of inter-tidal mud but, with cessation of regular 
dredging in NewcastleGateshead, the inter-tidal mud 
area is expanding, particularly off Dunston Staiths and 
Newcastle Business Park.  This is seen as beneficial by 
some, as it provides additional bird feeding habitat, but 
it represents a problem for those interested in 
navigating the river. 

Water quality in the tidal River Tyne has improved 
vastly over the last 25 years, such that the Tyne now 
supports the best salmon run in England.  However, 
there are still local water quality problems on some of 
the tributaries and areas of residual contamination of 

river sediments resulting from historic industries.  We will co-operate with the Environment Agency and the Port of 
Tyne Authority in trying to resolve these existing problems.  We will contribute to the maintenance, and where 
appropriate improvement, of water quality using our planning powers.  Developments will be required to utilise 
sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) wherever possible, to ensure efficient usage of the public sewerage system, as 
well as wider flood management and biodiversity benefits.  

Initiatives to improve the cleanliness of the river and its banks, such as the Clean Tyne Initiative, will also be 
encouraged. 

6.4 Aquatic and water dependent ecology 

We will designate the whole of the tidal River Tyne, tidal reaches of tributaries and the adjacent 
banks in NewcastleGateshead as a Local Wildlife Site and we will enter into discussions with 
neighbouring local authorities to examine the potential for extending this Local Wildlife Site to 
cover parts of the tidal river within their boundaries. 

The aquatic environment of the River Tyne corridor 
supports a range of wildlife, including phytobenthos 
(small algae on the bed), planktonic algae, 
zooplankton, macroalgae (seaweeds), saltmarsh plants, 
benthic invertebrates and fish.  Within 
NewcastleGateshead, the non-mobile benthic 
organisms are limited in their diversity because this is 
a naturally highly stressed environment due to the 
variation in salinity with the tide.  However, the 
benthic invertebrate communities are highly 
productive and are important in supporting other 
species in the food chain.  The health of these 
components of the ecology is largely determined by 
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Inter-tidal mud habitats on both sides of the tidal River Tyne at 
Dunston and Elswick are protected separately. A single LWS for 
the whole river would provide better opportunities for protection 
and enhancement of habitats through integrated management 

the extent of suitable habitat and maintenance of good water quality, so they are protected by the strategy on 
supporting habitats set out in section 2.3. 

However, higher predators, such as birds and otters, can also be affected by other factors, including disturbance and 
deficiencies in the continuity of the wildlife corridor along the river banks, and specific measures are proposed to 
protect these.  There are several areas along the river banks that are notified as SSSI, declared as Local Nature 
Reserves or designated as Local Wildlife Sites, where some degree of protection for river-related avian and 
terrestrial species may already be in place through existing management arrangements.  However, there are generic 
measures that should be applied throughout the River Tyne corridor, particularly regarding limiting access to and 
screening of principal inter-tidal bird feeding and roosting areas and maintaining continuity in riverside wildlife 
corridors.   

While limiting public access (and, importantly, access by dogs) to inter-tidal areas of importance for birds can be 
achieved by fencing, this is often unsightly, difficult to maintain and presents safety issues and better options 
include vertical separation (e.g. by maintenance of a quay wall) or screening using a vegetated buffer zone.  We 
will also investigate the possible provision of bird hides, working with partners from the voluntary wildlife bodies. 

In terms of maintaining a continuous wildlife corridor 
along the banks, the key issues are ensuring passage is 
available under bridges which cross the river, 
maintaining or creating suitable space between urban 
development and the river, maintaining vegetation 
cover for wildlife movement (e.g. unmown areas 
alongside riverside paths) and provision of rest sites 
for particular species, such as otter.  For bats, 
maintaining roosting sites, tree lines and water features 
and ensuring that lighting schemes are sympathetic are 
important.  As noted in section 2.3, the balance of 
habitats is changing over time and it is important to 
understand how the different aspects of the ecology of 
the estuary function and interact, as a basis for 
determining the best approach to protecting and 
enhancing particularly valued habitats such as 

saltmarsh.  This would best be achieved by integrated management of the wildlife interest through designation of 
the tidal river and its corridor as a single Local Wildlife Site (LWS) within NewcastleGateshead (and beyond if 
agreement could be reached with adjacent local authorities).  

6.5 Landscape, townscape and cultural heritage 

We will seek to use green infrastructure to enhance the distinctive landscape, townscape and 
cultural features of the River Tyne corridor while also promoting these features as an attraction 
for users of the green infrastructure resource. 

The River Tyne corridor comprises a varied and interesting landscape with unique character areas and iconic 
features which are widely known outside the area.  Many are well maintained and, in the case of the bridges for 
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The installation of public art within the River Tyne green 
infrastructure corridor will be continued 

example, provide an essential function.  Where redevelopment is taking place, green infrastructure provision will 
be designed where possible to enhance the visual appearance of these assets and the wider landscape/townscape 
and green access routes will be maintained to retain views of the main features from key viewpoints with signage 
describing the features. 

The principal landscape and heritage asset that is currently unused, and where use would need to be sympathetic to 
the use by birds of the adjacent mudflat and the structure itself, is Dunston Staiths.  This could provide a venue for 
an educational and interpretative visitor attraction about the coal trade.  Access would need to be managed to avoid 

significant disturbance of feeding or roosting birds.  
The eastern section of the Staiths, isolated by fire 
damage, has assumed particular significance as a bird 
roost, because of the absence of any access.  We will 
investigate this further. 

We will seek to use green infrastructure to enhance the 
distinctive landscape, townscape and cultural features 
of the River Tyne corridor while also promoting these 
features as an attraction for users of the green 
infrastructure resource. 

Both Gateshead and Newcastle Councils have had 
long-standing policies of encouraging public art, which 
have been successful in attracting visitors and these 
policies will be continued. 

6.6 Social uses 

6.6.1 Bankside use 

We will seek to maximise use of shared access routes along the banks of the River Tyne, and 
bridge gaps in provision of continuous riverside access along both banks of the River Tyne as 
well as their connecting routes up the tributary river valleys and along former railways and 
waggonways, consistent with protection and enhancement of biodiversity, to achieve health 
benefits to users. 

We will survey existing routes to identify areas of degraded surroundings and areas of low 
permeability and improve these as funds permit. 

We will continue to investigate and seek opportunities to obtain funding for a multi-user crossing 
of the Tyne in the Newburn/Blaydon/Scotswood area. 
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A key target in the medium term is to establish a multi-user green 
transport link across the river in the Blaydon area.  One option is to 
make use of the old Scotswood railway bridge 
© Peter McDermott CCBYSA 2010 

The banks of the River Tyne support key west-east routes for walkers and cyclists through NewcastleGateshead, 
including the Hadrian’s Cycleway and the Keelman’s Way, which form part of the C2C cycle route.  There are 
various places where the routes diverge from the river bank and these missing links in the riverside path should be 
addressed when riverside redevelopment is taking place or where agreement can be reached with existing users.  
The need for screening to protect wildlife from disturbance will be considered in each case. 

The tidal river presents a barrier to north-south 
movement.  Suitable crossing points for walkers and 
cyclists exist in the east and west of 
NewcastleGateshead but there are gaps in provision 
and we need to improve linkages between the two 
banks of the river.  

Use of such routes for personal transport to and from 
work, shops etc or simply for recreation contributes 
to people’s health and wellbeing, a core strategy 
theme, and should therefore be encouraged.  A 
number of factors discourage use, as set out in the 
evidence base, a key factor being poor direction 
signage. We will improve direction signage and 
signs about visitor attractions on key routes. 

In some places the green access routes are poorly managed with degraded and unattractive surroundings.  In other 
cases, routes are hemmed in for long distances with tall fences preventing ‘escape’ from the path, which 
discourages use and can be alleviated by making the route more permeable (i.e. increasing the number of 
access/exit points).  

6.6.2 Waterborne use 

We will encourage the development of sporting, educational and recreational facilities that make 
use of waterborne activities on the River Tyne, without compromising the ecological quality of 
the river and its banks.  

The River Tyne is a historic communication artery but the section in NewcastleGateshead is no longer used by 
freight vessels or regular ferry services.  Current uses include trip boats and sports and outdoor activities, including 
rowing, Sea Cadets and Sea Scouts activity, RNR training and motor cruisers but there is capacity for much greater 
use.  Such activities provide health and economic benefits and add to the attraction of the river for river bank users, 
so are encouraged.   

However, apart from arrangements made in advance with the few motor boat clubs and marinas on the river there 
are no casual visitor moorings and few steps or pontoons where users can disembark from motor cruisers.  Because 
of this most locally-based motor boats go straight to sea and there is little internal motor boating activity which 
could tie in with use of other green infrastructure.  Visiting yachts and cruisers from elsewhere are discouraged 
from proceeding inland of Royal Quays in North Tyneside because of lack of public moorings and visitor facilities, 
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Additional mooring pontoons for trip boats and visiting vessels 
could increase access to the river corridor and encourage visits to 
riverside green infrastructure destinations 

although new mooring pontoons proposed on the Newcastle bank between the Gateshead Millennium Bridge and 
the Tyne Bridge will allow visiting vessels to access the riverside and other attractions in the central area.   

Similarly, the trip boats are currently unable to land passengers other than in the central area, precluding use of the 
trip boats as part of a visit to green infrastructure or other visitor attractions on the riverside elsewhere in 
NewcastleGateshead.  

We will encourage development of additional publicly 
available boat landings on the River Tyne in 
NewcastleGateshead, for use by visiting vessels and by 
trip boats/river bus services, to allow passengers to 
disembark at riverside attractions, for example, Ryton 
Willows, Newburn Riverside Country Park, the 
MetroCentre, Dunston Staiths, Ouseburn valley and 
Bill Quay.  We will also encourage owners of slipways 
to make these available to visiting vessel users.  We 
will promote and publicise the facilities available for 
recreational use of the River Tyne.  

The Ouseburn is now more accessible following 
completion of the Ouseburn Barrage and lock and there 
is potential for more activity there tied in with the 
various visitor attractions, once redevelopment of the 

large derelict sites alongside the waterway has progressed.  Such use could include waterborne educational 
activities tied in with Seven Stories and the Ouseburn Farm and trip boats operating, for example, between a 
landing stage at The Cluny and the NewcastleGateshead quaysides, with an intermediate calling point at the 
barrage.  

Previous studies of the potential for a river bus service on the Tyne concluded it would not be financially viable, 
although this was based on a new-build bespoke vessel.  The river is now more accessible and visited by greater 
numbers of people and we will examine the opportunities for testing the market using an existing vessel.  

The increasing siltation in the River Tyne west of the central area is causing some problems for navigation but is 
welcomed by bird interests – overall management is required to avoid conflicts developing. 
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6.7 Integrated management 

We will engage with users and wildlife groups in the management of the River Tyne corridor. 

A number of potential conflicts have been identified, for example: 

• access to and use of the river banks by people and pets causing disturbance to birds; 

• management of siltation raises different views between navigation and wildlife interests; 

• developers often prefer to have no public access between their development and the river, which 
conflicts with the wider public interest. 

The benefits of integrated management of wildlife habitats as part of a single LWS have already been mentioned.  

We aim to address this in two ways: 

• we will engage with users and wildlife groups, using existing partnerships where appropriate. 

• we will draw up a conservation management plan (CMP) for the River Tyne corridor, linked with the 
LWS designation. 

The CMP could cover all uses of the River Tyne corridor and the aim would be to resolve potential conflicts before 
they arise by agreeing protocols for the different uses, balancing human uses and wildlife needs.  This may involve 
agreement on zoning of uses in space and time (seasonally).  Key stakeholders would include local authorities, 
1NG, the Environment Agency, the Port of Tyne Authority, Natural England, RSPB and user groups. 

We will work with the River Tyne Steering Group, whose long term objective is to improve water quality by 
investigating and containing sources of contamination which affect the river.   
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Annex II Ecological data 

Intertidal area survey 

Introduction  

The Tyne Estuary is the most urban and industrial developed estuary in North East England.  Extensive surveys of 
the intertidal environment have not been carried out since the early 1990s when the river was surveyed for the 
Marine Nature Conservation Review (MNCR)8.  According to this review, with the exception of Jarrow Slake 4km 
from the estuary mouth and at the Dunston Coal Staiths, littoral areas are limited to the steep banks of the mid-
estuary and specific cobble banks near to the upper limit of marine influence. 

Methodology 

Stretches of the river with potential intertidal areas where first identified from OS maps.  These areas were then 
visited at low water on the spring tides of 03 and 04 November 2009.  Vantage points of the river were visited to 
check for additional intertidal areas which may have been created since the OS map was last updated. 

In areas where access to the intertidal environs was possible walk-over surveys were performed using the JNCC 
ACE methodology9.  All specimens of macro epibiota (i.e. surface dwelling flora and fauna) were identified where 
possible to species and their relative abundance estimated (as per JNCC methodology).  As this sampling was 
intended to be non-destructive (i.e. without the removal of species from the shore), it was not possible to identify 
all organisms to species level, in which case species were identified to genus or family (e.g. Gammarus sp.).  From 
this information biotopes were assigned to the epibiotic communities present.  It was not possible to identify the 
biotopes down to level 4 for the infaunal communities, as sediment core samples were not taken.  

In areas where access was not possible a visual assessment of the intertidal habitat present was made from an 
accessible vantage point. 

Surveys and visual assessments were performed at areas between Ryton Haugh and the Shepherds Wharves in 
Walker.  A visual assessment was made of the River at Wylam, however as no intertidal areas were seen this was 
omitted from this survey.  Time did not allow any assessment or survey of the areas between Blaydon and Wylam 
as this section of the River is not accessible via road. 

                                                      

8 Barnes, J.H., Robson, C.F., Kaznowska, S.S., Doody, J.P., & Davidson.  N.C., eds 1995.  Coast and Seas of the UK. Region 5 
North-East England: Berwick-upon-Tweed to Filey Bay.  Peterborough, JNCC.  

9 JNCC Marine Monitoring Handbook; Procedural Guideline No. 3-2.  In situ survey of intertidal biotopes using abundance 
scales and checklist at exact locations (ACE surveys). http://www.jncc.gov.uk/PDF/MMH-Pg%203-2.pdf.  
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Full details of the survey locations are given in TableII.1 and Figures II.1 and II.2.   

Table II.1 Location of Tyne Intertidal Survey Sampling Station, November 2009 

Sampling 
Station Location Coordinates Date 

surveyed 

001a North Bank - Newcastle Business Park (by Environment Agency) 
N54°57.6182' 
W001°37.9772’ 

03/11/2009 

002 North Bank - Newburn Riverside Business Park 
N54°58.0878' 
W001°42.5763’ 

03/11/2009 

003 North Bank - Lemington Gut 
N54°58.3209' 
W001°42.1628’ 

03/11/2009 

004 South Bank - confluence with the River Derwent 
N54°57.8241' 
W001°40.7946 

03/11/2009 

005 South Bank - Dunston 1 (by Mandela Way) 
N54° 57.687 W001° 
39.450’ 

03/11/2009 

006 South Bank -  Dunston 2 (by Handy Drive) 
N54°57.5551' 
W001°39.0228’ 

03/11/2009 

007 South Bank - Dunston, by Grebe Close 
N54°57.4956' 
W001°38.4353’ 

03/11/2009 

008 South Bank - the confluence with the River Teams 
N54°57.4646' 
W001°38.2462’ 

03/11/2009 

009 South Bank - Dunston Staiths 
N54°57.4655' 
W001°37.7880’ 

03/11/2009 

010 South Bank - Blaydon (off Bridge Street on Keelman’s Way) 
N54°58.5812' 
W001°43.9529 

03/11/2009 

011 South Bank - off Factory Road 
N54°57.9667' 
W001°42.6734 

03/11/2009 

012 South Bank - East of Baltic Quay - off South Shore Road 
N54°58.1956' 
W001°35.5135 

04/11/2009 

013 
South Bank - Behind Gateshead Stadium (opposite St. Peter’s 
Basin) 

N54°57.8507' 
W001°34.7988' 

04/11/2009 

014 North Bank - St. Anthony’s point 
N54°57.8507' 
W001°34.7988' 

04/11/2009 

015 North Bank - Walker Riverside (east) 
N54°57.6923' 
W001°33.4584 

04/11/2009 

016 North Bank - Walker Riverside (west) 
N54°58.1387' 
W001°32.1763' 

04/11/2009 

017 North Bank - Shepherds Offshore Yard 
N54°57.8686' 
W001°32.2698 

04/11/2009 
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Results 

Since the MNCR review surveys were performed in the early 1990s there has been a large increase in the amount 
of intertidal mud along the Tyne particularly west of the Redheugh Bridge.  

Mudflats were found along the length of the river bank from the Redheugh Bridge westwards to the western edge 
of the Newcastle Business Park (where the Hadrian’s way cycle path leaves the river bank).  At their widest point, 
as defined by the Environment Agency, the mudflats extend out over 80m from the river bank, gradually tapering 
to around 5m wide at Redheugh bride and at the western edge of the Business Park (Plate 1).  Extensive mudflats 
(100m wide) were also found around Lemington Gut (Plate 2) and at Blaydon (Plate 3).  In addition, mudflats of 
around 30m wide now flank the river bank around the Newburn Riverside Business Park (Plate 4).  On the south 
side of the river, mudflat of approximately 20m lines the shore from Scotswood Bridge to the Redheugh Bridge, 
with areas of more extensive flats being found at Dunston Staiths (Plate 5) and at the confluences of the Rivers 
Derwent and Team.  Narrow mudflats of around 5m width were also found east of the Baltic Arts centre adjacent to 
South Shore Road (Plate 6).  

These mudflats were devoid of macro-algal cover, though a brownish red appearance indicated the presence of 
unicellular red algae on the surface of the mud.  Within the mud itself only oligochaetes were found and the anoxic 
layer was at 0.5-2.5cm depth.  

East of the Saltmeadows and St Peter’s Basin the intertidal areas tended to be made up of cobbles overlaying mud.  
This type of intertidal shore was found around the Walker Riverside (St. Anthony’s Point - Plate 7) and on the 
opposite shore at Pelaw, with the most extensive area being found at in a curve of the River on the south shore 
behind Gateshead Stadium (Plate 8).  

These stony shores were dominated by a variety of seaweeds.  On the upper shore these were covered with green 
filamentous algae (Blidingia sp), and Enteromorpha (Ulva intestinalis and Ulva linza).  Further down the shore 
stunted spiral wrack (Fucus spiralis) covered the rocks.  Further down still, from the mid shore to the edge of the 
intertidal, bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) was the dominant alga on the salty cobbles, giving the shore a black 
appearance.  Under the stones, ragworms (Hediste diversicolor) and sand shrimps (Gammarus sp.) were found.  
Although none were found on the survey, tyres had been laid on several areas of the shore around Walker Riverside 
and at shore near South Shore Road (opposite St. Peter’s Basin), indicating the presence of shore crabs (Carcinus 

maenus).  (Fishermen often lay tyres on muddy shore to collect ‘soft’ crabs for bait.  As shore crabs moult and have 
soft shells therefore they shelter under objects such as stones or tyres until their shells harden.) 

The vast majority of the Tyne surveyed was lined by either vertical river walls (concrete or wooden stakes), or by 
steeply sloping concrete or stony defences (Plate 9).  Along the hard edges of the river bank an abundance of 
bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) was found, as well as green filamentous algae (Blidingia sp.) and Enteromorpha 
(both Ulva intestinalis and Ulva lactuca).  Black shields lichen (Tephromela atra) and was also found growing on 
river walls just above the high water mark.  In areas where the river banks were stony (and not vertical) the areas 
just above the high water mark were home to grasses and flowering plants such as the sea aster (Aster tripolium).  
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The only salt marsh found was up Lemington Gut (Plate 10), although it is noted that a small area of saltmarsh also 
still exists at the Saltmarsh Garden site on the River Team.  This is the River Team Saltmarsh Local Wildlife Site 
(Code Gat 85).   

No species or biotopes present were considered to be rare or of conservation importance, except the saltmarsh 
areas.  A summary of the biotopes found is presented in Table II.2 and a summary of the species found is 
presented in Table II.3.  

Table II.2 Location of Tyne Intertidal Survey Sampling Station, November 2009 

Biotope code Description Location found 

LR.LLR.FVS Fucoids in variable salinity Hard structures along river (river walls, 
stakes and jetties) 

Cobbles on mud 

LR.LLR.FVS.FvesVS Fucus vesiculosus on variable salinity 
mid eulittoral boulders and stable mixed 

Hard structures along river (river walls, 
stakes and jetties) 

Cobbles on mud - mid and lower shore 

LR.FLR.Eph.EphX Ephemeral green and red seaweeds on 
variable salinity and/or disturbed 
eulittoral mixed substrata 

Hard structures along river (River walls, 
stakes and jetties) 

Cobbles on mud - upper shore 

LR.LLR.FVS.FspiVS Fucus spiralis on sheltered variable 
salinity upper eulittoral rock 

Hard structures along river (river walls, 
stakes and jetties) 

Cobbles on mud - upper shore 

LS.LMu.UEst.Hed.Ol Hediste diversicolor and oligochaetes in 
littoral mud 

Muds overlain by cobbles 

LS.LMu.UEst.Tben Tubificoides benedii and other 
oligochaetes in littoral mud 

Mud flats 
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Table II.3 Relative abundance of macro-algae found during the Tyne Intertidal Surveys, November 2009 

Species Upper shore Mid shore Lower shore 

Green filamentous algae (Blidingia sp.) C   

Enteromorpha (Ulva intestinalis) F   

Enteromorpha (Ulva linza) F   

Bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) A C  

Spiral wrack (Fucus spiralis) F   

Unidentified unicellular algae  F  

Black shields lichen (Tephromela atra) O   

Yellow lichen (Xanthoria ectanoides) R   

Sea aster (Aster tripolium)   C   

Oligochaetes O F F 

Ragworm (Hediste diversicolor)  O  

Sand shrimps (Gammarus sp.)   O O 

D = dominant,  A = abundant, F= frequent, C = Common O = occasional, R = rare 

 

Recommendations 

The areas of mudflat, although species poor, provide excellent feeding grounds for over wintering birds.  In 
addition, the build up of this intertidal mud may facilitate the development of salt marsh communities which are 
important with regards to biodiversity for both flowering plants and roosting birds.  Salt marsh communities are 
extremely scarce along the Tyne hence any opportunity to improve or enhance them would be of particular benefit 
to the biodiversity of the River.  Limited salt marsh was found around Lemington Gut and the Saltmarsh Garden 
site on the River Team is reported to be in urgent need of habitat management.  It is recommended that 
management of remaining saltmarsh areas be prioritised. 
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Plate 1 Mud flats adjacent to Newcastle Business Park (next 
to Environment Agency offices) 

 

Plate 2  Mud flats adjacent to Lemington Gut 

 

Plate 3 Mud flats at Blaydon 

 

Plate 5 Mud flats adjacent to Dunston Staiths 

 

Plate 4 Mud flats adjacent to Newburn Riverside Park 

 

Plate 6 Mud flats east of the Baltic Arts Centre 
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Plate 8 Shore opposite St Peter’s basin (close to Gateshead 
Stadium) 

 

Plate 9 Vertical river wall on Newcastle Quayside 

 

Plate 10 Lemington Gut 

 

Plate 7 Shore at Walker Riverside 
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Estuary fish 

Surveys 1979 to 1990 

Fish species recorded in trawl surveys conducted six times per year at around low water at six sites in the Tyne 
Estuary (Newburn, Scotswood, Redheugh, Newcastle, Hebburn and Jarrow) are detailed in Table II.4.  Trawls 
were undertaken using a 2.4m beam trawl with 40mm mesh (14mm in the cod end) and a with three replicate tows 
of 1000m undertaken at each site on each sampling occasion.  It should be noted that this is a selective method of 
fishing for demersal (bottom-living) fish which under-represents pelagic (mid-water) species, such as salmon 
(Salmo salar).  More recent surveys by the Environment Agency have also recorded grey mullet (Chelon labrosus) 
in the estuary inland of Newcastle. 

Table II.4 Fish recorded in beam trawl surveys of the River Tyne between 1982 and 1989 

Species Common name Type Range in Tyne Estuary 

Rutilus rutilus Roach FW Newburn to Newcastle 

Leuciscus leuciscus Dace FW Newburn to Newcastle 

Phoxinus phoxinus Minnow FW Newburn to Redheugh 

Perca fluviatilis Perch FW Newburn to Scotswood 

Salmo salar Salmon CA Newburn to Hebburn 

Salmo trutta Trout CA Newburn to Jarrow 

Gasterosteus aculeatus 3-spined stickleback FW/ER Newburn to Jarrow 

Anguilla anguilla European eel CA Newburn to Jarrow 

Lampetra fluviatilis River lamprey CA Newburn to Hebburn 

Platychthys flesus Flounder  ER Newburn to Jarrow 

Pomatoschistus minutus  Sand goby ER Newburn to Jarrow 

Sprattus sprattus Sprat MS Newburn to Jarrow 

Clupea harengus Herring MS Newburn to Jarrow 

Merlangius merlangus Whiting MJ Newburn to Jarrow 

Gadus morhua Cod MJ Newburn to Jarrow 

Limanda limanda Dab MJ Newburn to Jarrow 

Pleuronectes platessa Plaice MJ Newburn to Jarrow 
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Species Common name Type Range in Tyne Estuary 

Zoarces viviparus Viviparous blenny or eelpout ER Newburn to Jarrow 

Pollachius virens Saithe MJ/MA Newburn to Jarrow 

Liparis liparis Sea snail ER Newcastle to Jarrow 

Myoxocephalus scorpius Sea scorpion ER Redheugh to Jarrow 

Agonus cataphractus Pogge ER Newburn to Jarrow 

Ciliata mustela 5-bearded rockling ER/MA Newcastle to Jarrow 

Solea solea Sole MA Scotswood to Jarrow 

Taurulus bubalis Bullrout MA Newcastle to Jarrow 

Lophius piscatorius Angler fish MA Newcastle 

Syngnathus rostellatus Nilsson’s pipefish ER Hebburn to Jarrow 

Eutrigla gurnardus Grey gurnard MS Newcastle to Jarrow 

Pholis gunnellus Butterfish ER Jarrow 

Callionymus lyra Dragonet MA Hebburn to Jarrow 

Echiichthys vipera Lesser weever fish MA Jarrow 

Melanogrammus aeglefinus Haddock NA Jarrow 

Type: FW – freshwater resident;  CA – catadromous or anadromous migrant;  ER – estuarine resident; 
 MS – marine seasonal;  MJ – marine juvenile;  MA – marine adventitious 
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Tyne River corridor wintering bird survey 

Introduction 

As part of the River Tyne Study an assessment was undertaken of the importance of the mudflats on the River Tyne 
for over-wintering birds.  This involved use of existing data provided by Newcastle City and Gateshead Councils 
and field surveys of areas of mudflats between Walker Riverside Park in the east through the mudflats at Dunston 
to Newburn Haugh in the west.  These data are used to evaluate the importance of this stretch of the River Tyne in 
a regional and national context by comparison with population figures given in the following publications: The 
Atlas of Wintering Birds in Northumbria10, annual bird reports for Northumbria and Durham, and the most recent 
national Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS) report covering winter 2007/0811. 

Methodology 

Survey methodology followed that of the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS) for 
low tide WeBS counts.  This involves counting all wildfowl and waders (using binoculars and telescope) using 
mudflats between two hours before and two hours after low tide during daylight.  Gulls are counted where time 
allows but priority is given to wildfowl and wader species. 

The majority of mudflats between Walker Riverside Country Park and Newburn Haugh were counted.  Priority was 
given to the main areas of mudflat in this stretch as survey time is limited to 4 hours on a given day.  This meant 
that small areas of flats were not covered but this is not thought to have been a significant data gap due to the small 
size of the omitted areas. 

The mudflats were grouped into three areas for purposes of counting and data analysis: 

• Walker/Bill Quay – both banks approximately 1km upstream and downstream of St Anthony’s Point; 

• Dunston – includes Dunston Basin and the flats on both banks downstream to King Edward Bridge 
and upstream to level with the CostCo Warehouse; 

• Blaydon – includes Lemington Gut and flats, c.1km upstream and downstream to Scotswood Bridge 
on both banks. 

                                                      

10 Day, J.C. & Hodgson, M.S. [Eds] (2003).  The Atlas of Wintering Birds in Northumbria.  Northumberland & Tyneside Bird 
Club. 

11 Holt, C.A., Austin, G.E., Calbrade, N.A., Mellan, H. Thewlis, R.M., Hall, C., Stroud, D.A., Wotton, S.R. & Musgrove, A.J. 
2009. Waterbirds in the UK 2007/08: The Wetland Bird Survey. BTO/WWT/RSPB/JNCC, Thetford. 
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Counts were carried out once a month between November 2009 and February 2010 inclusive with count days 
selected to allow sufficient daylight in the two hours either side of low tide and weather conditions providing 
appropriate visibility.  A combination of excellent visibility and minimal movement of bird flocks allowed the 
count at Dunston in February to be extended further upstream to Derwent Haugh – although this was on the limit of 
telescope range and so counts are estimates. 

Results 

Existing Data 

Table II.5 presents data from ‘The Tyne Estuary: A Nature Conservation Overview’12.  Note only count sectors 
defined in the report as covering Redheugh Bridge to Scotswood Bridge (approximating to the Dunston count 
sector described in section 2) and Scotswood Bridge to Newburn Bridge (approximating to the Blaydon count 
sector described in section 2) have been included here as no specific count data were presented for Walker. 

Table II.5 Peak numbers of wildfowl and waders using Dunston and Blaydon count sectors in winter 1998/99 

Species 1998-1999  Species 1998-1999 

Cormorant  46  Goosander 1 

Grey heron  9  Ringed plover 5 

Mute swan  5  Golden plover  1400 

Teal  377  Lapwing  1501 

Mallard  4  Dunlin  239 

Pochard 2  Curlew  39 

Goldeneye 3  Redshank  149 

     

In addition to the above, this reference makes note of a large gull roost on the Vickers Factory roof at Scotswood 
with up to 21,000 black-headed gulls regularly reported. 

                                                      

12 Norman, R. (1999).  The Tyne Estuary: A Nature Conservation Overview.  RSPB, NWT, DWT, EN. 
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Information from Gateshead Council on the River Tyne Tidal Mud Local Wildlife Site (LWS) (which covers the 
mudflats on the Gateshead side from Stella to Blaydon and Dunston to Redheugh) states that bird numbers are 
steadily increasing as the river becomes cleaner and the invertebrate food supply increases.  Typical maxima from 
2000 to 2007 are given in Table II.6.  

Table II.6 Peak numbers for the River Tyne Tidal Mud LWS in Gateshead 2000-2007 

Species 2000-2007  Species 2000-2007 

Teal  300  Dunlin  160 

Shelduck 5  Curlew  73 

Golden plover  500  Redshank  210 

Lapwing  740  Common sandpiper 142 

     

 

Table II.7 presents data recorded from surveys of Dunston Basin and adjacent mudflats during winters 2001/02, 
2002/03, 2005/06 and 2007/08 from surveys conducted as part of the Tyne Park development (reports produced by 
Glen Kemp for Wimpey Homes and by Durham County Council).  These surveys covered approximately the same 
area as the Dunston count sector described under ‘Methodology’, with the omission of the furthest upstream 
mudflats on the south bank. 

Table II.7 Maximum counts of wildfowl, waders and gulls at Dunston during winters 2001/02, 2002/03 and 2005/06 

Species 2001/02 2002/03 2005/06 2007/08 

Cormorant  30 40 18 21 

Grey heron  7 7 4 8 

Mute swan  2 0 0  

Shelduck  6 0 0 3 

Wigeon  24 0 0  

Teal  758 585 151 95 

Mallard  9 16 4 3 

Moorhen  1 0 0  

Coot  4 0 0  
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Species 2001/02 2002/03 2005/06 2007/08 

Golden plover  600 0 1600 800 

Lapwing  590 680 872 510 

Dunlin  44 155 40 140 

Curlew  94 33 28 14 

Redshank  86 354 142 111 

Black-headed gull  450 170 71 212 

Common gull  140 115 1 89 

Herring gull  46 44 8 16 

Lesser black-backed gull 5 0 0  

Great black-backed gull  11 5 3 3 

     

 

Winter 2009/10 Surveys 

A summary of results is presented in Table II.8 which shows the range of counts for each species in each count 
sector as well as the total numbers for the whole site on each survey date.  It can be seen that common species of 
wildfowl, wader and gulls were regularly recorded.  The most numerous species were teal, mallard, dunlin, golden 
plover, lapwing, redshank and black-headed gull recorded foraging and loafing on the mudflats.  Cormorant was 
also recorded in small numbers, including up to 17 loafing on a factory roof on the south side of the river at Bill 
Quay and kingfisher was recorded on one occasion in Lemington Gut and has also been recorded in the lower 
Ouseburn valley.  Wildfowl and waders recorded in smaller numbers comprised mute swan, shelduck, goldeneye, 
goosander and curlew as well as the four other common gull species (greater and lesser black-backed, herring and 
common).  A grey seal (at Walker) and a common seal (at Dunston) were recorded on single occasions foraging 
mid channel.  Dunston held the largest number and diversity of species and Walker the lowest (reflecting the 
differing size of the intertidal habitats in these areas). 
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Table II.8 Summary of survey results showing range of counts at each count sector and whole site totals by date 

Count Sector Whole Site 

Species 

B
la

yd
o

n
 

D
er

w
en

th
au

g
h

 

D
u

n
st

o
n

 

W
al

ke
r 

25
/1

1/
20

09
 

18
/1

2/
20

09
 

20
/0

1/
20

10
 

16
/0

2/
20

10
 

Black-headed gull 1-128  81-277 21-87 203 87 256 324 

Cormorant 1-8 7 1-7 1-17 29 13 19 28 

Common gull 1  1-2 2 3 2 1 2 

Coot   1    1  

Common seal   1     1 

Curlew   1-5 3-7 6 12 1 6 

Dunlin   26-195  195 41 26  

Great black-
backed gull 

   1-2 
 2 1 1 

Goosander 1       1 

Goldeneye 2  9    2 9 

Golden plover 60  146-189   249  146 

Grey seal    1  1   

Gulls   150  150    

Grey heron   1-7  7 1   

Herring gull 1-3  5-30 11-44 35 44 17 59 

Kingfisher 1    1    

Lapwing 6-159 10 1-408 7 26 574 62 266 

Lesser black-
backed gull 

  6 1 
1 1 6  

Mallard 2-36 4 2-10 2-7 4 45 43 38 

Mute swan 1  2  2 1 1  

Redshank 1-25 32 2-110 7-14 103 133 100 154 

Shelduck   1-3   1  3 

Teal 3-123 32 8-184  91 244 230 149 

All Species NA NA NA NA 856 1451 766 1187 
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Comparison with Regional Population Figures 

Table II.9 compares the maximum count of each species (from desk study data and 2009/10 survey data) with the 
regional population figures from the wintering atlas. 

Table II.9 Comparison of maximum counts with regional population figures 

Species Maximum count Regional population Max count as percentage of 
regional population 

Black-headed gull 450 51739 0.9 

Cormorant 46 1175 3.9 

Common gull 140 25000 0.6 

Coot 4 2730 0.1 

Curlew 94 5000 1.9 

Dunlin 239 12500 1.9 

Great black-backed gull 11 3914 0.3 

Goosander 1 300 0.3 

Goldeneye 9 3109 0.3 

Golden plover 1600 42586 3.8 

Grey heron 9 561 1.6 

Herring gull 46 26919 0.2 

Kingfisher 1 78 1.3 

Lapwing 1501 42360 3.5 

Lesser black-backed gull 6 291 2.1 

Mallard 36 11092 0.3 

Mute swan 5 702 0.7 

Redshank 354 4000 8.9 

Ringed plover 5 1116 0.4 

Shelduck 6 2092 0.3 

Teal 758 7691 9.9 

Wigeon 24 7910 0.3 
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It can be seen from Table II.9 that a number of species occur in populations of greater than 1% of the regional 
population and, for two species, teal and redshank; this approaches 10% of the region’s total.  This suggests that the 
survey area is of at least regional importance.  In addition the waterfowl assemblage as a whole should be 
considered of regional importance.  In comparison to national totals it is of note that maximum counts of golden 
plover, teal and redshank represent 0.5, 0.6 and 0.9% of the national population respectively (based on figures in 
the 2007/08 WeBS report).  The large black-headed gull roost at Scotswood would represent about 1% of the 
European population of this species. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The intertidal areas alongside the river Tyne between Walker and Newburn support a regionally important 
assemblage of wintering waterbirds as well as regionally important numbers of individual species with the most 
important area being the mudflats at Dunston and Blaydon.  Factory roofs on the south side of the river at Walker 
also provide an important roost site for cormorants.  Numbers of national importance are approached for a small 
number of species and the black-headed gull roost (assuming these numbers are still present – there is no mention 
of this roost in recent Birds in Northumbria reports13) is of national importance and may approach numbers of 
European significance. 

It should be noted that other areas downstream (i.e. North Shields and Wallsend-Jarrow) also support important 
numbers of waders (particularly golden plover, lapwing, dunlin and redshank) and cormorant (cormorant numbers 
were higher in both of these areas in 1998/99 than Dunston and Blaydon combined). 

This report has been confined to wintering birds but there are also important populations of breeding birds within 
the survey area, most notably the colony of kittiwakes that breeds on buildings and bridges at the Quayside – 
numbers here on the Newcastle side were between 302 and 310 pairs in 2007 and 2008 respectively (Birds in 
Northumbria 2007 and 200813) with similar numbers on the Gateshead side at the Kittiwake Tower14 (110 pairs in 
2006), International Paints at Bill Quay (c.70 pairs in 2005)15 and on the Baltic and Tyne Bridge.  These numbers 
are regionally important and the colony is also unique in being the furthest inland colony in the UK and one of the 
few on man-made structures. 

                                                      

13 Birds in Northumbria 2008.  The 2008 Bird Report for Northumberland, Newcastle and North Tyneside.  Northumberland & 
Tyneside Bird Club 2009 

Birds in Northumbria 2007.  The 2007 Bird Report for Northumberland, Newcastle and North Tyneside.  Northumberland & 
Tyneside Bird Club 2008 

14 Note that the Kittiwake Tower was originally erected as an alternative nesting site when the Baltic was being renovated and 
is now designated as a Local Nature Reserve 

15 Birds in Durham 2006.  Report of birds in Durham during 2006.  Durham Bird Club 2007 

Birds in Durham 2005.  Report of birds in Durham during 2005.  Durham Bird Club 2006 
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The survey results from 2009/10 appear to suggest that some species (e.g. curlew and golden plover) have declined 
compared to recent years, which may indicate increased levels of disturbance due to development.  However this 
may also be a reflection of the data in 2009/10 being collected over two hours either side of low tide and not a full 
tidal cycle.  To investigate this further it is recommended that data from recent WeBS surveys of the Tyne Estuary 
are obtained to support the conclusions being drawn here.  This would provide up to date information on high tide 
roosts (surveys in 2009/10 were focussed on low tide) as well as some further information on distribution at low 
tide – low tide WeBS counts are not annual but were carried out in 2006/07 and 2007/08.  Data on high tide roosts 
will be of particular interest as roost sites are often on derelict land adjacent to the river (e.g. Dunston Staiths 
provide an important high tide roost for redshank) and thus vulnerable to disturbance or loss through development. 

Potential areas for enhancement have been considered.  The most obvious within the survey area is Newburn 
Haugh.  A relatively large area of this remains undeveloped and appears to be flooded in part during the winter 
(and maybe all year).  It is known to support roosting lapwing, curlew, golden plover and grey heron and with 
appropriate management could potentially become an important foraging and breeding area as well.  This could be 
managed as a reserve with bird hides and visitor centre in a similar way (albeit at smaller scale) to the recently 
opened RSPB Saltholme reserve on Teesside or in a more low-key fashion with minimal visitor facilities but 
appropriate management to control water levels and grazing regime for the benefit of breeding and wintering 
waders and wildfowl. 

Another opportunity would be at Dunston Basin which would be a suitable location for some interpretation panels 
and maybe a hide or screen.  This could also be done along the Quayside giving information on the birds present 
and the value of the mudflats – along similar lines to the existing interpretation for cultural heritage and the 
kittiwake colony on the Tyne Bridge. 
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Tyne River corridor bat survey 

Introduction 

Purpose of this survey 

The objective of this survey was to provide a picture of bat use along the River Tyne corridor, subject to this 
survey, and identify which bat species were present at the time of the survey.  The particular focus was to identify 
the presence of bats with a direct functional link with the River, that is bats using the river banks, riverside 
structures or the water area for roosting, commuting or foraging, where possible.  The aim is to help to inform and 
promote conservation of the bat populations, update information on potential designation of Tyne Estuary as a 
Local Wildlife Site (LWS) and identify potential implications for development planning and planning control 
functions of the Councils.  

This report details the methods and results of the surveys and includes conclusions and recommendations. 

Legislation and planning 

All British bat species are listed in Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and 
Schedule 2 of the Habitats Regulations 2010 (S.I. 2010:490).  They are afforded full protection under Section 9(4) 
of the Act and Regulation 41 of the Regulations.  These make it an offence, inter alia, to: 

• deliberately capture, injure or kill a bat; 

• damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of any bat;  

• deliberately disturb bats (this applies anywhere, not just at its roost) in such a way as to be likely to: 

- impair their ability to survive, breed, or rear or nurture their young; or 

- impair their ability to hibernate or migrate; 

- affect significantly the local distribution or abundance of that bat species;  

• intentionally or recklessly obstruct access to any place that a bat uses for shelter or protection (this is 
taken to mean all bat roosts whether bats are present or not); or 

• intentionally or recklessly disturb a bat while it is occupying a structure or place that it uses for shelter 
or protection. 
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In addition, Policy Planning Statement 9 (PPS916) states that the planning system has a significant part to play in 
meeting the Government’s international commitments and domestic policies for habitats, species and ecosystems.  
The Statement and its accompanying guidance notes, make it clear that protected species are capable of being a 
material consideration in determining a planning application.  Regional and local development planning policies 
are designed to reflect national policy in this respect. 

Some bat species are also included in the list of species of principal importance, prepared under section 41(1) of the 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 200617; the same species are also UK Biodiversity 
Action Plan priority species.  With reference to species of principal importance, PPS9 states that  

“planning authorities should ensure that these species are protected from the adverse effects of 
development, where appropriate, by using planning conditions or obligations”. 

Methodology 

Desk study 

The following were consulted regarding any records of bat activity or known roosts occurring within the study 
area:  

• Northumberland Bat Group; 

• Durham Bat Group; 

• Durham Wildlife Trust; and  

• Northumberland Wildlife Trust.  

As few data were available for Newcastle, Newcastle’s Environmental Records Information Centre (ERIC) was 
also consulted (March 2010), however due to data confidentiality issues, data received through ERIC need to 
remain at 10km square resolution, therefore, the species recorded and only their broad locations are presented in 
this report. 

Aerial photography was viewed to determine the level of habitat connectivity adjacent to the Tyne.  Particular 
attention was given to connectivity within the wider area, commuting routes, green corridors and potential gaps 
which could be linked through enhancement measures, for example planting projects.  

                                                      

16 HMSO (2005).  Planning Policy Statement 9: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation.  ISBN 0 11 75394 6.  

17 HMSO (2006).  Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act.  
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The National Biodiversity Network (NBN) Gateway http://data.nbn.org.uk/ was viewed on the 23 November 2009 
to search for bat records within the study area.  

The site citations for the Gateshead Local Wildlife Sites occurring within the study area were examined to see if 
any bats records were noted, in addition the Gateshead Phase I study18 was likewise reviewed for bat information.  

Survey transects 

Access 

The surveys were carried out in accordance with the guidance contained in: 

• Bat Workers Manual, 3rd Edition, JNCC, 200419; and 

• Bat Surveys - Good Practice Guidelines (abbreviated BSGPG hereafter), The Bat Conservation Trust, 
200720. 

The survey transects comprised the use of a boat and bicycle so as to cover the large survey area comprising 21km 
of bank in Gateshead, 19.5km in Newcastle and 3.2km in Northumberland, plus lower reaches of the Derwent 
Estuary (0.8km to the tidal weir) and the Team Estuary (0.8km to Ropery Road).  The location of the transect route 
is shown on Figure 1. 

The BSGPG recommends surveying large areas using a vehicle driven at not more than 15mph, using a time 
expansion or frequency division detector with GPS position recording.  BSGPG also recognises that boat transects 
provide a suitable method for bat surveys, allowing access to waterways which do not otherwise have easy access.  
Boats are often used for bat surveys of canals and rivers, examples include the River Lee and other waterways (on 
British Waterways’ waterway system), the Waveney Valley (survey for the Broadland Flood Alleviation Project) 
and surveys undertaken by Furesfen Consultancy on the River Thames.  Entec has carried out numerous bat 
surveys from road vehicles and has found that bat recorder results can be analysed down to species level.  

For the boat transects, the surveys were conducted close to the bank (travelling in one direction close to one bank 
and returning close to the other, subject to tidal constraints) at a speed of 8 knots (9mph).  The detector was held 
horizontally to assess activity near bank, close to the water and among any bankside vegetation.  

For the bike surveys, the detector was attached to the front of the bike and the surveyor cycled at a steady speed 
(9mph) adjacent to the River where accessible along the north bank.  

                                                      

18 Durkin J.L (2009) Gateshead Phase One Habitat Survey 2008.  

19 A. J Mitchell-Jones & A.P McLeish (2004) Bat Workers Manual 3rd Edition Joint Nature Conservation Committee. 
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The boat was used for access as far upstream as Newburn Bridge, the reaches upstream of that point were surveyed 
separately on foot and bicycle(there are continuous public footpaths along both banks in this section).  Public 
access from the banks was also possible to the Derwent Estuary and much of the lower Team Estuary for survey, in 
addition the Ouseburn, was surveyed from the land as the upper parts of the former tidal reach are not accessible by 
boat. 

The transects were conducted on the 18 September 2009 (dawn boat survey), 23 September 2009 (dusk bike and 
boat surveys) and the 24 September 2009(dusk boat survey) by Entec licensed bat workers Laura Black, Jo 
Rockingham and assistants.  

Recording 

A combination of visual observation and aural frequency division bat detectors (Batbox Duet and/or an AnaBat 
SD1 zero-crossing bat detector), both of which enable bats’ ultrasonic calls to be heard, was used to record bat 
activity.  All bat calls were recorded digitally and calls analysed using BatSound and AnaLook software to aid 
species identification.  A GPS receiver was used to record locations and weather variables were noted. 

Timing 

The surveys were carried out from sunset to two to three hours after sunset and from two hours before sunrise to 
sunrise (noting that bat activity may continue after sunrise).  Entec surveyors undertook two dusk surveys and one 
dawn survey, with dusk surveys starting at sunset and dawn surveys starting two hours before sunrise, with each 
boat survey covering as much as could be completed within three hours and any remaining areas (e.g. upstream of 
Newburn Bridge and tributaries) being completed on foot or bike.  

Survey constraints 

Seasonal constraints   

It should be noted that surveys in September will only detect bat activity in respect of transition roosts and autumn 
migrations.  To obtain a full picture of bat activity, including spring migrations and use of the river corridor by 
breeding bats, would require spring and summer surveys in 2010.  However, this was outside the timescale of the 
project.  

Access 

Public access was not possible to all of the river bank and due to the large area covered, the survey scope did not 
allow for detailed targeted surveys at potential roost sites or commuting and foraging routes.  Access to the banks 
was also restricted during the boat surveys due to the seasonal constraints as detailed above.  The Survey does 
provide an initial assessment from which further surveys could be based depending on outcomes and 
recommendations of the GI strategy.  
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Tides 

Access upstream of Ryton was only possible by boat around high water.  The access period was dependent upon 
the boat being used and the position in the spring-neap tidal cycle.  Surveys had to be planned only on days when 
high water occurred sufficiently close to the bat survey period to permit access as far as Wylam.  To gain access by 
boat it would be necessary to survey the river upstream of Ryton either at the beginning or the end of the survey 
due to the constraint posed by the tides.  Substantial intertidal areas were present in some areas upstream of 
Redheugh Bridge, so surveying near to high water was required, to allow the boat to get as close to the bank as 
possible in these areas.  

Results 

Desk Study  

A search for the more commonly encountered species groups in the Northumberland and Durham areas was 

conducted using the NBN Gateway including the common (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) and soprano pipistrelle 

(Pipistrellus pygmaeus), Daubenton’s bat (Myotis daubentonii), whiskered/Brandt's bats (Myotis 

mystacinus/brandti), natterer's bat (Myotis nattereri), noctule and brown long-eared bat (Plecotus auritus).  All of 

these were shown on NBN Gateway to occur within the study area (10km resolution) with the exception of the 
brown long-eared bat and whiskered/Brandt’s which were not recorded within the study area.  Records of the 
natterer’s bat occur towards the west of the study area near Ryton.  It should be noted however, that not all records 
within the area may be held on the NBN Gateway.  

The Northumberland Wildlife Trust stated that the only recent bat activity in the area that they were aware of was a 
large number (20+) of noctules (Nyctalus noctula) feeding at Newburn Haugh (NZ180647) in June 2009, 
discovered whilst undertaking a newt survey.  Bats are a feature of the tidal River Derwent Local Wildlife Site due 
to the presence of bats within old bridges.  There are records of pipistrelle species (several roosts), noctule and of 
whiskered bats (Myotis mystacinus) within Clara Vale Pit Yard Local Wildlife Site.  

Data received through ERIC (254 records in total throughout Newcastle), indicates one record of a common 
pipistrelle from the River Tyne/Ouse Burn confluence, with five additional records from the Ouse Burn relating to 
pipistrelle species (unknown) and “bat species”.  

The study area is located within the large conurbation of Tyne and Wear.  While there are significant undeveloped 
and wooded areas to the south of the River Tyne and to the north upstream of Newburn, in general the main habitat 
within the study area, with the exception of the River Tyne itself, is largely urban with associated industry, 
residential and employment areas.  

As viewed on aerial photography, the most likely habitat interest for bats in terms of foraging and potential 
commuting routes are considered to be the woodland habitat and tree lines at the western end of the study area near 
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Clara Vale and Ryton and to the east at St. Anthony’s and Bill Quay.  In terms of structures there are numerous 
opportunities adjacent to the Tyne, for example bridges, disused buildings, residential properties with those sited 
adjacent to suitable habitat offering the most potential.   

Survey Transects 

The dates, times and weather conditions of each survey are summarised in Table II.10.  All surveys were carried 
out during suitable weather conditions on dry, mild and calm days with the exception of the survey on the 24 
September 2009 which was subject to stronger winds.  

Table II.10 Timing and Weather Conditions of Bat Surveys 

Date Sunrise/sunset time Survey 
start time 

Survey 
end time 

Ambient 
temperature during 

survey ºC 

Weather conditions 

18/09/09 06:41 04.12 06.41 8 Dry and calm 

23/09/09 18.50 18.50 21.00 10 Dry and calm 

24/09/09 18.48 18:40 21:45 13 Dry and windy  
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The results of the transect surveys are shown in Table II.11. 

Table II.11 Bat Survey Results  

Date Survey Time Species Grid reference/ location/target 
note  

18/09/2009 Dawn Boat - 
Newcastle 

n/a n/a No bats recorded 

23/09/09 Dusk Boat - 
Newcastle 

20.37 Myotis sp. NZ128650 Along wooded riverbank 
at Close House, towards Wylam.  
Target Note 10 

19.33 Common pipistrelle foraging, one 
pass 

NZ244563 Target Note 1 

19.54 Common pipistrelle, one pass NZ217634 Target Note 2 

20.18 Common pipistrelle, two passes NZ188639 Target Note 3 

20.20 Common pipistrelle, one pass NZ185637 Target Note 4  

20.21 Common pipistrelle, one pass NZ183637 Target Note 5 

20.23 Common pipistrelle, one pass NZ180638 Target Note 6 

20.25 Common pipistrelle, one pass NZ177639 Target Note 7 

23/09/09 Dusk Bike - 
Newcastle 

20.27 Common pipistrelle, one pass NZ176642 Target Note 8 

24/09/09 Dusk Boat - 
Gateshead 

20.25 Noctule NZ189639 Target Note 9 

     

Three species of bats were recorded during the course of the transect surveys, a single pass of Myotis sp noted 
along the woodland edge towards Wylam, a noctule noted at Blaydon Haughs and passes of common pipistrelle 
(Pipistrellus pipistrellus) at various locations.  Figure II.3 shows the locations of the bats encountered during the 
survey and from the desk study.  Note that it did not prove possible within the time constraints to cover both north 
and south banks of the Tyne Estuary upstream of Newburn and surveys were undertaken by bicycle only on the 
north bank.  It is likely that bats are also present on the south bank, given the quality of the habitat available at 
Ryton Willows, Clara Vale and Wylam. 
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Discussion and conclusions 

Discussion 

Due to the large survey area to be covered and limited time scale in which the survey was undertaken, it is 
considered that the results only provide a snapshot of the potential use of the study area by bats.  Further surveys 
conducted throughout the bats’ active season focusing on more targeted habitats and/or structures are likely to 
increase the number of encounters.  However, in this instance and for the purpose of this study, this was not 
practical. 

No species were detected during the dawn boat transect conducted on the 18 September 2009, this could be 
attributed to fact that the surveys were constrained by the neap tides limiting access to areas near the banks.   

In general, little bat activity was noted along the River Tyne survey area.  This could be due to seasonal and/or 
access constraints and also the lack of suitable habitat with large stretches of the banks located within 
urbanised/industrial areas.  Including the existing records noted during the desk study, bat activity is concentrated 
to the western end of the survey corridor.  

The majority of the recorded bat activity was noted during the dusk bike survey with eight passes of the common 
pipistrelle, most of which were concentrated on the north bank around Newburn Haugh (Target Notes 3-8).  This is 
also where the Northumberland Wildlife Trust noted 20+ noctules and opposite where our record of noctule was 
noted.  The habitat here consists of a reclaimed area being developed as a business park, currently providing large 
open damp grassland areas with pockets of woodland nearby, and a riverside footpath/cycle track lined by trees.  
These features provide ample foraging and commuting routes.  Also the area where most bats were recorded has no 
industry located adjacent to the banks, so the area is probably not as subject to artificial lighting as the adjacent 
developed area.  However, this area is earmarked for future development.  An isolated record of a pipistrelle was 
noted downstream of this location on the north bank near to Elswick within an isolated wooded section of the bank 
and in the centre of town in Gateshead near to the A602 bridge, where again the areas adjacent to the river bank are 
wooded.  

The Myotis was recorded at the most western end of the site on the north bank along Close House Riverside Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).  This site is designated for its unusual community of metal-tolerant plants.  The 
woodland which falls within this SSSI consists of willows (Salix spp), alder (Alnus glutinosa), downy birch (Betula 
pubescens), ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus).  At this location both sides of the River 
Tyne are bounded by a dense tree line affording a good level of cover and habitat connectivity with no evidence of 
artificial light sources.  
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Protection Measures and Enhancement Opportunities 

To ensure the protection of potential bat habitat, including foraging, commuting and roosting sites, any future 
development proposals along the River Tyne study area should be subject to further bat surveys.  Depending on the 
type and location of the development this may entail just one visit or a number of visits to include activity surveys 
during the bats active season (April - September).  If for example works are proposed adjacent to a known roost or 
may affect optimal habitat, then more surveys may be necessary to aid any mitigation and/or enhancement 
measures and licence applications if required.  

The results of this survey indicate that structures, for example old bridges, are used by bats (Tidal River Derwent 
Local Wildlife Site) and the existing tree lines, ditches, damp open fields are all important features for bats and as 
such these should be retained and or/enhanced in line with any future development proposals.  Consideration 
should be given to any lighting schemes adjacent to the river corridor and any future river side development 
proposals should avoid impacting upon any wooded areas.  

The main enhancement opportunities which could be considered at this level of assessment are broadly generic.  
Such opportunities which could be considered within any future development proposals are listed below. 

• maintenance of the existing woodland corridors adjacent to the Tyne and where the opportunity arises, 
to increase these and retain or create connectivity; 

• adoption of sensitive lighting plans within any new development proposals occurring adjacent to 
suitable bat habitat; further surveys may be required to identify these; 

• surveys of any structures subject to development which are likely to contain bats; 

• installation of bat boxes within trees located adjacent to the River. 
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